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INTRODUCTION TO CASE STUDIES

Berkeley Rlanning Associates, with the assistance of Harold

Russell Associates, has completed a nationwide study documenting industry

practices in providing accommodationS to handicapped workers. The 20-

month study had four major components:

e a survey of 2,000 federal contractors, documenting the exteAt,

natures and costs of the accommodations provided, together with

the relationship between firms' attitudes toward accommodations

and handicapped workers and the actions these firms had taken;
2

telephone.interviews with 85 firms which with responses to the

mailed survey 'indicating that "at least one significant

accommodation had been provided. The goal of these interviews

was to explore &II some detail the circumstances surrounding a

single accommodation: how and why it was undertaken-and with

what results;.

a survey of disabled worker's to learn their perceptions about

any accommodatiOns that may have been made for them; and
,

intensive case studies of ten firms identified from their

survey and/or telephone responses as having exemplary accommo-

dation practices. The goal of this study component'was to

learn in detail what those accommodation practices Jere, and

how they related to other employment practices.

The findings presented in this Volume are from the fourth part-of the

study: the intensive case studies. Staff from Berkeley Planning Associates

and Harold Russell Associates visited ten firms tha; had been, identified

through the mail cand phone surveys as having exemplary practices in accommo-
.

dating handicapped workers and job applicants. These site visits were

done with the cooperation of the firm; appointments for interviews were,

for the most part, arranged by a "specialist" in working with handicapped

employees and applicants or by the Affirmative Action/Equal Employment

Opportunity Office. Site visits varied froth one to two days, and included

interviews with the following types of individuals:



Ton administrators (e.g:, Vice- resIdent for Human ResouKces);

Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Opportunity officers;

Handicapped. employees;

Managers of handieapped employees;

.o Employment recruiters.or interviewers;

"Outside Re9ources":- individuals in agencies sending referrals

to the firm or handling accommodation issues;

Other individuals in the firmwith special interest fn theacclom-
.

modations

Site visits -were conducted in the following firms:

.o.

The Dew Chemical Company (March 31, April 1);

PuPont*Company (April 6-7);

Hewlett Packard Company (April 15);

IBM Corporation.(April 15 -16);

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc. (April

Merck Sharp and Dohme (AWil 1-2);

.. Raytheon Company (April 12-13);

Storage Technology Corporation (April 13);

Tektronix (April 6 -7);

Union Carbide Company (March 31, .April 1).

1 a c' 8);
9

These firms tended to be among the largestin our mail survey sample.

They were selected -for in-depth study because their'cesponses to the

questionnaires showed significant accommodation activity', and they were

thus viewed as a particularly good source of insight into specific accom-

modation questions, as well as providing useful examples of accommodations
1

"in action."

Because these companies lare large, they all have at least one individual

whose specific responsibility is Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) and'

Affirmative Action.(AA). In half the sites, one of these EEO/AA officers

is speciali:ed, and deals with disability issues exclusively or for the

majority of the time.

The procedures fot handling accommodation appear to be informal in

most cases. Few large firms have written guidelines for the processes to

be followed in accommodation, For the most part, decisions are made on



'I flexible basis. Practices vary from division to division within,a.broad

policy framewoyk: Practices this develop-informally for the most part,'.

and vary from individual to individual within each site.

One respondent indicated that theinajor job in accommodation is

psyChological, not physical, and,,has to do with educating managers and

-other employees about hirkpg and torking with handicapped individuals.-
,

Many of the physical accessibility requirements pf accommodation have

been met through retrofitting existing buildings or constructing new

buildings to meet federal standards. .There are instances, in the irdi
.

vidual cases-presented here, *there a,ralvp or physical plant modification

has been critical in accommodation,"but most often, fh6'.changes cited as

.illustrative'accOmmodations are small,':and often oostless or very 1pw in
4

cost the use of a buddy sy*tem for a deaf worker yboscannotheat an
. ,

alarm bell, the adaptation of an existing,stan'd or equipthent to allow a

workei= to use a microscope with one hand,,instal?ing lower ;telephones and

light switches, and keeping aisles clear.

Often; it is not the disabled individual ttetit a coworker who has

identified the need for an accommodation. Many,of these changes occur

serendipitously, and often are h'andled very. informally. In one of-the

cOMpanies'visited, the specialist we talked to Tlayed an active role in

identifying'the' need for such accommodations and for finding innovative,

simple solutions,toeliminate specific job-related handicap: In this

and other sites, training departments, rectuiters managers, and coworkers

have all played oleA in identifying changes that could make a difference,

and in effecting ,such chahges. Often, these are simple &rigs, such as

raising a desk, installing a warning_ light, providing a Ogitalyopwatch,

or making an exception to a policy -or rule.,

A smaller number of accommodations are T iore dramatic. New technological

advances haVe opened job possjbilities for-some workers-, particu4arly-the

visually imPaired, In several instances, devices such ;is the Optacon

(which allows thd user to lead pri dmaterial in a tactile model have,

been obtained by the firms or by' he worker, with the costs sometimes

heirtg'shared with public agencies such as Vodational Rehabilitation.

Other ,innovations that-have allow/CI for expansion'of worker,capabilities



include a talking terminal for computer programmers and 'Voyager (by Visual-
_

tex), a device. that magnifies Written materials on a CRT
JP
like screen.

'For deaf employees, some companies have installed TTYs and TODs.

A number of company practiceS affect the degreeto which Affirmative

ActiOn in hiring and accommodation on the job take place.; A number of the

companies visited have initiated special procedures for findingqdalified

handicapped applicants and for 'interviewing. Several companies have
Iy

quantified MeasUres of Performance (MOPs) or Management by Objective (MBJ) '

goals relatini)to hjting the handicapped. Other firms'use this criteria,

but on a Subjectite basis, for performance reviews. Compaiiies vary in

terms of agressiveness in seeking new emplOyees with isa6ilities. Some

successful strategies have included attending consumer job fairs, working

'closely with agencies for the.handicapped, or contracting with private .'

: ...
companies that train dis'abled individuals.

Anothei important area isetraining of company staff, particularly
w '14

-managers and supervisors, in regulations company policy, and disability'

awareness, Video programs for-train.ing have been prepared in several_

cbmpanieand training sometimes includes such specific topics as how

to interview hdridicapped applcants..

In thepages.that foleow, the findings from each site vfsit'are

summarized in individual4C'ast'studies. Each- case study is organized so

that the context of th'study ---thee industry in wfiich the firm participates,

the history oflithe trm'siievelopment, the size of the work force -- is

described. /Also, as an important contextual topic, the positiA of the

"specialist" for employment of the handicapped is summarized. Each case

Istudy features several "cases" of accommodation of'indfviduals with dis-

ability. In these..shortorofiles'of,iPecific- accommodations, fictitious

names have been used tovrotectthe individuals' privacy. In most cases,-

these people were inierviewedby BPA or HRA staff, and shared infqrmation

on their experiences and accommodations. In'a few cases, the information

was gathered from a superVisor or manager.'.The case studies then continue

with a summary of practices followed by each firm in the accommodation

proceSs; these practices relate both tq the accommodation of employees

who are-inAred or otherwise disabled during employment, and to the inter-

vi
..

ew
,

ing of applican\t and the iilking of new employees.' Factors that en-

courage accommodavion orgnstrain the coMpany in accommodating are also



SuMmarized. Finally, each case concludes with a summary of major findings
0

on site, and sometimes with policy suggestions made by the firms. Each

case study has been reviewed, and approved by the contact "specialist"

and by others within the firm to ensure its accuracy.

The case studies illustrate how -ten companies hive responded to -the

social responsibility of employing the handicapped. It is apparent that /

in most instances accommodation is a very personal response to individual/

need. In the Most progressive industry environments , .accommodation is

seen as good business pi>qce, not as an extra cost. Such practices hav/e

not emerged solely as the result of recent 'federal regulations; but ofen

have been in place-for years, The fdlldw.ing excerpt from a 1962 emplqee
.e

newsletter expresses-the spirit. bfactommodtion wdfl:

WHAT MATTERS? ABILITY NOT DISABILITY,

When it hires, Tektronix seeks not to discriminate either
against any person or for'anyTerson., The important thing
is that person'sability -- not his disability.,

We talliTelake one concession: ,We -will take the necessary
.extra effort to make surehe bas'a fair ChanCe at the start.
So it is that we invest more in his placement than that
of the average job candidate ,

-There are two good reasons why -- good reasons for Tektronix:
f

First, we are tapping a reservoir of dedicated, capible
,employees -- a reservoir'it would be poor business.to
,overlook.

Seconds a positive outlook toward hiring disabled persons.
is healthy for employee morale.

I

1

Tek Talk, Employees Publicatiore.of Tektronix, Inc.,_July 1962.

J.
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%BACKGROUND 7.

THE DOW CHEMICAL. COMPANY

Covorate Headquarter's

'Dow Chemical ALS.A.:Yieddquarters

ichiganbiivision

kb.

The Dow Chemical Company'is a large company. with offices throughout
theUnited §tateS anCabroad. "The company was foundedlii 1898 in Midland,
Michigan, by Herbert-H. Dow. Todd is an international leader` in the..
manufacture of chemical products,..plasticS, metals, pharmaceuticals,
agricultural insecticides' and herbicides,. and such household products as

HandiAwrakSaralMWtap, and Ziplo bags.. The coopiny is comprised of
\six Areas: Dow Chemicai'lLS.A; Canada; Paciftc;Latin America; Brailil,:and

Europe,. Of these,. Daw.CheMical U.S.A. is the. largest Area,. with many
:locations throughout the United States. Withp each Area.are manufactur-
ing divisions, sales effices-and,research Some locations. (

ar8 highly specializ'ed in their operation's, producing only one or a few
products. At'theothereXtrpme are large,;; integrated complexes producing

. ,

hundreds, of chethicalsin shipload quantities. One of the Dow Chemical

U.S.A: diviions is the Michigan Division', also Ideated in Midland;.

Michigan.

The Michigan piv4i0:occupies the original site of The Dow Chemical re
GomPany. It is one of thritlarge'st chemical manufacturing sitds in the
world,`'. with 1,600 acres containing. shops, production'plants, laboratories,,,
and offices. Two plants in Bay City and one in Ludington are also included

in the Michigan Division, which employs approximately 6,000 people.

The site visit included both the Dow Center and the Michigan Division

of Dow.

Trademark of, w Chemical Company



The specialist who arranged the site visit is the Supervisor for EEO

programs in the U.S. Area EEO office. This office has a managesuper-

visor, and two other stiff members. It is the EEO )olicymaking group for

Dow U.S.A. Each of Dow's locations has its own EEO/AA responsibility,

and develops an AffirmItive Action Plan. The larger plants (Michigan,

Texas) have their own EEO officers; smaller locations have assigned this

responsibility to their personnel or hiring staff. These site. EEO personnel

,report to their own local line managers; policy direction comes from the.

U.S.A. EEO office. The corporate headquarters has an EEO manager as well.

The U.S.A. EEO deparcment starte' in the early 1970s: Such functions

existed before, but were handled loc,, . The central office function

was created in part in response to legislative requirements. The current

manager has been in the:position for six months, the supervisor for three

months, and the other two staff members for three and four years respec-

tively. The central office is not usually involved in individual accom-
(

modStion decisions, but in policy and toordinating EEO activities with

all Dow U.S.A. locationS". The office will occasionally handle EEO com-

plaints, but for the most- part such issues are resolved between employee,

or applicant and local managers.

The"oMte has had. some contact with outside agencies such as Aroca-.

tional rehabilitation, but for the most part the company relies on'its.
r

own internal offices and staffs for solutions to the rehabilitation prob-

lemslems of employees. There s a Medical department on site, There apears

to he a general policy'of non-involvement-With outside agencies, with an

emphasis on solving individual problems internally.

Dow does not have formally written accommodation procedures, but

there ire. numerous examples of individual cases of accommodation. Specific

data is available only on a subset of these, however. Statistics avail-

able within the company grossly undercount the numbers of accommodations; -

reprirting pis limited to those handicapped individuals who self-identif)

or some othprs for whom accommodation is made. Few employees at Dow

choose to be included in such statistics. This year, for instance, an

invitation to self-'identify was included in Michigan Division's company.

12



magazine, and the Dow Center's newsletter. These announcements got little

response. The compa,nY makes a conscious effort to inform employees of

their rights, with invitations to identify and EEO4AA policy statements

posted in prominent places near the entrances to corporate offices. Local

divisions use letters and publications to this end as well. A copy of this

year'soheadquarters unit invitation notice.is attached.'

. INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODATION

'-:Accommodation at Dow is not formalized in policy but-happens on an

individual. basis. The case of one severely disabled worker flilusirates

a variety of different small accommodations.that have-eliminated handi-

caps on the job This is a young woman who is a programMer/analyst and

also the technical supervisor of a systrms group. She uses a Wheelchiar,

and has a progressive_ condition that is also affecting muscle control'in

her arms. She was handicapped when hired by Dow after completinOer B.S.

in chemistry. In her job search, other companies told her that their

medical departments wouldn't allow them to hire her; only, at Dow' was she

offered a job. She has been with the company for about 15 years; hOwever,

When.fir:it' employed she was hired on a contractual basis, which essentially

means;self-employed or consultant. Eight years ago, she was' fired as a

permanent employee, and has Since )3een proMoted to technical supervisor.

The company has made a number of physical accommodations specifically for

her and, in addition, she has benefitted from.new, mostly barrier-free, 7-

.construction. She has a special parking plate near the building; this

policy of Dow's,predated legislative requireMents, and mobility-impaired

individuals can have parking near the building entrances. Many of the .

general. physical modifications have come since she has been at DoW. In

the early years, she had to wait for someone to help her up the stairs,

and sinCe.she was unable to get in and out of buildirigs alone she couldn't

work late.or easily. get from one building to another. NoW, only one

building relevant to her job presents such a problem.

Modifidations were made specifically in response to her own situation

and needs when she began working in her current research area. The bath- -

room was modified, and she was consulted on other design features and

13.
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influenced the positioning of light switches (so'she can reach them from
a chair) and carpeting (specifying installation of low-pile carpet so
that wheelchair wheels don't mee6with too much resistance). Her mailbok
is lower and remains so'when mailboxes are reassigned. In'thee modifica-
tionS, she has worked with her supervisor, who has been supportive and
helpful. The. accommodation spirit was characterized as "employee to

employee" with co- workers assisting in transferring' her from car to chaii
and informally taking responsibility for her safety in the event of an
evacuation.

I Retraining is another type ofaccommodation, and Dow has shOWn a

willingness to provide such training. One of Dow Chemical U.S.A.'s em-

ployees became blind subsequent to his employment by Dow. The company.

supported him in a return- to school to earn a doctorate degree.
.

This'employee is now a manager and travels throughout ,the United States
and around the world as part of 145 job. Dow has Provided transportaticin

expenses for a traveling companion to assistiin the travels or has arranged.

for other transportation assistance.

In another of Dow's locations, a blind woman was hired in 1951. She

is presently a secretary and has'been with the company for 31 years. She

is very active in her state chapter of Blind Secretaries and Transcribers.

In 1.476Dow obtained an 'Optacon for her; this recently.marketed device

allows her to read printed material in'Braille, thus expanding her

abilities on the.job. In addition to the equipment, Dow sent her to a

training program in California for nine days in the use of this equipment.

Such purchases are apprued and arranged for at the local level and do not

come to the attention of the

employee was.nominated for a

videotape' for the company on

,;be case to the attention of

sponsored her attendance as

Committee on the Employment

for the past three years.

national headquarters. This particular

corporate achievement award for producing a

handicapped people. The nomination brought

managers in the headquarters. Dow has

a delegate irom.her state at the President's

of the Handicapped, in Washington, D.C.,

14
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PRACTICES

Hiring

.Dawis a company that focuses on taking professional staffjchemists,

chemical engineers,. business administration) in at."entry level" (usually

with four -yeas` college degrees) and usually promotes from within the ranks.

This was explained as a` olicy of "growing our own." Conseqdently, it is

at the firs' - level professional job that recruiting focuses.' Dow holds

interviews at campuses throughout the .country and also receives write-in

applications to fill these "entry-level jobs. There:is nothirig explicit
4in the recruiting procedures regarding "different" handling of handicapped

applicants. Recruiters are looking for individuals qualified for specific
,

jobs;._ a disability is not a'factor, unless it is a disability that makes

the,perforpance of the job Tequiredents impossible. An example was given of

a man with a leg prosthesis Who had applied a number of.years agojo be a

starting -level engineer in a division that required extensive ladder-climbing

and mobility skills. The company did suggest that perhaps another site

withoutthe ladder requirements would be preferable, but the applicapt

demonstrated that he could negotiate the ladders and secured the job he

was after. This employee has been with the company now for a number-of-
.

years and has evidently required no specific accommodation, This example

illustrates the point that was reiterated throughout the site visit: if

the requirements of the job (physical requirements, training requirements)

can be met, then the company will accommodate to individual needs. However,

if the iob.requirernents cannot be met, the company will not change the

requirements to fi't the individual. _ 7,n the case of an on-the-job employee,

this may call for transfer tc another job." In the case of ariapplicant,

the applicant must-apply. for .a job there the job specifications can be met.

IiEO Information

Dow announces emplOyees' rights and EEO policy visibly; signs are

,posted prominently at main entrances, and letters and news announcements

have been sent to all employees periodicall.. In addition, such informa-

tion is presented to new employees when hired.

10



Special Services

Since 1958, the Michigan Division has had a program for temporarily

or permanently disabled hourLy employees who are not able to function on

their regular jobs. This program, originally called the Handicapped Group,

is now called Special Services. An employee might be referred to this

- program if injuredon the job or outside,-or if some function became

impaired.-The Special Services program performs selected work for other

departments in the Division. The group was developed through negotiation

between management and the union, and is open tohourly employees. The

idea is,to keep employees productively empl yed in work they can perform

successfully.

The Special Services group has its own ilding on the grounds of the

Michigan Division.. About 40 people at a ti e have worked in this group.

Currently, the group is smaller since a number of its memoers have elected

for early retirement in response to a recent companywide early retirement

incentive. Since the program started, approximately 2,800 Dow employees

h'ave been in the group. The ideads not to place someone permanently

in a "sheltered" environment, but.to rehabilitate the individual and,re-

assign him or her either to the same job or to a different job where the

disability is not a handicap. Medical and psychological assistance are

available from the pow medical department. Many of the hourly jobs

require a great deal of mobility (for climbing ladders, moving heavy

equipment, performing various other physically demanding operations).

If a worker becomes physically impaired, it is often the practice to

find another job that doesn't require the same physical specification.

For instance, one worker was injured in an automobile accident and is now

an engineering draftsman, a job that does not require the mobility of his

previous job as an operator in a'production plant. In many cases, a worker

in Special Services,will be assigned to work in the department for which

the work is being undertaken. While the worker is formally the employee

of Special Services, supervision is from the department where the work is

being performed. The group_ has several members assigned to various depart-

ments, and has workers in the central group building as well.

The policy with respect to S cial Services is changing at this timpl;

The company is currently looking to department managers to find alternative

16
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.jobs for their disabled workers within their own departments, rather than'

referring them out to the Division Special Services program. This policy

encourages each department to accommodate the worker, rather than pass on

the responsibility. Because of !the early retirements and this shift in

policy, the group is becomingspaller than it has been in the .pas' .

DECISION FACTORS

The Economy,

Ari understanding of the recruiting and hiring practices requires

consideration of the hiring picture in general at Dow. .Michigan as a

state has experienced a severe unemployment situation, with an unemploy-

ment rate of 17%. Consequently, the Michigan DiVision of Dow has not

been "in a hiring mode" for hourly employees.- In fact, the Midland plant

has (stopped taking ho,-:71y applications tecause, with very limited .hiring,

applications become a paper process. A small number of technical /profes-

sional- people have been hired.

Individual Qualifications

The qualifications of an indiVidual and the satisfaction of specific

job requirements are the most important factors imPhiring and accommodating.

The training of managers and recruiters is not specifically targeted toward

handicapped individuals but for fair treatment, of-all people based on

qualifications.

Safety

Concern for employee safety is an overriding factor in hiring and

job appropriateness decisions. -In chemical plants, there are dangers of
fires and of 'hazards, plus the requirements for climbing on ladder's

three four stories high and handling heavy equipment: There is a medi-

cal department, which gives:each new employee a physical examination and
wi 1 judge on the medical restriction: and job limitations of the employee
for a job. Dow, as a matter of policy, does not plate a handicapped per-

son in a position where injgry is likely because of the impairment.

17 .
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Costs

Accommodations made for employees are made at the local level, and

expenditure decisions are made within department operating budgets. Man-

agers have discretion about these kinds of expenses, and the outlay for

equipment or physical plant adjustments. In new buildings built since the

architectural barrier regulations have been in effect, accommodations for

the handicapped are included in the original building costs. For existing

buildings, or when remodeling is required, accommodations are made as needed.

An estimate of costs involved for modifications of existing buildings for

the handicapped showed approximately $200,000 from 1975 to .1981, but this

is only an estimate since such costs are not recorded as separate expen-

ditures.

Dow provided estimates of other typicil individual costs:

the Optacon for the blind secretary cost $2,895 in 1976; in

addition, Dow paid for her training time and the other casts

associated with the nine-day training course in California;

modification of the restrooms at the Dow. Center ('three buildings)

cyst $26,570;

a special electric cart, with modifications was purchased for k
an employee with physical and visual impairments; this special

vehicle, which allows him to deliver mail from building to

building, cost approximately $5,000.

Cost of an accommodation does not appear to be the overriding factor

in an accommodation decision. Safety appears to be much more the factor

of concern.

There are no separate records on cost, and there are no records

(except the medical records, which,are.not used for stati'stical.purposes)

of the numbers and types of existing conditions or the accommodations that

have been made by individuals or by the company in response to particular

needs. Only when an employee self-identifies or when an accommodation is

made is that employee counted in the statistics for employment of the

handicapped. Dow has experienced a very low rate of self-identification.

EMployees with obvious handicap,: who require no special accommodation

are not included in the count unless they respond to the request for self-

identification.-

18
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Not all accommodations are 'recorded. Some employees do not want the
accommodation counted, and the company has. respected these requests.
'Further, some accOMmodations:(like-the lowering of the light switches
during rewiring or the installation of one particular carpet) may never
be singled out as an accommodation as suCh,.but rathevas a preference in
Specifications. Changing light fixtures if the regular lights bother

wearers of contact lenses is another example of physical accommodation

that would not be a "statistic." Thus, the company i,s able to summarize
only a part of the actual effqrt of their accommodation.

CONCLUSIONS

Dow Chemical U.S.A., in addition to hiring handicapped individuals,
has evidenced a commitment to keep workers on the job after becoming handi-
capped, and has had a program in place in its Michigan Division for doing
so for almost 25 years. Its policies have been shifting as the times"have

changed; new laws and regulations have made workers and managers more

aware of the handicapped and their needs. The reporting requirements

themselves do not contribute to the accommodations procedures and-,' in

fact, cannot adequately reflect the number of individUal instances in

which someone with a handicap is helped through a physical accommodation

or an adjustment such as a change in schedule. The toncern for employees

and keeping them on the job fits within Dow's overall employment policies,

where people are hired at entry level and trained for careers within the

company. Such practices may be less feasible within companies with high

turnover and with higher degrees of lateral mobitity.
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DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.

MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 48640

'T0 AU. Dot,: Headquakatets thit E!rgoyecs

INVITATION TO SE CONSIDERED UNDER SECTION 503 OF THE
REHABILITATION ACT OF 1973 AND-SECTION 402, IETNAM
ERA VETERANS READJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE ACT OF )974.

I am suae thar most c3 you know that. Dcw has had a Zong and Imoud aeco4d
oi pacviding chaaenging empZcyment cppottun,ites tc handicapped emptcyees
and to mititaiuf..:P.tetan, ineZudir.p vetetans oj the Vietnam Eta. .

Two Fedctai Acts - The Rehab,..ti-:=Len Act 06 1973, SeCt.i.on 503, and
Secti.on 402 oi the Vietnam Eaa VeZtt:t,'!6 Rettajustr!'eat Assistance Act
o4 1974, ptovide guideCines Sc.: the .cieve.eopment c aiiimative action,
pi:ans to assuae Suet utieizarion and equat emgcyment cppcatunites
6ct those coveted ,by these Acts.

This Lett o< Invitation Sot sa4 identi6ication a. a handicapped
vetetan c.s So:: the pu.t.pose.oz.: inauding thosewho 6eet

they ate a66ected by the ac r: Acts into ou ASSitmative
Action Pans.

The deiinitZcns as stated tegutations aaep's
capped in .L.s any petson z,..ho has a physical'. 04 meritaL'iPpai4ntnt
Aich substaxtiaiZy Zimits one ca m0AC 06 ,S(10.11 reason's majot Zi6e
act-Lvities--.ca has a ted6Id oS sueh impaitment--ot o .tecaded as havino

5had such impowiment.

A Vi'etnam E.t.a veteaan £5 a pets on whcseaJee. on active duty 604 a pe,ticd
oi moae tLan 180 dayS, any pat t oS cee!itaed between August 5, 1964
and gay 7, 1975 and 't4:as dischatged tith othct than a dishonotabte dischage.

ricase not, :,1"y you supetviso c6 /out W£4fiC.5 to be cOuideted undo a ether
Act by Febtuaty 26, 19E2. ,06 cout!c Ls a votuntaly fl..ccedutcand ate iqctmation eecslaty -to ceatiSy diaibiZto wiZe. bc kept cen6i-dentae. Any quastions about this c t othet vscas &lox Headquattets
UnZt At's;cit.mative Act:cn PLans way be diaected to re.

Edag:a L. Somna6,
Managet

ticadquatte,1.5 tia,U. EEO
Janucay 1, 79E2

(
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. BACKGROUND
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E. 1. DU PONT DE NEMOURS f COMPAN

E. I. du Pont de Nemours and 'Company is a,diversified international

company with major petroleum, coal, and other energy and raw material

resources. With headquarters in Wilmington, Delaware, the company produces

and sells fuels and other energy products, and a broad'range,qf high-

technology products based on the chethicali biological and physical sciences.

Major.products and activities include:

petroleum.exploration and production;

petroleum refining, marketing and transportation;

coal and minerals;

* agricultural and industria Chemicals;

polymer prodUcts;

fibev,;

industrial and consumer products;

hiomedical products.

Durin, 1981, many Du Pont businesses posted significant gains

despite weaknesses,in-thi,P.S. and world economics.' The year Was marked

by the acquisition of Conoco, Inc. which provided diversification into

energy and chemical resources together with ownership of major

natural gas, and coal reserves. Du Pont also acquired New England Nuclear

,Corporation, a leading manufacturer of radiochemicals and radiopharmaceuti=

cals for medical diagnosis and research.

Pu Pont is proud of its long tradition of hirifig and accommodating

'.handicapped individuals. Their original survey of handicapped employees

in 1959; which-was-updated in 1973; documents efforts sof, the company

which predated the Rehabilitation Act of i973..

Du Pont has a strong loyalty to its employees. Du Pont wants. employees

to make a career with the company. As a result, company officials are

motivated to accommodate individuals-Whecb-etome disabled,:while on the job,

individuals who are handicapped when hired, or employees who.require
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temporary light-duty assignments in *der to recover from an unjury sus.-

tained. While employed (whether on or.Off the job).
.$Du Pont has a willingness to find out where the company stands with.,

respect to hiring and accommodating
handicapped individuals. In reponse',

to.numerOus requests for infOrthation about the 1973 Du Pont:survey, the
Employee Relations Department proposed that a third 'survey be conducted to
update earlier findings, and to'provide direction for future hiring and
placement of handicapped-individuals.

.Top management agreed and committed
significant resources to the task. This survey of mk;:e..100 sites was con-
ducted durini 1981 and the results were pUblished in a report entitled
"Equal to the Task". Performanceiomparisbns ofllandicipped and nomimpaired
employee's confirm the earlier findings that handicapped employees rate

'slightiy higher. in safety,-approximately equal in performance of job duties
and slightly -lower in, attendance.. The 1981 survey also provided detailed
information about accommodations for handicapped employees.

AFFMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

The Employee Relations Department (ERD1 at Du P 's corporate head:

quarters is responsible for corporate policy and for giving support to other

corporate departtent& as plants. The ERD'inCludes an Affirmative/

Action (AA) Seefion which is"stafficCby a manager'and several consultants
.,--specializing in affirmatiye action and compliance: .

The next layer cif.AA is at the Department level. Each Department has
,fspecialists who are responsible for advising management concerning

activities at a number'of plants. The specialists assist' in problem cases,

clarify company policy; and review affirmative action1programs. In,addit.On

to corporate and 'departmental personnel, each plant has AA representatives

who are responsible for assisting in implehlenting_ Du Pont's affirmative
.

action program.

During 1981, the specialist in this case study was consultant in the

corporate Affirmative Action section. He was, - responsible for overall

support . of departmellt. and plaPt..s_.in. matters__Of_affirinativ-eaction.

Because of his backgroudsl with Ilandicappea,employees as an area superYisor

22
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and his 41ver5e experience in areas such as engineering, manufacturing,

business analysis, labor relations and finance, he was chostn_to_conduct___---

the 1981 survey.

As a resultOf his background, and the knowledge gained while conduct-

ing the survey, this specialist has emerged as an expert on hiring and

accommodating handicapped individuals at Du Pont. He has become a major

source of information and guidance with Du Pont for matters relating to

handicapped individuals. Recently, he was assigned broader responsibilities

so that he may use his knowledge and experience to deal with'complaints and

to help managers and supervisors, in all phases of affirmative action.

INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODATION

Barbara is.mentally retarded. She applied two years ago for the )ob

of messenger in the corporate Employee Relations Depaitment. She had

graduated from. a special school in Massachusetts and has two years ex-
_

perience working in a retail store. She heard alout the job opening from

her husband, himself mentally handicapped, who works as a messenger in

another office at Du Poht.3[(Her. father-in-law is also'a DuPont employee.)

She was motivated to work' at Du Pont because of its reputation as a good

Wace to work.

Barbara's employment process was the same as for any tither applicant.

She applied, took.a standardized test and passed it on the second try, was

interviewed by the supervisor of the employment unit and then interviewed

)11( the supervisor in charge of messengers. Both were convinced that Bar-

bara was qualified for the position; a check into her training and prior

experience had been positive. While serving on a Governor's Committee on

Employment of the Handicapped, the employment supervisor became aware of

the capabilities of handicapped individuals. He was also aware of the

ood job that her husband was doing in his messenger position.

In the past, the position had been filled by high school co-op students

or 'ndividuals who later moved on to higher-paying clerical jobs. As

one of the few.entry-level jobs in the Employee Relations Department, it

23



had traditionally beevused as. a stepping stone-fOr other jobs,in Du Pont.
Part of the supervisor's motivation was to fill the-job on a permanent
basis to.reduce the training task. In addition, he had previous favorable,
experience with handicapped workers, and'he trusteA the )udgetilent of the
supervisor of the Employment Unit.

-

He was encouraged to...hire Barbara because the Vice_Presdent of
Employee Relations was "always asking about consieering handicapped indi-
viduals". This top management support and Du Pont's long tradition of
hiring and accommodating 'handicapped individuals created a supportive envir-
onment'.

The job of messenger consasts of opening, sorting and distributing mail'
for the Employee Relations Department. Job requirements include ability, to
read and the mobiLity needed for delivering messages to many locations.
The actual accommodations for Barbara were relatively minor, consisting

--O

4). taking more than the usual time to orient her to the job;
being patient and helpfpl as she learned the job;

putting messages in writing, so ..that Barbara is not required
to memorize them;

adhering to a precise. job description and not asking. her to
perform additional non-messenger duties.

7t

As-a result, the Employee Relations Department has a stable. and productive
r,messenger. She now prides herself on assisting in the training of new

messengers who work in the Employee Relations DepartMent and has an
excellent attendance record. Her supervisok finds her to be pe sonable
and capable. Not content to have her remain as a messenger with Ut moving
upward,.the supekvisor has, exposed her to other jobs such as machine opera-,
tor. To date, this has not proved fruitful, but he is still trying to
help her chart a course for upward mobility.

. u
According to the specialist, positive experience with Barbara has

encouraged managers to take a harder look at the jobs that can be done
by handicapped employees. 'It would have been relatiwiy easy to fill the
,messenger position with a non-handicapped person who had a clear prospect
of moving on to other jobs. Instead, Du Pont chose to hire a person who



was qualified-te, do-the-job-and offered the possibility of making7a signi-P\
Eicant. commitment to being a skilled messenger. To date, the decision has
paid off:

Since developing multiple sclerosis four years ago, Mick, a senior
research chemist, has had to make significant adjustments to his job. As
multiple,sclerosis progressed, he 'bedame' unable to walk.for,extended periods
of time without a\)cane. Moreover he had difficulty writing.' Increasingly,
this began toeaf4pct his job, which required the preparation Hof reports on
new processes connected with coal conversion.

v-To allow Mick to continue' to function effectively as a member of the
4research staff, the following accommodations were made:

Tack developed a good working relationship with his technician.
a_result, the'technician does the "hands on" tasks while the

chemist designs the research program. Since the_iob_;oftechnician
is to assist the chemist, this assistance is.unusual .cmly because
it extends to all manual tasks.

o

o With company approval, Mick has designed man experiments using
a Computer. This results in faster acquisition of information.

1'® The company provides special parking.

%fter Mick identified the buildings that he needed to enter, the
companyinstalled railings and ramps and made other changes to
remove architectural barriers.

Micl. identified and tested a motorized wheelchiar,,which was
then bought by the company to allow him to travel' around the
bui:ding.

co" The Cothpany gave him an office adjacent to his research area.
To )vercome his difficulty with writing, the company bought him
a trpewriter..

These
<
accommodations were originally requested by the employee.

His supervsor, personnel representatives, Central Reseaich and Development
(CM) s :aff, and Equal Employment Opportunity representatives all cooper-
ated io plan and implement the accommodations.

Th costs of the various accommodations were borne by different
budgets depending on the type of expense\nvolved.

Items such as the
typewriter were paid from the department budget because they were considered
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work - related. Items such as the motorized whe 'chair, installation of hand-

rails, designation of special parking, and other architectural accommodations

ware paid from by CR6D's facility budget.
\

The result of ,tjiese accommodations is that Mick has remained productive

despite progressive'multiple sC'lerosiS, which has seriously diminished his

physical abilities. Mick had been promoted recently and continues to make

a valuable contribution to the research staff.

Bridll was a deaf applicant for a draftsman position in the Electrical

and Instrument Section of a Du Pont Division. His supervisor had no

previous experience supervising disabled employees. Her overall attitude --

"He doesn't have a problem, I have a problem" -- illustrates the level of

awareness and open-mindedness which Du Pont's ongoing affirmative action,
\

policies have created. Throughout the process of hiring, training, and

supervising, the supervisor and Brian effectively responded to the challenge

to communicate. During the initial interview, the supervisOr expressed no

concerns about how deafness might interfere with the job. Instead, using

paper and pencil, she concentrated on training and experience. After

learning that Brian had a two-year technical degree from the National Insti-

tue for the Deaf, had one year prior related experience, and was a personable

individual who took responsibility for good communication, she was satisfied

that he was qualified for the position.

Once.on the job, Brian went about the task of,preparing electrical

schematics and did not request any special accommodations. Over time, a

number of accommodations evolved. They included:

the supervisor took twice the usual amount-of time for,initial

training. ,Communication took place using paper and pencil.

-(In retrospect, the supervisor observed that using an inter-

preter would have saved consi rable time.)

Since the designers of:elect ical apparatus were in the same

building, they agreed to stop by and provide Brian with more

information in person rather than over the phone.

An interpreter was provided during his performance review at

a cost of $30 (an overhead account was used for this expense).
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Brian's superviso?' checked with the personneepartment and
learned that a sign language course was available at a local

4 high school. The company paid for the course so that she could,
overcomr"her problem".

Two cot/Workers have alSo learned sign language.
During building evacuation, another eMplcyee is assigned4po
alert. Brian and assist him'outof the building.

o The company is planning to prOvide an interpreter for an
upcoMing training program over an eight week period at a total
cost, of $1,800 or more. (The training budget will pay this
expense.)

i

o The purchase of a "Superphone" is being explored. This device
would allow Brian to type a message using a device connected to
his phone and the_message could be heard on the other end. A
reply, however, requires that the other individual push the
buttons of, a phone to spell out a messo:e. The Superphone costs
approximately $500. (This would be considered a capital expense
and would be paid out of a capital budget.)

Brian ass,ists in communication by a combination of lipreading, speaking.
a few"words, sign language, and using paper and pencil. His willingness to
use a variety of means of communication has minimized the need for accommo-
dations. Aside from adaptations 'during the communication process, Bri.in
performs the job of draftsman with no modification of job duties.. The,
supervisor reports that he now requires no more supervision than any other
worker in the section. In eleven months on the job, he has become an
effective member of the Electrical mid Instrument Section.

PRACTICES

Recruiting

As noted above; Du Pont is a highly desirable company to work for,
Its tradition of concern for workers and its excellent employee programs
produce an extremel-y, large pool of applicants, which results in an adequate

I

supply of qualified handicapped applicants. Company officials are not con-
tent,' hoWever, to draw solely from this pool.

27
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The company conducts an outreach and recruitment program, at the

corporate, department and individual plant levels. Such recruitment is

best characterized as an effort to work closely with key agencies in the

local area, e.g. State VR, rehabilitation agencies, consumer organizations,

universities, training-programs, etc. In addition, handicapped individuals

with technical and scientific backgrounds are recruited as part of the

overall college recruiting program. The company prefers its own recruit-

ment programs rather than major involvement in government programs, such as

PWI/or CETA.

Du Pont has an ongoing commitment to working with over sixty community

agencies that provide work and training for handicapped individuals in the

community. Organizations7that are involved in this community partnership

are of two basic types: sheltered workshops that provide work for severely

handicapped individuals who have uncertain potential for competitive employ-

ment; and vocational rehabilitation centers that train handicapped people

to enter or re-enter the work force. A number of handicapped employees at

.Du Pont have been trained in these rehabilitation centers.

Hiring

The 1973 Du Pont Survey documented the company's success in employing

qualified handicapped individuals even before the Rehabilitation Act was

passed. One important finding of the study is that Du Pont has had increased

success over the years in hiring severely handicapped persons, such as blind,

deaf, and mentally retarded individuals. The' 1981 study confirmed these

findings and enhanced awareness and receptivity to hiring handicapped per -

sofs on the part of hiring managers by again making visible Du Pont's

commitment to affirmative action and the success which it has produced.

On occasion, the Company has designated a job specifically, for a

handicapped individual. The story of Barbara's placement shows how success-

ful placement could encourage the messengers supervior to replace her with

another handicapped individual should she leave. The factor which prevents

,!:pigeon holeing" handicapped individuals is a policy that jobs are not

exclusively reserved fOr.handicapped people. While it may be a goal to

place a handicapped individualin a job, such a goal would not preclude an

28
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able-bodied person from being hired., Data gathered during the 1981 survey

show clearly that handicapped indiViduals are not slotted as a rule.

Instead, they.are distributed throughout the various levels and types of

jobs at Du Pont.

Accommodations

The 1981 survey inquired about accommodations of the following types:,
.

o modification of training program;

modification of job duties, assignments or schedule;
r "

facilities or equipment accommodations;

other accommodations.

In. all, over 3,000 accommexlations were identified among'2,745 handi-

capped. employees. Modification of job duties emerged as a significant

form of accommodation. Because of Du Pont's flexibility in work assignments

and work rules, modifications could be made such as reassigning duties,

eliminating some parts of a job, and not requiring handicapped employees

to rotate through all the assignments within a particular job title.

In addition, individuals can be excused from, working overtime or are moved

from rotating shifts to day work when necessary to protect them from addi-

tiw7.71 stress. In some instances, Du Pont has been able to place a disabled

employee in a "light duty" job on a temporary basis to allow for rehabilita-

tion and eventual placement in a permanent position.

In addition to modification of.job duties or schedules, a wide variety

71

of training, facility and equip ent accommodations-were discovered. Many of

these accommodations are liste d in the survey report. Al- though no figures

were given, the cost of most accommodations was described as nominal.

Because Du Pont has engineering and technical expertise, company

officials prefer to use internal rather than external resources for making

accommodations. The vast majority of accommodations are made and.paid for

at the plant level. Department-level and Corporate-level affirmative staff

provide considerable expert support and coordination where accommodation

involves difficult problem solifing.

Du Pont's approach to paying for accommodations is a reliance on

local facility budget-S. Capital budgets, training budgets, .nd general

29
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-//;17terhead budiets provide funds for most accommodations. There is no
general fund for accommodation at the Department or Corporate levels. Like-
wise, accommodation decisions are generally made at the plant level, unless
some consultation with Department or Corporate AA representatives is/
required.

Training and Communicating Policy

Since the 1981 survey confirmed Du Pont's solid accomplishments in
hiring anclaccommodating handicapped individuals, the specialist recommended
that the study be a major component of an effort to increase awareness of
how handicapped employees contribute to Tu Pont. When asked how one motivates
a supervisor to hire and accommodate a handicapped worker when the supervisor
has no previous experience upon which.to draw, the specialist replied, "there
has got to be.some hook". By this, the specialist meant that the idea of
handicapped people as desirable employees must be promoted because personal
interest is one key to handicapped affirmative action success. He saw the
Surveas one such "hook". Properly distributed and'incorporated into
Du Pont's awareness and training program, ehe survey could serve to heighten

people's awareness concerning handicapped individuals and proddce a positive
c'imate for future hiring and accommodation:,

The specialist is currently preparing a video-tape program that shows

handicapped people On the,job and discusses their experiences in greater
detail. This will serve to reinfore the message of the survey and provide

managers with a tool for use_during EEO training.

DECISION FACTORS

The greatest motivator at Du Pont is the worker's job security. Du

Pont expects that employees will remain with the company throughout their

career. Accordingly,the company makes a major effort to retain the

employee by making an accommodation to the present job, or to place the

individual on a job which minimizes the effett of the disability. It is

felt that accommodation is the "right thing to do" and that the company

has an investment in the individual which should be protected. Another

factor cited was the accommodation's potential benefit to other employees,

whether handicapped or not.
30
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Factors which would probably notact as a motivator include: the
cost of the individual remaining home on disability or worker's compensa-tion or a high turnover rate for a particular job category. Moreover,
government programs (such as Targeted Jobs Tax Credits) are. not viewed as
motivators to hire or accommodate.

Most of the time, cost is not regarded as a major factor in making an
accommodation. The specialist noted, however, thatiche federal government
should consider a policy of subsidizing the cost of an expensive accommoda-
tion, so that expense doesn't act as a deterrent to hiring a handicapped
applicant.

RECOMENDATIONSICoNCLUSIONS

Recommendations for Federal Policy Makers

When asked about recommendations for federal policy makers about hiring
and making accommodations for disabled persons, the specialist had these
observations:

The Department of Labor should continue to develop and

disseminate publications that make people aware of the need to

hire,handicapped workers. Publications should show successful
examples of hiring and accommodation ar4 should stress the
capabilities and contributions of handicapped workers. Efforts
to encourage the employers to follow Du Pont's example by

studying the results of their own affirmative action efforts
are also likely to increase overall awareness.

Industry should be encouraged to support sheltered workshops by

giving them subcontract work. The profit motive can he harnessed

successfully to benefit both industry and the workshops.

Lessons to be learned

By conducting a survey of its handicapped employees, and communicating
the results to all employees and the public. Du Pont has' demonstrated' its

concern for handicapped individuals. the increased awareness resulting
the survey will assist Du Pont in all aspects of ies affirmative action
program, from recrpiting to accommodation and upward mobility.

3i

from
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HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY

BACKGROUND

Hewlett-Packard Company (HP) was founded in 1939 in Dave Packard's

garage, with a single product: an electronic instrument used to test

sound equipment. It has grown rapidly to its current size of more than

64,000 employees. Manufacturing_divisions are located in 23 cities in

the U.S. and nine overseas. Together they design and manufacture more

than 4,500 different types of precision electronic equipment.

}Management at HP is decentralized. Divisions are kept small

(2,000 employees or fewer); divisions are added as the company grows.

Each division operates almost.as-a separate small business. /Corporate

objectives, hbwever, are clearly articulated. Three of the seven formally

stated objectives illustrate the company's long standing commitment to

meeting the needs of their employees and of the community::

to help HP people share in the company's success, which

they make possible; to provide job security based on their

performance; to recognize their individual achievements;

and to help them gain a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment

from their work.

to foster initiative and creativity by allowing the individual

great freedom of action in attaining well-defined objectives.

to honor our obligations to society by being an economic,

'intellectual and social asset to each nation and each

community, in which we operate.

Basically, goals Of equal employment opportunity, together with efforts

to assist each employee to attain his or her maximum potential, are

integral to HP's management philosophy and are seen as beneficial to

the firm in that they encourage, the best efforts of each employee.

32
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

One of the most important accommodations for disabled workers that HP
has made is the creation of a position within the corporate EEO office
.entitled "Manager of Affirmative Action for Disai)led Persons and
Handicapped Veterans':. This person acts _as a resource to EEO officials
in each Division, providing information, helping them develop their own
outreachjirograMs, ensuring accessibility of the physical plant, and pro-
viding training. This position was created because an individual saw
the need for it. Then working as an outside vendor, providing sign
language training to HP employees, she discussed the need for this
position with the corporate EEO Manager, was hired in 1979, and developed
her own job description. In approximately two years spent in that
positil: her mast important accomplishments were:

' improved accessibility in a-number of divisions;

installation of a number of "standard" accommodations such
as TTY's and Braille;

co establishing a program of summer cooperative Education for

disabled high school students;

participation'in the "Corporate Partnership" program of the

International Year of Disabled Persons;
o a change in the process by which applicants could self-identify

in order to benefit from the Affirmative Action Program. (The

process wasJormerly part o`fthe "tear-off" portion of the

application used to gather other EEO statistics. This is, of

course, separated from the personnel file of the employee and kept

anonymous, and thps was not useful in identifying individual

employees;

1

An interesting technique she has used for encouraging divisions to
install TTY's, though there was no Official mandate to do so, was to
telephohe the division and ask.that a message be delivered to an individual
deaf employee to contact the corporate office by TTY, and expressing surprise
when it turned out that there was no TTY at that division.

33.
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refinements of the Affirmative Action Plan for disabled
employees;

. development of the half-day portion of the Affirmative Action
Workshop which relates to disabled workers;

production of a film entitled "Just Three People" which
depicts the work situations of three HP employees with
disabilities. This film was initially designed as part of
internal training,' -ag is still used for that purpose. It has
also won a. number of nationwide awards and has been nationally
televised.

This person hasnow moved on to a position with broader affirmative action
responsibilities. She was replaced by an individual who is disabled and
who ha4 a strong background in communications.

-

INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODATION'

Vic is an assembler who, due to pelib, uses a wheelchair most of the
time,. He has worked at HP for a number of years and "got by" even when the
facilities were not as completely accessible as they now are,_ As various
building improvements were made, Vic was utilized as a consultant --
to test the measurements of the restroom stalls or to try out the automatic.
door., Most of thb work benches in Vic's immediate area are about 45 inches
in heig t, so that emplkayees may work either standing 'CT seated at stools;
Vic's enth has been lowered to fit his particular chair and so that he
may readily reach all the tools and equipment' he needs. He has a reserved
parking space near the building; this is the one request he would make of
a new employer, were he to change jobs. Vic's work does not require him to

amove-about,a great deal. The items he'must carry from one place to another
are small enough that they present no problems for him -- in addition, c)-

-N.workers are always willing to help out. Aisles are wide and usually un-
cluttered, so that he has no mobilit;, problems.

1

The names used here are fictitious.



'There was nothing remarkable about the process by which Vic -was-hired.

,He had a two-year college background and experience working for another firm.

He left the other firm because salary progress was not as rapidas he had

hoped it would be. Within two Weeks, he had applied and been accepted for

a job at HP. He is pleased with his position there, and seems to be
0

satisfied with his salary progress. He did not identify any unmet needs,

nor did he think-of accommodation issues as having to do with his own-work,

but rather in terms of general plant accessibility.

Pat is a computer programmer who began losing her sight about seven'

years. ago, as a side effect of diabetes. At that time she waSIfin'ishing

her teaching credential. After numerous unsuccessful treatments, she

abandoned her plans for a teaching career and eventually enrolled in a

computer programming training course fOr disabled personS operated by

the Center for Independent Living in Berkeley, California. Through that

program, she participated in a work experience "internship" at HP and then

was hired asTegular staff. Thus, she had had no related work experience,

only training, at the time she was hired.

.Before she began working for HP, Pat had obtainedari Optacon through

the California Department of Rehabilitation. However, reading with the

Optacon was slow, and soon after beginning at HP, she acquired a talking

terminal through a self-support plan, meaning that her monthly payments for

the terminal were deducted from her earnings in determiningthe.levei of

SSI benefits. Thus, sile.bore the expense of the terminal (about $6,000)
7

though she was partly- reimbursed by SS1 benefits. Hewlett-Packard did not

contribute directly to the purchase of the terminal. They have, however,

helped her in the following ways:

allowing her a one-month leave of absence for guide dog training;

providing for her guide dog in the workplace;

translating training manuals, inter-office communications, and

her on written performance evaluation into computer-readable

form-so that she can have direct access to them rather than

having to depend on a reader; and

providing a dictaphone for her use.

In addition, co-workers have been extremely' cooperative about reading for her.
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The talking terminal has.been very important id allowing Pat to work .

more quickly than she could have with the Optacon or Braille, and she feels

thatiit has improved her career possibilities. The single remainin6 problem

..-. is:that this terminal does not read "block mode", a format that she

definitely needs in order to perform her job effectively. This would require

a new terminal costing approximately $8,000. Pat has requested that HP

purchase this equipment for her. She has not yet received'an answer to this

,request. She has discussed hex needs with the Manager of Affirmative Action

for Disabled Persons, and has, been referred to the Personnel Department of

her own division, (the &vision which would have to bear, the cost). She

has been told that if. she encounters obstacles there, she should re-contact

the "specialist" for guidance in negotiating.the next steps in having her

request,considered. This process is time consuming, given that each division

makes its budget decision well' -advance of actual expenditures. In the

meantime, Pat works with a co-worker whenever her job requires using block

les

mode: Another pending request is 'that HIY pay for the maintenance contracts

for the existing terminal ald for the OptacOn (slightly less:than $800 per

year combined). There is apreeedent for this type of accommodation in

other divisions. Pat feels that she is only learning to be'assertive in

making her needs known, and that assertiveness will help her in negotiating

solutions to.11(,)r few remaining work barriers. Because of the overall help -

fuFness of her supervisor and co-workers, she has always had a great deal

Of assistance in 11'..r daily work, and has never before needed to make her

needs known. She states that thehelpful attitudes of those around her have

been very important, but she is conscious that she must be able to "pull

her weight" in order to maintain their willingness to help -- another argu-

ment in favor'of her request for additional accommodation. y

Betty is a totally blind techniC4an in a different 'HP division. Her

job is to pretest and inspect printekcircuit boards for microwave synthe-

sizers. There are about four such types of'6oards that, she currently tests.

___AJIumber_of accommodations_were_needed in order for her to_perfort effectively

in a job that traditionally depends on visual skills. Foreach'type of

PC board that she inspects,, Betty has an enlarged prototype.(or schematic)

that has beemespecially made for-her. Each element has been raised in
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Braille fashion, and the technical specifications have been Brailled, and
attached to the schematic usinga simple Dymu label machine. Each of these
schematics costs approximately $300 to manufacture. In addition: Betty has
an Optacon and a special machine that translates the visual readout during
the testing process into audible form. Betty does not perform soldering
duties which are normall> part of her job but cannot be readily adapted. to
be performed by a blind person. Provisions are made for her guide dog to
remain in her work area.

EetLy came to HP about two years ago after completing a training program
with Goodwill Industries. She was hired because her supervisor simply felt
shp was a good candidate with relevant training and the requisite skills.
?dr accor.unodations have come about in a number of ways: some were initially
negotiated as part.'of the hiring process, with input from Goodwill, some
equipment she already had, some was adapted on -Site at HP, and some are seen
almost as a part of normal operating procedure: The costs of accommodations
were initially presented by her immediate supervisor to the department head
as a special category within the overall operating budget for the depart-.

ment. They were approved at that level and passed along to the plant manager
and then to successive leels of management until they reach corporate
level. 6tt some point in this approval process (which is part of the regular
calculation of Orojectedjoudgets for the division) the cost of the accommo-
dations becomes almost "invisible" as a separate line item. Therefore, the
key parts of the decision process are the support'of the immediate supervisor
and/his next-in-line manager, each of whom may be required to justify
individual expenditures. The question of whether or not to provide an accommo-'
dation for Betty has never actually been considered; it was taken for granted
that the accommodation would be provided, and attention was focused instead
on how best (or most cost-effectively) to go about it. Management time in
planning or designing accommodations has never been considered as a cost
item, although time has been spent by Betty, her immediate supervisor, the
building engineer, the EEO specialist, and other managers for that purpose.

--Within-a-month-of-the time Betty was hired,-her supervisor knew that
the accommodations were going to be successful. However, a few more months
were needed to expand the scope of Betty's knowledge of differept PC boar4
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so that she would have enough work to do. She currently works independently
and is considered and evaluated as a regular employee.

PRACTICES

Hewlett-PEckard was chosen for intensive ease study of accommodation
practices because each of the facilities included in the original'sample of
employers responded with questionnaires indicating substantial accommodation

-.wadactivity. Their exemplary record is the result of a strong and affirmative

commitment company-wide to hiring qualified disabled persons,. Accommodation
follows as a matter of course in order'to meet the mutual needs of employer
and employee as they. arise and are made known. HP hava number of practices
which generally encourage the hiring and accommodation of disabled,workerS.

Community Involvement and Outreach

Ongoing community involvement with organizations of aqd for disabled
persons, and a program of corporate giving to such organizations, provides
a''good source of applicants and of assistance with accommodation issues.

Participants in training programs for disabled persons are sometimes
offered an internship or on-the-job training opportunity at BP. New gradu-

ates of such programs are often hired. HP employees also serve on advisory

boards to such organizations. Other links with outside resources include'
the use of consultants from time to time to assist with accommodations or

related issues, or to provide special training. HP prefers to hire an'in-:

dependent accommodation engineer rather than relying on a government agency,-
because they expect

I

better service and more accountability. Similarly, HP

chooses not to claim tax credits because of the associated paperwork and

delays--

Awareness of Needs

HP publishes a quarterly newsletter on Affirmative action issues.

The fact that the Manager of Affirmative Acton for Disabled Persons is

responsible far -editing this newsletter ensures that issues affecting

di5abled workers figore importantly in each issue. The existence and wide
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circulation of such a newsletter naturally increases awareness of and

sensitivity to issues regarding disabled workers throughouT. HP. (See

Attachment 3, a recent issue of the newsletter.)

Whenever, a handicapped person is hired, a discussion of any special

needs that person may have is held with all persons in his or her immediate

work environment. The disabled worker may choose to be present or not

during this discussion, according to individual, preference. In this way,

management makes known its commitment to meeting individual needs. At

the same time, part of the message conveyed during this orientation is

that what is expected is not necessarily "special treatment", just an

equal chance to do a good job. This orientation is, of course, highly

individualized in each 'case.

Accommodation

The general orientation of each employee includes a training course

taught during working hours entitled "Working at HP". This class is regu-
.larly taught in sign language. In addition, sign language classes are

available to all, employees. These are part of HP's after-hours training

program which makes available free of charge to employees at all levels a

variety of courses aimed at skill development and cireer advancement.

A conscious "open-door" management policy means that both individual
workers and their direct supervisors have easy access to the Manager of

Affirmative Action for Disabled Persons as a resource person, problem
solver, or advocate. Managers at all levels are extremely accessible to
individual workers. As a general practice, they remain in close touch
with workers and assist them in solving small problems.before they become
large probleMs.

Because management is decentralized to the point that decisions and
budgets are made by persons who are knowledgeable about individual employees'
needs, accommodations may occur without an impersonal decision process being
necessary. This same policy of decentralized decision- making means that
accommodation does not occur automatically; rather, each disabled .ermployee
must make his or her own case. It must be proven not only that the
employee has a need, but that the accommodation will benefit both the
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company and the individual. Thus, each time a7costly accommodation is

requested or proposed, managers consciously evaluate the likely return on

the investment, since each manager must be prepared to substantiate reasons

for major expenditures to his or hex next-in-line manager. Accommodations,

are often the result of. compromise; less expensive ways of accommodating

an employee are often settled upon than were originally proposed. In some

cases the employee has borne part or all of the cost of needed equipment.

Accessibility

HP has made every effort to make all of their facilities accessible

to mobility impaired persons. This includes not only new buildings, but

extensive remodeling of older ones. .They have utilized existing disabled

employees as "consultants" on accessibility. General use areas, as well

as work areas, have been designed or modified with great care.

Training

Hewlett-Packard conducts.a regular Affirmative ACtion Workshop for

managers, AA specialists, and EEO cA.rdinators'in all divisions. Of this

three-day conferenCe, one half day is devoted to issues regarding disabled

workers. Participants are iven a list of resources, including the names of

national organizations which will be able to provide information a _bout

various disabilities. With respect to accommodations, participants are

told that they should.consult the individual disabled employee about what

is needed and-how best to go about providing accommodations.

Part of the workshop agenda is the training film, "Just Three People".

This film depicts the working\life of three HP employees who are severely

disabled. The film is honest about presenting co-workers' initial hesi-

tations about having such a person in their work group, or in the case of

one deaf individual, his manager's doubts about promoting him to a super-
,

vigory position. The film also shows clearly how the attitudes of managers

and co-workers have changed through experience, and how the individual

departments and HP as a whole have benefitted because these persons were

given the opportunity to shoW what they can contribute. The title of this
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film suggests the overall attitude at HP toward handicapped individuals:
once accommodated, they should not be regarded as in any way special, but
rather encouraged, avisted, and evaluated as an able-bodied person would
be.

DECISION FACTORS

Qualifications of the Individual

At Hewlett-Packard, the decision to hire an individual is made solely
on the basis of that person's training and relevant skills. No one is
hired because he or she is disabled.* It is because of HP's strong relation:
ships with training prograMs for disabled persons that there arezble to hire
a number of qualified disabled persons.. HP officials have found that
persons referred from government agencies ai'e often:not job ready; therefore,
they tend to concentrate their outreach efforts,toward priVate training

tprograms, smh as Goodwill and the Computer Training Program at the Center
for Independent Living. Because hirinvdecisions axe deentralized, hiring
managers .have intimate knowleAge of the conditions and requirements of the

.job. Each hiring decision s expected to benfit the 'clepartmeht concretely
and demenitt-ably. Similar reajoning is followed when making an accommodation
decision: the skill and "track record" of the indivieal employee or
applicant are taken)into consideration. Among the fzkctors weighed in assessing
the "value" of the worker are training, education, and experience. More
imporrasever,.are intangible qualities such as attitude, winingness
is work, dependability, and ability to, work as part of a team.

Cost

Another important deci..ion factor is cost. As mentioned above, the
decentralized nature of decision-making and budgeting .means that each-mana-.
ger is directly accountable for decisions that involve expenditures. This
means that the process of obtaining a costly .piece of equipment, for instance,
is likelf to encounter delays; it must await the next budget cycle, or per

hapr, the time needed to accumulate "evidence" that the investment is likely
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to prove beneficial to the department. This process is inevitably affected

by economic conditions. In recessionary times, such as the present, indivi-

dual managers can be expected to weigh each decision carefully.

Corporate Commitment

Perhaps the most important decision factor, however, is rather diffi-

cul to define: an overall corporate commitment to helping each employee

achiefe his or her maximum potential has been translated into concrete ob-

jec es by two committer; :end very capable individuals who have held the

position of Affirmative Action Manager for Disabled Persons. Their success

in communicating Affirmative Actison objectives, in increasing handicap

awareness, in linking with outside organizations, and in working with indi-

vidual employees has been an important factor inmaking'equal opportunity

at HP a reality.

CONCLUSIONS

HP officials offered a .number of useful recommendations for other

employers in the area of improving practices aimed at hiring and accommo-

dating handicapped workers:

education is an important key to breaking down attitudinal

barriers. However, education must be actively pursued; it

will not happen "by osmosis".

It is important to be well prepared in order to educate others.

Be prepared to answer difficult questions. (A number of Bay Area

EEO specialists habitually gatherfor "brown bag lunches" Lp order

to share information and educate.each other. Practices such as

this are helpful.)

Don't lower standards when it comes to hiring or working with a

disabledTerson. Hire qualified people, and expect them to perform

in accordance with the skills and abilities that led you to hire

them.

Accommodation can be quite simple and doesn't have to cost a

fortune. Again, the key awareness of needs and knowledge

of the possibilities.
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Respondents were also asked what advice they would like to give to

federal policy makers. More than one HP official stated that affirmative

action enforcement is best undertaken in a "progressive" spirit, one of

helping firms to bring about change rather than looking for areas of

deficiency. Enforcement officials could be a valuable resource to firms,

given the proper training. Such training would include an increased

understanding of personnel functions ia private industry.
F"--\

One official felt that there is untapped potential in the area of

incentives, such as tax credits. In order for such programs to act a?

a catalyst to change, they need to be streamlined (less red tape) and made

more attractive to use. When that is accomplished, the programs should,.be

widely publicized.

In the area of employment services and specific technical assistance

for accommodation, one official doubted that government agencies could

compete with private rehabilitation providers and trainers. The advice

was, then, to "leave it alone," and let those entrepreneurs that can

withstand the test of the market provide the needed expertise.

The most important lessons to be learned from examining Hewlett-

Packard's hiring and accommodation practices are the following:

a strong profit motive and careful attention'to costs does

not preclude exemplary practices with respect to handicapped

workers;

even in a supportive eAironment, individual workers must

prove themselves..

an individual EEO specialist in the right place at the right

time can bring about significant changes; and

a firm can gain (via worker loyalty, low turnover, and high

productivity) by devoting attention and resources to helping

each worker attain his or her potential -- accommodation is

a natural outgrowth of such a policy.
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IBM CORPORATION

BACKGROUND

One of the nation's largest employees, IBM has its corporate head-

quarters in Armonk, New York and numerous manufacturing and sales

facilities worldwide. This case study was conducted at the corporate

office and one major plant facility which develops and manufactures medium-

sized computers, impact printers and circuit-packaging, and develops related

operating system programs.

Approximately 8,000 people are employed at this plant. Occupationz..

represented include ceramic engineers, chemists and chemical engineers,

computer programmers, electrical, mechanical, and computer engineers, indus-

trial engineers, materials scientists, mathematicians, statisticians, metal-

lurgists, physicists, and a wide variety.of production, managerial, and

administrative personnel. There are very few assembly jobs at this plant.

For the most part, these jobs have been 'eliminated, as such work is sub-

contracted out to other companies.or sheltered workshops. Since the majority

of production jobs now involve monitoring proceSses, opportunities for hiring

visually impaired persons in entry-level manufacturing jobs are. limited.

IBM has a long tradition of employing and accommodating handicapped

individuals. The company hired its first handicapped person in 1914, the

first year of its operation. The founder, Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Sr.,

brought an individual into IBM in 1942 with the express purpose of attract-

ing more handicapped people into the company. This person left behind a

legacy of involvement with handicapped individuals, and hence IBM's involve-

ment with handicapped individuals has been strong ever since World War II.

Although a very large corporation, IBM has a basic respect for the

individual. This philosophy permeates everything that IBM does. Thus;

managers have considerable flexibility in modifying. jobs. .In addition,

because IBM prides itself in the application of technology to business

settings, many of the products developed have a direct benefit to handi-

capped individuals. The recent introduction of a "talking terminal" has

opened up new career opportunities for blind people in both clerical and
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technical fields. Cost is rarely a significant issue 'in the decision pro-
cess. Because both employees and IBM typically make a career commitment

in the employment decision, it is assumed that accommodation is a long term

investment in the productivity of the individual.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

At the corporate level, the program manager, Affirmative Action

Programs in the Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action Department has come

to be regarded as IBM's corporate expert on affirmative action for handicapped

individuals. As such, he specializes in are'as such as outreach and accommo-

dation. One example of his role was the decision whether ramps should be

installed in tempOrary buildings where no need fur such access existed.

The decison was that, due cc the .temporary nature of the facility, managers

should wait until a mobility-impaired individual required such, an accommo-

dation. He also acts as a resource to managers throughout IBM who have

questions and problems pertaining to the handicap program particularly with

respect to outreach/recruitment and accommodation. In this role, he is

supported by experts in specific disability or technical areas who are

located throughout the country

, In addition.to the above areas, the specialist acts as a resource to

managers before any handicapped applicant is rejected for employment to

ensure that all aspects of the situation have been considered before being

communicated to the individual. In summary, the specialist,sees hims -s

a catalyst in the development of affirmative action program for hand

individuals. Prior to assuming this role in 1979, the specialist v

volved in a broad range of personnel activities with no special i .t

with handicapped individuals.

At the plant level, the manager of Compliance Programs and the Equal

Opportunity Administrator implement the .Equal Opportunity and Affirmative

Action programs. The equal opportunity administrator coordinates the

handicapped affirmative action program for the location.
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INDIVIDUAL. CASES OF ACCOMMODATION

Mark
1

is blind. W. 7.aintains and develops computer programs for the
internal use of the faciiities engineering department. Prior to joining
IBM four years agO, he worked as a computer programmer for a small company.
He left the job seeking stability. Mark applied for the job "just
like anybody else". Eur::::-.; the interview, he mentioned the existence of
some special equipment which would facilitate his doing the job. The
manager had also investigated possible equipment and offered some alterna-
tive,ideas. As a consequence, both Mark and his supervisor h.eg2nshopping
for the equipment.

Accommodations for Mark included:

an experimental voice synthesizer (a forerunner ofthe '"talking
termina14.% This synthesizer was linked to a terminal which was

shared with ot.er employees. When Mark needed the voice read-out

he would activate the synthesizer.

A braille printer was located near his work station. Computer

instructions could be given to activate the printer and provide a

braille readout of what was on the screen. The printer was

shared with other blind individuals. It was coincidence that it

was located near his work area.

A high school co-op student reads him any typewritten letters or

handwritten forms. If the student is not available, Mark will

wait or ask a co-worker to assist him. In return for their help,

nark often assists them with their programs.

Before training sessions begin, Mark contacts the instructor and

obtains the written material. A volunteer then reads him the

material. He also has access to recordings for the blind and

braille textbooks.

tt

The only other device used here is the braille writer whichlark uses to

.take notes.

The decision factors which were involved in the accommodation

included:

1

Names used herein are fictitious.
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the site's tradition of hiring blind individuals.

The Supervisor's previous experience with blind programmers.

The available technology. The experimental unit using a voice

synthesizer had been developed by IBM. Mark worked with IBM

representatives to test the equipment.

Braille output was already available.

These accommodations did not require any specific justification. They

required only that the right equipment be found and installed. Cost was

not a factor since the equipment was already available.

As a result of these accommpdations, Mark has performed productively

as a computer programmer. His supervisor notes that he is very devoted to'

his job and wishes that "others were as good".

Five years after starting his job with IBM, Phil developed multiple

sclerosis. As it became more progressive, it affect2d his vision. His

job at the time was maintenance technician which involved doing electronic

testing. After a time, he was promoted to Department Technician. There

were three areas in the Department and one Department Technician was assigned

to each area. Each Department Technician was responsible for teaching other

employees and troubleshooting the equipment. Because of his deteriorating

vision, and because the supervisor valued his.role,as teacher, Phil's

job was modified to include more consulting to those Who needed his expertise

and to provide advice on troubleshooting techniques.

Presently, Phil is employed as an Education Coordinator. This job

maximizes administrative duties such as setting up and coordinating employee

courses. for the purpose of job enhancement. Accommodations for his present
4

job consist of*IBM providing an Amigo cart for his use in moving about (his

MS4)rogressed to affect his mobility), assignment to an office near the

elevator and the understanding that he will not be asked to work overtime

unless he desires to do so.

The $1,200 cost of the Amigo cart was paid for out of his manager's

department budget. No special justification was required. According to

the E0 Administrator the accommodation "was not hard to sell". The only

real question which arose concerned Phil's-safety and the safety of others .

as he rounded corners. As a solution, Phil designed;-built and installed
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a horn on the Amigo to alert other people that Phil was approaching. The

result of this accommodation is that Phil is able t().11 do his job without

any problems. The fact that he cannot work overtime has caused no diffi-

cul*_ies.

After functioning successfully as a blind secretary for 2S years at

this IBM location, Phyllis was,given an audio typing unit which was developed

by IBM. This consisted 6f a mag-card typewriter linked to a voice synthe-

sizer, (which she calls "Mortimer"). In order to proof what she has.typed,

Phyllis activates the audio typing unit and hears what is being typed. In

addition to this equipment, her phone was modified by adding an extra set

of buttons. By pressing the test buttons, Phyllis can tell which line

is ringing and answer it. She also has access to the same braille printer

described earlier in the case of accommodations for Mark. In order to

receive material to be typed, Phyllis has a dictating machine which can be

activated by.a telephone. Her manager can call any time and dictate a

letter over the phone. When Phyllis comes in, she can replay the machine

and type the letter. The manager notes.that this accommodation has a side

benefit to him of preserving the confidentiality of information.

The only other accommodation made for Phyllis is that another secre-

tary opens and reads her manager's mail. In turn, Phyllis handles the

majority of the travel reservations for 'the area in which she works. Phyllis

has also modified certain facets of her work environment to suit her' All

files have braille markings and she has note cards in braille with key

telephone numbers and addresses.

In this case, the accommodation decision was rather straightforward.

The technology was available; a company representative let her supervisor

knot about the equipment. Phyllis was also a proven secretary who had

succeeded without the accommodation. The result of the accommodation was

an increase in her productivity.

PRACTICES

Recruiting/Outreach

IBM's approach to recruiting qualified handicapped individuals

is best ch racterized by a significant investment in the deVelopment of/ os
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external job training for handicapped individuals and active participation

in programs to place handicapped individuals.. in competitilie-employment.

In addition to developing contacts with local community agencies which

tralkgnd plate handicapped people and systematic college recruiting, IBM

has initiated 20 programs to train and pi-ace (everely handicapped indivi-

duals as entry-level compUter programmers. Working in-conjunction with

community rehabilitation ageno4.es, IBM suppo extends from feasibility

studies to assistance in student evaluation, curriculum development and

placement. The aim is'for each participating agency.to ultimately assume

full responsibility for its training program.

IBM's WoA Experience Program for Deaf College Students is aimed at

assisting deaf.students in preparing for careers in business and industry.

.Conducted primarily in conjunction with the National Technical Institute

for the Deaf and Gallaudet College, the program placed a total of 72 stu-

dents in summer employment at IBM locations in 1981. It-is not a training

program; students are offered a summer position at a salary appropriate

to temporary, pre-professional employment. The main value of the program

is that it acquaints IBM's managers and employees with the abilities of the

students, who benefit from professional work experience in their chosen

fields of study.

. In addition to involvement in job training, two IBM facilities in

California and Arizona are actively involved in the Electronics Industries

Foundation Project with Industry (EIF/PWI). This project involves elec-

troniCs and related companies in a proven Training/Placement Model which

brings rehabilitation agencies and employers together to upgrade the

employment of handicapped individuals. IBM facilities work closely with

a local Area Office of EIF /PWT which places handicapped individuals,

identifies critical employment needs, and assists in the development of

training programs to meet identified needs

This active involvement in'placement networks and°the development of

tTaining programs for handicapped individuals sets IBM apart from many

companies which merely contact community agencies and inform them of

available job's. Such systematic outreach and rec.uitment is part of an

active process to find severely disabled individuals and assist them in

acqui?ing marketable skills.
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At the plant 1 the E0 Department maintains close contact with
the local office of the state.Office of Vocational. Rehabilit-a-tion,-works
with local sheltered workshOps, and sends job announcements to additional
agencies which train and place handicapped individuals. In additidn, close
contacts are maintained with the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID). The location also benefits from the corporate college recruiting
program whose representatives seek out qualified handicapped people on the
college campuses. While these sources produce a number of qualified handi-
capped auaicants, the specialist and E0 administrator are working to seek
out additional sources of handicapped applicants.

Hiring

4

Every line manager is a "personnel Manager" at IBM. Likewise, Equal
Opportunity is the function of: every line'manager. This observation is
supported by the fact that the personnel aspects of each manager's job are

an important consideration in his/her overall performance appraisal.
Given this emphasis on personnel, it is the responsibility of every

manager to hire qualified handicapped
individuals and assist in their

upward mobility. The specialist feels ttr the computer industry lends
itself to hiring of handicapped individuals becaus' many of the jobs are
less physical in nature. As a result, there is a major emphasis on hiring
individuals with physical disabilities. Hiring of individuals with

emotiOn'ardisabilities was discussed very little, but the specialist noted

that IBM has hired such individuals as well. Mentally retarded individuals

present a challenge to hiring at IBM as the more simple assembly tasks tend
to be subcontracted out.

With respect to entry level manufacturing jobs, the site looks for

individuals with tolerance for the job, -- i.e... those who can be trained

to do the job. . Employment representatives have a general type of assign-

ment in mind when individuals are hired. Concerning disabled individuals,

the emphasis is upon wheth4r the person qualifies for the generic job

without regard.to the disability. As will be seen later, a company

physician specifies any pertinent medical restrictions.
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Typically, employees in the manufacturing area start on the second

or third shifts (evening and early morning). Because there are fewer

people on these shifts, flexibility of the employee with regard to handling

various work assignments is important. This has obvious implications for

hiring of handicapped individuals in the manufacturing area. While an

individual may be well-suited to one station, there is no guarantee that

he/she will remain there. The employee may be required to handle a differ-

ent assignment where the disability may be a factor.
.

Because of the nature of jobs at the plant, medical examinations play

an important part in the hiring and placement process at this location.

As .a result of a medical examination, the physician may place a medical.

restriction on an applicant which limits placement or may exclude hiring.

This restriction is reviewed by the Equal Opportunity Office, Legal

Office, and Personnel Office before any applicant is rejected for employ-

ment. This review serves to ensure good sound hiring practices with regard

to the handicapped. The specialist noted that generally the company is able

to work a

(

ound any restriction in terms of accommodation.

Training and Communicating Policy

IBM requires that each manager receive 40 hours of management develop-

ment each year. One of the required modules during this 40 hours is Equal

Opportunity. A portion of that training is handicapped-related, often

including a discussion on accommodation. Managers are then required to

conduct annual department meetings with employees in which much of the

same material is discussed. Concerning the best way to sell the notion

of accommodation during supervisory training, the specialist stressed that

it was a business matter. "Equal Opportunity is after all, a business

issue." This statemen' was echoed at the plant level by the observation

that, as the comp( succeeds in. attracting handicapped applicants, it

will create indivi 1-problem-solving situations for managers. These

will be addressed in the same manner in which a manager handles other

problems. By challening managers to solve business problems, the. special

ist hopes to deemphasize the separate 'process for d handicapped individual,

and emphasize mainstreaming.
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One example of IBM's emphasis concerning handicapped individuals was

an executive memorandum sent by J.'11. Opel upon taking over as Chief

Executive Officer of IBM. He called, for IBM executives to strengthen the

program to employ handicapped individuals throughout the world. He

indicated that, "This. will succeed only if you get involved personally and

encourage your line managers to increase- 'their-.- efforts to recruit, employ,

develop and advance the qualified handicapped." What is notable about

this memo is that it was his first executive memo upon taking over as

CEO.

Concern for Upward Mobility

At both the,corporate and plant levels, this is seen as a key to the

success of affirmative action efforts. Some managers may think the job is

finiShed when a severely. handicapped person is placed and accommodated:

Later, the manager may incorrectly assume that the employee is well situated

and satisfied. To ensure that severely handicapped employees are provided

opportunities for upward mobility, managers at the site visited are required

to prepare a development plan, in conjunction v.:1th the individual every 12

months. The individual's aspirations are discussed and noted in the plan,

along with an indication of what is required to realize those aspirations.

The specialist notes that this process is not perfect, but managers are

actively working .on this issue.

Links with Outside Agencies

At the plant visited, a strong recruiting link with the National Tech-

nical institute for the Deaf (NTID) in Rochester, New York, has existed for

many years. The plant has arranged for internships with the NTID and has

hired some of the graduates of the Institute. This emphasis is also a

general reflection of the site's focus on hiring of individuals with

severe disabilities. Other links do not have_recruiting as a specific

goal. For instance, this plant supports many sheltered workshops by

subcontracting with them. Subcontract work is recognized as having a

value for training and rehabilitation, even if the individual does not

move on to competitive employment. The EO administrator for the handi-,

capped did note that although most clients will not work at IBM, they
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have been a source of employment for this location. This is probably due
to the long-standing relationship between IBM and the workshops.

Integrating Handicapped Persons into the Workforce

Mainstreaming is a key concept in employment of handicapped individuals.
Wherever possible, IBM attempts to treat handicapped employees in an inte-
grated fashion. One example of this is the commitment of corporate communi-
cations staff to caption their films and video tapes for hearing-impaired

employees.. IBM will spend the necessary money to adapt an existing film

rather than isolate the employee and deprive him/her of the opportunity to
benefit fro:1 the film. I ano her instance, an entire managers manual was
put on 19.four.track casse to tapes for use by blind individuals.

IBM has a high tolerce for reasonableness'concerning accommodation.
According to the specialist, "IBM will go to great lengths to make the
employee fully productive." This is backed by the observationthat to his

knowledge, no accommodation has ever-bbeen turned down on the basis of cost..

ACCOMMODATION DECISION FACTORS

Like many other managers, the specialist found -hat it is difficult

to separate accommodation from the hiringlroce-ss. In fact, he commented

on the sheer individuality of the entire handicapped program. Each

hiring and accommodation is different and involves considerable judgement.

The real answer to the accommodation issue is "adjustability for all".

The specialist conceives of thiS as the design of space, jobs and equip-

ment which can be adjusted to'fit, as far as possible, individual needs.

When that happens, handicapped people will be just one example of such

adjustability. This is consistent with the earlier theme of flexibility.

The-specialist noted that "the disabled want to make the adjustment to

you". This observation was borne out in cases of accommodation where

handicapped individuals suggested modifications of their jobs to minimize

the'effect of a disability.

In addition to making individual accommodations, IBM has made a majot

commitment to accessibility of its facilities. The Corporation has.a

five year plan (ending in 1983) to make buildings accessible. The plan

has been implemented in several phases:
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Alo Areas with high incidence of public access, e.g. central

employment,. education centers, corporate headquarters, and

wherever there is a concentration of handicapped employees.

Areas with large populations, e.g. Division headquarters.

All IBM-owned facilities and all leased facilities.

To accomplish Oils, IBM prepared standards for accessibility which met or

exceeded applicable state and federal standards. At the plant level,

examples of significant accessibility modifications include: installing

an elevator in the employment office; and, installing an elevator in the

school for employees even though there were no employees in wheelchairs

at the time.'

Concerning the-factors to be weighed when making accommodation, the

Specialist noted that few factors are consciously weighed. There is no

distinction made as to the position in the organization of the employee being

accommodated, There is alSo no major difference in the motivation of the

company to accommodate an employee who has been with the company fob' many

years,'a new employee, or an applicant. The specialist also noted

that monetary provision for accommodations is part of the normal budget

process, and as such a significant accommodation can be made without special

justification. It was stated by both corporate and plant offi:ials that

there' is no dollar figure that has yet been found unreasonable.

Accommodations are usually paid for OUT of local budgets. The

most appropriate budget category is used (e.g. capital, training, personnel,

etc.). The specialist did confirm the existence of special funds available

at a higher organizational level which. wojild serve to take overif a

particular accommodation were unusually expensive and would:strainlocal

budgets.

When asked what accommodations would be unreasonable the specialist

cited duplicative personnel costs, -- i.e., paying two full-time people

to do the work of one such.. -as .in the case of a full-time personal

attendant. He noted that-in --Ei-Ofiiii--cases at IBM, a n employee may provide

part=time assistance to another employee while doing his/her primary

job. This might involve having a secretary read the mail for a blind

managerfor example, With respect to business travel, attendants.may
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be paid or a spouse's expenses paid if it is necessary for a severely

handicapped individual to be assisted during travel.

In summary, accommodation is part of a larger concern for treating

each employee as an individual. Accommodations are made for applicants

and employees alike. While each is carefully considered, there has not

yet been a major problem on the basis of cost. Accommodations are made

with the expectation that they will be long-term investments in an employee's

career with IBM.

RECONSMENDATIONS/CONCLUSIONS

The specialist feels that because.it is an individual act, reasonable

accommodation cannot be clarified or defined. Moreover, in IBM's experi-.

ence, accommodation is rarely a point of contention.

IBMLis a major corporation with vast resources, both technical and

financial. The real key to accommodation of handicapped individuals, how-
,

ever, is the tradition of concern for the individual employee which

permeates every level of management. It is significant that a corporation

as large as IBM can dedicate 'itself to flexibility of jobs and focus on

the individual. In'this case,_ handicapped employees are simply regarded

as individuals who sometimes require certain flexibility and adjustabilily

to perform effectively. Accommodation is viewed as part of the natural

process of fitting a job to a worker, as e. business process much like many

other problems to be solved.
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LOCKHEED MISSILES AND SPACE COMPANY

BACKGROUND

Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (LMSC) is one of ten companies

which consistute the Lockheed Corporation. LMSC not only develops and manu-

factures the products which its name suggests (Polaris, Posseidon, Trident

missile systems; heat-resistant tiles for the Columbia, etc.)..,_ but is also

active in microelectronics, materials sciences, and developing solar and

thermal energy conversion systems.

LMSC has approximately 23;000 employees; located in Sunnyvale, Cali-

fornia, it resembles a small city, with its own medical facility, .xtensive

recreational facilities, a full transportation department, and considerable

interest in the routing of public-transportation in the area. LMSC is very

conscious of its size and its visibility in the community, and is very care-

ful to maintain good community relationships. The company's annual revenues

are in excess of S2 billion, most or all of which are from federal contracts.

There is a clear distinction between salaried (professional) wor2:ers:,

totalling about two-thirds of LMSC's workforce (these are largely engineers,.

sceintists, and data processing specialists), and hourly workers, including

clerical staff, 1,,o are, for the most part,' union members. The employment

process is different for the two categories of workers. Hiring decisions

for hourly employees are made by the employment department, while salaried

personnel are employed on a projeez-by-project basis, with hiring and trans-

fer decisions made by individual project managers. LMSC's personnel practices

enable existing employees -,to bid for promotions before outside recruiting

takes place, so that hourly employees often transfer into salaried positions'.

LMSC has 1,300 employees with temporary or permanent restrictions

imposed by the medical department. Of these, a much smaller but unknown

number are self-identified handicapindividuals. No Aggregated records

are kept of the latter group; management estimates that less than ten per-

cent of the handicapped identified by the .irm's medical department have

self-identified.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

A number of years ago, one of LMSC's top engineers was given a special

assignment to look at EEO issues. He never completed it. Instead, he saw

the need for an ongoing program in this area and created the Human Resources

Program, of which he remains the manager. Because of his reporting level in

.LMSC management, it was not possible to house the organization within the

Industial B.elations Department.. Both th'e company President and he felt that

the program needed to be independent, reporting directly to the President.

It was set up that way and has continued in that mode until the present time,

with the Human Resources Program Manager reporting now to his fourth president

and attending the weekly president's ,staff meetings. Because of his i. fluence

within the company, he is able to work "from the top down" in addressing any

problems that arise with implementing the affirmative action program. For

example, prior to the visit to. LMSC of the BPA field research team, /the Human

Resources Program Manager introduced the study at the president's staff meeting,

assuring the division vice presidents that the visit was not to be a "witch

hunt," and expressing the hope that managers would cooperate in allowing indi-.

vidual workers and supervisors to be interviewed. The receptivity and candor

of individual respondents showed clearly how efficiently such communications

are transmitted "down through the system." The effectiveness of the affirm-

ative action.program as a whole is attributed by the Human Resources Program

Manager to the support of top management; it may also be attributed to the

Program Manager's and Specialist's ability to translate that support into

action.

The Human Resources Program staff consists of representatives from a

number of protected groups. The most senior Program Specialist has been

assigned specific responsibility for dealing with issues related to handi-

capped workers. She devotes a great deal of her time to such issues., though

she has overall responsibility for affirmative action statistics and

othe. 2ncral program functions. She acts as an advocate for individual

disabled employees, as a resource or facilitator when questions of accommo-

dation arise, as a link between LMSC and community organizations working for

and with 'disabled persons, and as a catalyst for increased hiring of disabled

applicants. She also spends a great desal of time counseling employees with

disabled family members.
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INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODATION1

Jim is legally blind as a result of a congenital condition which,
about four years ago, became severe enough to require surgery. Shortly
thereafter, his vision deteriorated further, and he was faced with the
prospect of being unable to continue his work as a programmer/analyst.

He began to investigate a number of alternatives:

a shift to another type of work=at -Lockheed. This would

have meant a significant backWard step in his career,'

given his 25 years' experience and specific expertise in

programming.

s Disability /retirement. He was disappointed to find that he

had not been employed at Lockheed long enough to be eligible

for their disability/retirement plan.
2

The alternative, state

disability 'insurance, would have been insufficient to support

his family.

Possible types of 'volunteer work that he could do, which he

saw as necessary to salvage his s.Inse of well-being and self-

esteem. However, the problem of income would not be resolved

in that way.

Jim was referred to the Human Rtsources Program Specialist, who in turn

referred him to a community organization (Sensory Aids) which was like) to

be helpfpl.. At their urging he sought a second medical opinion to confirm the

severity and irreversibility of his condition. LMSC paid for that consulta-

tion. Also through the help of Sensory AidS, Jim discovered a possible 'solu-

tion that would allow him to retain his current job: a machine which projects

an enlarged image of written material (between 3x and 45x magnification)

and a high contrast positive/negative image on a 12" diagonal screen.

Jim was very pleased with his discovery,as was LMSC. The company had a

clear interest in helping him to continue in his job, because he possessed

1

The names herein are fictionai.

After ten years at LMSC, an employee his the right to claim retirement bene-
fits upon reaching retirement age' or being immediately eligible from the standpoint
of disability. Whether he or she would also receive disability benefits depends
on the medical department's assessment of the employee's ability to work. If
there is disagreement between an employee's own doctor and the L1'kJC doctor, a
third, independent doctor is normally asked to make the decision.
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valuable skill's and project- specific knowledge. LMSC arranged for two .

different vendors to come to the company and discuss their respective machines;

Jim was asked to choose the one that would best meet his needs. Cost was

never taken into consideration. The cost of recruiting a new person

(estimated at $6,000) would have far exceeded the $2,400 cost of purchasing

the equipment, a Visual.tex machine called a Voyager. His own.department paid for

the Voyager.

When the project was completed and Jim was being considered by a new

supervisor for another project position; that supervisor was given excellent

references about Jim's ability and his work. He was also told that working

with Jim would require a few minor adjustments:

Jim cannot work from a CRT terminal, but only from "hard copy";

Jim's environment must be well-lighted;

when Jim is away from his Voyager and must read something, a

coworker must write it out in very large and clear letters, or

take the time to carry it back to the Voyager.; and

Jim takes longer than most people to perform a task which

requires looking for a passage in a book or scanning numerous

pages of computer output.

None of these has been a problem for Jim or for his co-workers o' the new

project. He works as a group leader for testing programs. In the past, when

a presentation was to be made (e.g., to goverent officials) if it required

reference to written materials, someone in the work group other than Jim made

it. Recently, Jim has discovered a method of conducting his own presentations

by using an enlarged negative photograph of the material to be used. Jim

has made other adjustments to his disability that allow him to function al-

mosfnormally. He purchased a smaller version of the same machine for home

use, and he uses special techniques while driving that allow him to be nearly

as safe as a person with normal vision.

"Margaret is a recent graduate with a mathematics degree and some com-

puter .knowledge. She was hired 1981 through the campus interviewing

process, which began in Arizona. LMSC then flew her to Sunnyvale for an

on-site interview, paying her transportation, expenses, and one-half the

plane fare for her mother, who accompanied her to act as an attendant.

(argare.: has been confined to a wheelchair since her childhood, when she
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had viral polio.) LMSC also hired a lift-equipped van to tra:.,port Margaret

to and from interviews. After she .1c1 accepted a job offer as an Associate

Engineer, LMSC transported her to Sunnyvale again for housing search, and

a third time when she began work. When asked why LMSC undertook such a large

recruiting expense, her supervisor replied that they were searching simultan-

eously for a large number of persons with the same skills, and that they did

not consider her recruiting process particularly noteworthy.

Margaret has 'no work-related handicaps. She is seen as an excellent

employee.. The only accommodations that were necessary for her'were.:

.1) installing a ramp to the raised computer lab; this cost very

little, since facilities maintenance staff performed the work.

DISC officials were not certain how they had paid for the ramp

since this was considered quite routine, but gueised'that it

had been covered by the regular facilities budget;

minor adjustments within the lab to make aisles wide enough

for Margaret to move about;

occasionally taking care that boxes and equipment are not piled

in the hallways, which are otherwise quite wide; and

installing a lowered public telephone; it was Margaret's co-

workers, not she herself, who noticed that she had to reach

up quite a distance to use it.

The decision to hire Margaret was made before any need for accommodation was

assessed or considered. The accommodations were seen as inconsequeiial.

A more serious problem for Margaret is getting to and from work. She

relies on public transportation, and there is'only.one accessible bus line.

If, for some reason, the lift-equipped bus is not in service, she must rely

on a friend to give her a ride. If that friend is not available, she calls

LMSC transportation and they send a van to pick her up. Either of the two

latter possibilities requires finding a third person.to help in lifting the

battery-powered chair, which is quite heavy. (It was noteworthy that, dur-

ing this interview, the Human Resources specialist made a note to herself

to inquire about having one of the DISC vans equipped with a lift. In addi-

tion, the. interview afforded the opportunity for the specialist to explain

EEO policy to Margaret, and to offer her assistance should Margaret ever

encounter any problems on the job.)
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Ray is an ambitious young sheet metal assembly worker who is totally
deaf. He applied to U1SC in late 1980 at the suggestion of his father-in-law,
who is also an LNSC employee. Ray's wife is also deaf and works in another
INSC department. Ray was hired as a general factory helper, was promoted to
his present position, and is likely to receive another promotion within the

.
near future. He is currently working in a new department, as a result of a

,

lateral transfer. This transfer was made.at Ray's request so that he can
remain at home to care for his children while his wife works. His new super-
visor has never before worked with a disabled person and does not know sign
language. They communicate well through lipreading, nonverbal signs, and
written notes. (It did appear that the supervisor found the joint interview
and the presence of. the interpreter useful as a way of making known to Ray
his willingness to help in any way he could, as well as earning more about
Ray and his futufe goals.) Ray had no trouble finding his job, because his
skills are in demand. He chose INSC over two other job offers because of
the high salary and convenient location. He has taken advantage of numerous
internal training opportunities, and is anxious to continue his training.
DISC makes .uecial arrangements and hires through an outside agency an inter-
preter for him during such training. The quality of the interpreters is

varied, according to Ray. When he has difficulty understanding, he relies
_cia_notes taken by a classmate. On the job, Ray does not require an inter-
preter. He usually works alone, and his coworkers and supervisors are con-
siderate about speaking slowly or writing notes.

Ray is a union member. He feels that the union has essentially left
him alone, has failed to inform him of changes in the rules. and has criti-
cized him when he made mistakes or didn't know the rules. He believes that
they have not been active in assisting him to get promoted. Indeed, Ray's

supervisor believes that the union seniority rules may be holding Ray back
from getting jobs for which his ability qualifies him. In his new depart-

ment, however, he works closely with the union steward, and there is some
hope that the relationship might improve.

Ray's supervisor does not consider him handicapped.. He has noticed that

Ray is extremely quick to learn how to operate a new machine and considers

him overqualified for his present position. Ray does make mistakes on the
job sometimes. When this happens, his supervisor is quick to correct him;
his philosophy is that a person who never makes mistakes, isn't really working.
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PRACTICES

Community Involvement and Outreach

.,DISC officials serve on advisory boards to a number of organizations
that train and place disabled individuals, as well as community organiza-
tions serving other disadvantaged groups. They officially represent LMSC
on such boards as part of their job duties. However, direct referrals from
such organizations or programs are hampered by LMSC's requirement that appli-
cants have two years related work experience in order to be hired in most
entry-level jobs. Because of LMSC's highly attractive wages and fringe bene-
fits, individuals who are told to go out and work elsewhere for two years
before applying for a job at LMSC very often return and ultimately become
LMSC employees. LMSC's commitment to serving the communit is real, and it
benefits them from a public relations standpoint as well as in indirectly
obtaining workers with needed skills.

Selection and Hiring

The Human Resources Program Specialist keeps in close touch with the

Employment Department and has a special liaison within that department to

work, with handicapped applicants. That person has set internal goals for

an annual number of disabled persons hired and last year surpassed that goal.

A number of practices have proved effective in this regard. First, for

hourly workers, the Employment Department makes the hiring decisions. There-

fore, success has depended on making the persons responsible for those deci-

sions aware of the affirmative action commitment of the company.

Somewhat more difficult has been educating individual hiring managers

who make decisions regarding applicants for salaried positions. A useful

technique has been, whenever an applicant self - identifies or has an obvious

handicap, a practice known as "green-striping." This refers to a green mark

On the outside of the folder which contains that person's application form

and attachments, such as references or documents. This is a signal to follow

up on that application, to determine the outcome of interviews to which the

applicant is referred, and to act as an advocate for that person.

A third practice may be referred to as one of "following successes."

Inevitably, some managers are more willing than others to hire disabled
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persons; many have had positive experiences with disabled workers. Know-

ledge of which those managers are, and referral of disabled applicants to

them, has made possible increased hiring of disabled workers and increased

evidence (that may be observed hy "less enlightened" managers) that affirm-

ative action work, For example, Margaret's success on the job has been

noted by several managers. Because of her, employment dirtment officials

feel that they are likely to encounter increased receptivity to recruiting

disabled professionals. Now, in fact, some managers are coming forward t)

request referrals of disabled individuals, because they have become aware

of management's goal of hiring them, and because they have noted the suc-

cess of disabled workers in other departments.

Another practice that has contributed to this department's ability to

recruit and hire disabled workers has been that of communicating frequently

with community groups and training program representatives. They have met

with such persons on numerous occasions and explained LMSC's hiring needs.

As a result, the quality of referrals has improved.

Special Programs

LMSC has several work environments in -ci. a number of similarly dis-

abled persons are employed. One example is .,f)itment in which several

deaf persons work and in which sign language mmonly used. A,other

example is found within the janitorial workfor..., One jz, itorial super-

visor has, within his wdrk unit, quite a few mi.:tall- ret:...ded individuals.

They range from very mildly retarded persons t-) Lat Fee not capable

of living independently. Over the years, this su)zlotlz:or developed

useful ways of communicating with these w.)rkers, sp...cial techniques

for training, discipline, and assigning the!.1 to horl 7-ZT,:S in .ii' :h their

disability poses no, problem. The costs of the. ex,-ra required

for these workers is at least balanced by the reduced cost of turnover

Whenever a new employee is hired at LMSC, an extensive and expensive security

clearance is required; thus, it is cost-effective to hire janitors who are

not likely to leave LMSC or to bid for promotions. Other benefits to LMSC

of this practice are:

these workers seem to perform as well once their 90-day proba-

tion period has passed as they did when they were under close
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observation. Unlike some of their non-disabled counterparts,

these janitors have not acquired techniques for "playing games"

with the company working rules;

the attendance records of these workers have been quite good;

and

o LMSC is able to perform a service, enabling persons who might

not otherwise be able to support themselves to support not only

themselves but, in several cases, their aging parents as well.

r

LMSC's starting salary for a janitor is in, excess of $9.00 pei: hour, which

includes the cost of living adjustment, and there are several salary grades

above that.

Accommodation

Accommodations at LMSC are made as the need for them arises and as it

becomes clear that the benefits of the accommodation will outweight the

costs. The vast majority of accommodations, perhaps as many as 90%, have

been for existing employees who have become disabled. The primary motiva-

tion is to preserve the skills of a worker whose usefulness to a specific

project and to LMSC as a whole is already documented. -Another reason for

the 'relative infrequency of accommodation for neW.y hired workers is that

LMSC has a very low turnover rate. Retirement is the most frequent reason

for leaving LMSC. As workers grow ruder, the need for accommodation arises

more frequently.

One exaAple o - signant accommodation that is currently being

exarrined relates to incE, ',al whose health is deteriorating to the

point that he will sou:: be to come to work. 1,1,1 is considering

installing a remote co;6poter telrilinal in 1,:.s home so tha.: he may continue

his work there. Althoup it i aticipate that he will someday be unable

to work even at homz tr.:min:11 ') seen as cost-cfective rela-

tive to recruiting al.: zo -21'e his place.

Depending on the ticu,:lr accommodation, i max be paid

for in any of the

as a direct cost 'co proiect,

out of .1.,:.(.6et or depa!telt

out of a -,eneral catego%y, :.uch as facilities maintenance,
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by a special affirmative action budget, which is controlled by

the HumanAkesources Program Specialist and used for certain

items (e.g., interpreters) which do not fall neatly into another

budget category.

It is estimated that several times as many accommodations are made inform-
ally on the worksite as are made with the assistance of the Human Relations

Program Specialist. Jobs are sometimes .formally restructured, as long as
there are persons in the same job category on the same shift with whom duties

may be exchanged.

Accessibility

Buildings at LMSC are not universally accessible. There are quite

few buildings, many of them built before accessibility standards existed.

Over the past ten years, LMSC has records of accessibility modifications

costing in excess of $75,000. There have been numerous others For which no

records have been kept. Modifications are made on an "as needed" basis.

There have been no instances in which architectural barriers to individual

employees have proved problematic, with one possible exception: in certain

jobs, assignments are rotated so that persons work in a number of different

buildings. Mobility-impaired persons in these jobs cannot work in all build-

ings, and so the jobs to which they are rotated mustbe monitored with acces-

sibility in mind. This has created no problems, and the individuals involved

are porbably not even aware that some areas are inaccessible to them. Newer

buildings, and one large one currently under construction, are models of.

barrier-free design.

DECISION FACTORS

Qualifications of the Worker

The most frequent and most important reason for providing accommodations

for an individual worker is that LMSC wishes to retain that worker, and that

the worker's skill and specific knowledge arc needed on a particular project.

The company is not likely to undertake an accommodation that will not benefit

the company, either directly or indirectly. (A number of activities, such as

extensive community involvement on the part of Human Resources Program staff,
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do not yield tangible benefits to the company, yet they "pay ,..Iff" in terms
of public relations.) However, it must be noted that, in assessing the quali-

fications of the individual worker, a long-range view is taken. The potential

contribution of a worker (such as Ray, whose training. may assist him more in

a future job than it does in his present capacity) is viewed as one of the

benefits of an accommodation.

Costs

fi

Costs are taken into consideration whe7_an ccommodatlon is proposed,

though there are no known limits to the cost an accommodation which might

be considered reasonable. One important element in discussing costs, is that

only out-of-pocket costs are considered. The cost of time and effort is not

taken into account, whether it be planning or negotiating time or the time

taken to install a ramp. T is considered part of the managers' jobs, or

the jobs of the facilities itenance workers involved. It is estimated

that the cost of time and effort, if it were calculated, would be two to

three times as great as the costs that have been documented.

CONCLUSIONS

LMSC officials offered a number of observations whie, may be useful to

other companies wishing to improve their affirmative action for handicapped

workers

The commitment of top management is essential. This commit-

ment needs to be communicated to other high-level managers, as

well as made visible to the line supervisors who make hiring

and accommodation decisions;

There is no substitute for experience. Those managers who have

successfully hired and accommodated handicapped workers (or who,

have observed such success in other departments) are the most

likely to hire and accommodate handicapped workers in the future;

It is best to try to influence line managers direCtly. to hire a

handicapped worker and only if resistance is met, to exert pres-

sure from above. Too much pressure too soon can cause resentment

on the part of the manager, which could result in a less-than-

ideal working situation for the handicapped'employee;
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II: it is necessary for any reason to dismiss a handicapped

worker (or a member of another protected group), it may be

useful to have in place a review process such as the follow-

ing:

-- LEO officials discuss the situation thoroughly with

the manager to see if these is an6y way of resolving

the situation; and

-- if that is not possible, make sure that all the docu-

mentation reljted to.the reasons for dismissal, is in

order;

There are a number of conditions which make it easier for com-

panies to hire and accommodate large numbers of handicapped

workers. Some.of theSe conditions are entirely outside the

scope and influence of an individual manager. Others represent

areas of possible affirmative action activity. The following

were some of the conditions favoring hiring and. accommodation:

large size: this-means numerous employees in each job

category allowing for the possibility of trading duties;

in addition, large size implies budget flexibility;

growth or turnover rates high enough that some hiring

is taking

need for ski:Is that are in short supply in the labor

market, and tnerefore the need to recruit actively;

flexibility in job descriptions, work rules; and

frequent communications.With community groups, training

programs, and government-sponsored placement efforts.

Managers are more receptive to accommodating handicapped employ-

ees when they realize that one accident or illness could create

the need for they themselves to be accommodated.

In the area of public policy recothmendations, LMSC officials expressed

a desire for increased efforts toward "voluntary compliance" and decreased

emphasis on enforcement. They feel that it is essential to get the word out,

to educate employers not only to their responsibility to accommodate handi-

capped workers, but also to the advantages of doing so. One very effect].ve

format for such education would be to hold a series of regional seminars, in
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which the principal speakers or lea 7s are otherbusinessmen persons who

"speak the same language" as the.participants.. Government officials would

play a facilitating role and would strohglyrencourage attendance at these:

seminars by high-level managers within all companies working on government

contracts.
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Attachment 1

To: ALL LMSC APPLICANTS

Lc(ckheed has had a policy of equal opportunity in the hiring, training,
transfer and promotion of employees for many years. We have organized
what I believe is an effective Affirmative Action Program, designed to
insure equal opportunity for all employees. As a prospective employee
I am sure you will be intereste-3 in knowing about this program.

CORPORATE POLICY

Under our Affirmative Action Program, we describe four major coporate
goals.

1. To assure that all personnel policies and programs, such
as employment, promotion, transfer, layoff and return
from layoff, compensation, benefits, company sponsored
training and education, tuition refund, and social and
recreation programs will be administered without regard
to race, color, religion, aae, national origin, handicaps
not rtAated to job performance, or sex except where sex
is a bona fide occupational qualification.

2. To originate or participate in community and government
approved programs especially intended to encourage and
assist minorities, women, ;he handicapped, and veterans.of
the Vietnam war in becoming qualified for initial employment
Or advancement.

3. To develop and-implement specific results - oriented affir-
mative action'plans at Each facility, updated at least
annually.

4. To work steadily toward a long range objective of having
a representative number of minorities and women in all
jobs and at all levels to the degree that they aspire to
them and become qualified, subject to openings and non-
discriminatory soletior procedures.-

To direct our company's Affirmatqe Action Program, we have established
the office of Special Assistant to the President for Equal Opportunity
Employment. This office :s responsible for assigning program objectives
and regUiarly measuring the results The staff regularly monitors
employment, promotionS, demotions, layoffs, merit and promotional
increases, wage and salary rates and job classifications. Aniareas
where we fall short of our planned objectives are quickly uncovered by
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Attachment I (continued)

ALL LMSC APPLICANTS - page 2

these regular reviews and are reported to the responsible management.
The general manager of each major division is charged with the personal
responsibility to see that his personnel successfully implement the
Affirmative Action Program. The Special Assistant to the President is
Raymond I. Schneyer, Manager of our Human Resources Programs.

Employees are kept up to date on Affirmative Action Program plans and
prngress through the Lockheed ciar, memos. and Company and Unionbul'etin
boards around the plant.

EMPLOYMENT OF3CIIVE,E, W,.) RECRUITING

Developing a fair represente,ti of ion.:)rity and female employes
throughout all levels of DISC r,Vre that our Employment n'...=-p-Irtme
work closely with our Human Rc.-voces organization. This department
distributes available job list applicant sources .7.ch as:

Bay Area Urban League, Bellow/ Assistance Center, Chin:ne fiA. Affirmative
Action. Economic & Social Cipportunities, Inc., Japan.; e American Citizen
Leagu Mexican-American Community Service Agency, R,:source Center for
.Women, San Jose Indian Center, Veterans Outrach Program, z:nd California
Employment Development Department.

Employment recruiting at schools with heavy ethnic minority enrollments
helps to meet goals described in our Affirmative Action plan. In
addition, 'when advertising we include newspapers and periodicals with
heavy ethnic minority readerships.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING

Improvement of employee skills is a major point in our Affirmative Action
LM3C's Training organization works to develop job openings for

minority and female employees and, where feasible, establish cn-the..--
traintng programs.. Tests which prospective employees take before they
join LMSC have been designed to measure only those skills necessary to
perform the job in question.

Personal development training programs outline for each employee the path
for improving his or her skills to take advantage of new job openings/and
promotions. We particularly encourage minority. employees and women to
participate in advancement training courses. Our desire to provide equal.
advancement opportunities for all employees is not limited to non-
management jobs. We include minority employees and women in supervisor/
manager training courses, such as the Lockheed Management Institute and
the LMSC Supervisor Institute.

The Training group provides both day and evening courses, developed with
and through the local schools and community colleges. Career counseling
is offered for hourly employees to assist them in ireparing for better
and higher paying jobs. We also give instructiun on the methods of job
counseling to supervisors and group leaders. Seminars are conducted to
inform all managers of their responsibilities under our Affirmative
Action Program.
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Attachment 1 (continued)

ALL LMSC APPLICANTS - page 3

'COMMUNITY RESPONSIBILITY

Because cormunity problems and goals involve our employees, they involve
LMSC as well. We are active in community programs aimed at improving
housing, education and job' opportunities for minority ethnic groups ar
for low intone persons, male and female, of all races. I wish to mer:=1
these activities briefly, because although they are not a part of th-
goals portion of the Affirmative Action r ram, they nevertheless ai
LMSC activities working towards the end r_, it of equitable treatment
for all persons.

As a canpany we contribute to the Lockheed Corporate Leadership Fund,
whk. annually makes substantial contributions to the United Negro
College Fund and awards scholarships and fellowships to other specific
colleges and universities with predominantly minority enrollment. We
participate in the Consortium for Graduate Study in Management-Fellow--
ships for Minorities at the Universities of Indiana, North Carolina,
Rochester, Southern California, Washington, and Wisconsin.

LMSC is providing a leading role in the formation and operation of the
San Jose G. I. Forum Scholarship Foundation, a foundation devoted to
establishing scholarships for minority students (with emphasis on
Spanith surname students) to attend college, and is entering into a
similar role with the Society of Women Er Jeers to encourk3z., more
women to enter the fields of engineering d science.

In San Francisco and Sunnyvale, we have; in the past, been active in a
consortium of companies operating job training centers which trained
over 1-,500 men and women in entry level job skills. Grass roots
community organizations involved in training unskilled persons of
minority ethnic groups also receive LMSC financial and/or advisory
support. Such organizations include the. Opportunity industrialization
Centers, the Community Center for Career De'Iel3pment, and Project DARE.

We participate in the National Alliance of Businessmen,the Management
Council for Bay Area Employment Opportunities, the Stanford Mid-Peninsula
Urban Coalition, and in Counterpart, a. San Mateo non-profit corporation
engaged in developing a shopping center and community building projects.
As a member of the San Marcos Foundation, we belong-to a non-profit
corporation whose goal is the construction of quality housing for low-
middle income families in S:inta Clara4 Santa Cruz, San Benito and
Monterey Counties.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION INFORMATION

If you are interested more inforvion about our Affirmative Action
Program or the community programs I .dve mentioned, feel free to discuss
them with Lockheed's employment representative. 4

Willi ieke
President
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MERCK, SHARPE, & DOHME

BACKGROUND

Merck & Company, Inc. is an international company which provides

p.7oducts and services for human, animal and environmental health throughout

the world. The Merck, Sharp & Dohme Division (MSD) located in West Point,

Pennsylvania, manufactures and markets some 150 prescription pharmaceuti-

cals and biologicals. MSD has a total of 3,800 employees in mar'lfacturing,

marketing, alld administration, including more than 800 professional repre-

sentatives ;:ontact with physicians, pharmacies and hospitals.

At present. ::as a table employment picture. Job opportuities

are variable depending on the type of job. While the company is always

looking for professionals, few entry level openings have occurred.since

early 1980. Other positions fluctuate in hiring, with the major factor

being replacement. It is important to note that because the entry wage is

quite high in --7mparison with surrounding companies and because MSD offers

excellent benerits_ordinarily an abundance of generally qualified applicants

can be found for most jobs'at MSD.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

Insight into MSD's approach to hiring and accommodating handicapped

individuals is best gathcd by understanding the role of several key

actors. The manager, Equal Employment Affiars (the specialist in thif-,

case) is a central figure in MSD's efforts to upgrade the employment of

handicapped individuals. He is responsible for the affirmative action

program for handicapped individuals at Merck, Sharp & Dohme Division

headquart2rs and facilities plus 27 branches and sales locations. He

adminLiters the Equal Employment Opportunity program, reviews and monitors

Division and site affirmative action plans, administers the Division

problem resolution policy, and acts as an internal consultant on related

matters.

The specialist started with MSD as a messenger in 1966, progressed

through the market research and ,,ervice ranks, and became a quality control
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inspector in 1973. After several further promotions, he became coordinator
of Equal Employment Affai-s in 1977 and finally EL:, manager when his
supervisor retired that same year.

Upon assuming the job of EEA manager, the specialist noted (in
agreement with the corporate EEA director) that despite much discussion
about employment of handicapped individuals, the program needed a clear
demonstration -- visible to employees and to the public -- of MSD's
commitment'to working with handicapped persons. Though the Personnel
Office had been accessible to handicapped applicants fora number of years,
a first step was to make the entire site containing 15 major buildings
barrier free. As a result, the specialist worked with the Engineering group
and began a campaign in 1978 to make MSD a model of accessibility for handi-

individuals. The specialist noted, however, that very few wheelchair-
bour:;3 rldiviOuals were e;.;ipiyed at MSD to take advantage of such accessibility.
Few F.f:vroly disabled individs with the necessary qualifications were

fcr employment at ti-,e 5%iision. In 1981, the opportunity to
partially :::,r.rect this situaticAa was taken when a severely disabled individual
applied for

v'l-onmental control technician. This placement
has since been looked upon as a demonstration of how MSD feels about its
employees, and as a model for employment of additional handicapped indivi-
duals.

The specialist realizes that the success of an affirmative action
program cannot rest upon the hiring of one handicapped individual. However,
he believes that dramatic and visible accomplishments can bring attention to
the program and reflect positively on the Division. In many ways, he has
taken advantage of MSD's.perception of itself as a highly visible leader in
the health care field. This became a way of "marketing" the affirmative
action program concerning l'.nndicapped The specialist has
worked with the Merck & Company EEA manager and MSD top r 7mgement to
institute a performance-bc.ed

approach.to hiring handicap:, ".; individuals.
This approach is reflected in employment practices whist: propc;--
tional sampling of handicapped applicants from a general pool, as well
the adoption of goals for hiring handicapped individuals. It:. is also seen
in manager and supervisor performance appraisals, which iaclude specific
references to Equal Employment Opportunity goals.
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According to the specialist, MSD has "a way to go" in its handicapped

program. Future directions include attracting other severely handicapped

individuals through outreach and recruitment efforts. He also sees a need

for more specific train of managers and supervisors concerning employment

and accommodation.

MSD's Eersonnel relations director feels that the Division has a 17::.-iral

responsibility to the community. to hire handicapped individuals. In

addition, he notee that hiring and accommodation of handicapped individuals

is.a farsighted policy which affects the morale of current employees. By

hiring a handicapped individual or removing barriers to accessibility, the

company demonstrates its intent to help those employees who become handi-

cappedduring employment. The director observed, however, that in the past

more attention has been given to age, sex, and race in.affirmative action

at Merck & Company. He also noted that few severely disabled individuals

apply for. obs. Given these factors, he felt that the way to emphasize

employment of handicapped individuals was to ask personnel staff each month,

"How many handicapped persons did you hire?" He noted that this is quite

different from inquiring about.how many contacts were made, or how many

applications were received.

With respect to accommodation, the director called the process, "just

plain common sense". lie cited one instance where an individual in a wheel-

chair needed an electric wheelchair to move from building to building. in

that case, the wheelchair was considered to be a work-related vehicle.

He remarked, "If we can supply a maintenance person with a cart, why not

supply an electric wheelchair for her?"

The personal relations director indicated solid support for the

specialist in his efforts to upgrade employment of handicapped individuals.

He also noted that his superiors are committed to the program.

The vice president of operations stressed that "we are, after all,

a lcacier in the health care field." Given this, he feels that MSD hug

the resources to be a leader in employment of handicapped people. He spoke

with pride about the movement to make all facilities as MSD'accessible.

He saw this as a logical extension of the spirit of the law. In discussing

his philosophy of employment and accommodation, he noted that MSD is a

performance-Measured company. lie reinforced the value of a performance



based system of hiring, and confirmed that affirmative action is one

objective in everybody's job at MSD.

The support of the corporate director, Equal Employment Affairs, has -

been extrer4cly helpful to thQ specialist at MSD. The EEA director not only

endOrsed, but encouraged the involvement of a consulting firm in planning

the placement of the environmental control technician. He felt that commit-

ment is evidenced in part by spendLng money in hi-'ng handicapped people.

It is important to note that as a result of the successful placement

experience the director has endorsed a future budget allocation for addi-

tional management consulting services to assist with hiring and accommodation.

This is evidence of the company's commitment beyond normal outreach and

recruiting efforts. The specialist in this case emerges as the central and

visible figure in the employment of disabled people. Upon talking with

his superiors, however, it appears that their support and willingness to

back him with dollars and concrete action were esseL:Aal to his success.

INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMDATION

Sally
1
was confined to a wheelchair due to ostio genisis imperfecta.

This childhood condition affected bone structure and'growth, leaving her

quite short in stature and unable to stand for long periods of.time.

After graduating from college with a B.S. in biology, she searched for a

7,5Z, for a long time before applying for a position at MSD.

Because of her excellent qualifications,for the job, the specialist

sa,,' the opportunity to demonstrate what could be done to hire severely

disabled individuals at MSD, given proper preparation and reasonable

accommodation. The specialist haJ previously been approached by

management consulting firm that could provide expert assistance during

Sally's placement. Since he felt that the use of outside consultants

might give the effort added visibility, the'specialist convinced top

management to r in the firm at a cost of $10,000. What followed was a

sequence of .events which lasted more than four months and involved over

a dozen meetings with Sally, several MSD managers, personnel staff,

1

The names used here are ficitious.
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supervisors in environmental control, co-workers, union representatives and

the consulting firm which assisted in the placement.

In addition to attending me:,tings with MSD representatives, the

consultant performed the step-by-step placement and accommodation process.

The steps included:

e a complete job analysis;

the design of a job analysis plan;

an evaluation of Sally's abilities;

o the design and procurement of special apparatus;

the installation of apparatus and organization of the work

counseling to Sally during initial employment; and

o information sessions with co-workers, supervisors, managers,

etc.

Sally was employed by MSD as an environmental control technician

for five and one-half months before being laid off in early 1982 (she was

bumped by an employee with more seniority). Her job involved monitoring

and testing of pharmaceutical production areas to ensure that sterile

conditions were maintained. In contrast to the complex preparation of

Sally for the job and MSD employees for Sally, actual accommodations

were fairly straightforward and consisted prim..rily of modification of

job duties. Specific accommodations included.

Initially, Sally was not required to travel to other buildings

and collect air and water sAmples. Her job duties were modified

to allow her to remain in the environmental control area and

perform tests.

Sally wasnot required to perform one particular task-: para-

formaldehyde decontamination of various production areas using

a sprayer which is normally carried on the environmental control

technician's back.'

Sally was not required to service the laminar flow equipment

(replace filters, clean plenums, check for leaks).

An extension rod was fabricated so that Sally ciuld reach and

open a cold vault door from her wheelchair.
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A tray to hold slides for washing and staining was made to

minimize any reach problems that Sally might have when using

the sink. The tray was later adopted for use by all techni-
cians.

Work surfaces were not lowered or modified in any way because Sally

was able to get out of her wheelchair and sit on'a standard work stool.

Additional equipment was purchased or\adapted so that Sally could travel
- from building to building in order to gather air and water samples.

Equipment included:

a motorized wheelchair (cost $2,300);

a manual wheelchair to remain in a sterile location ($500);

clip::: tc connect Sally'.s wheelchair with a sampling equipment

cart 0250); and

special order small gowns for use in a sterile production area

(cost unknown).

Unfortunately, the above accommodations were never used, since Sally

was bumped from her technician position and laid off by MSD before

assuming the sample gathering duties. The specialist expects her to be
rehired in the near future, when another position opens up.

From her supervisor's point of view, &ally performed her assigned

duties i- an effective manner. She required no special supervison. Co-

workers were skeptical at first, but the meeti_g before she was hired to

diScuss their concerns was valuable in gaining their cooperation. Once

Sally joined them, co-workers accepted her readily and showed a willingness

to help her on the job. As questions arose from other departmi-nts, these

co-workers were actually her public relations agents.

Sally was pleased with the :vt. She felt that she was treated fairly

by her supervisor, co-workers, management and the union. Although a few

of the accommodations proved to be unnecessary, she acknowledged that she

was reluctant to be too demandin4 about accommodations and was likely to

try things the hard way before asking for help.

According to the plant chairman of the union that was involved*in the

placeinent,,Sally's placement was successful. He remarked that more handi-

capped people should be given the opportunity to be employed at MSD.
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As a result of being involved in Sally's placement he felt tat the

division, its employees, and the .1.2nion were anxious to do .;.t. again. This

rather complex individual accommodation shows the v-Aue of careful prepara-

tion for placement, anticipation of accommodations and early involvement of

all concerned partic

In sharp contrast the detailed accommodations described above for

Sally, the accommodations made for Fred as coordinator of audio visual

services are almost non-existent. His job calls- for providing audio visual

equipment and materials in support of internal MSD training. Job duties

consist of loaning films, bookkeeping, correspondence, billing, and other

administrative tasks.

Prior to joining MSD 13 years ago, Fred developed polio. As a result

of the polio, he had a tracheotomy. He now speaks by holding his finger

over an opening in his throat. This results in a hoarse to to his voice

and low volume. Fred performs his job with no noticeable accommodations,

except an extension for his phone so he can rest it on his shoulder. Most

people he deals with over the phone have become accustomed to his voice.

New people may need to ask him to repeat something, but that presents no

problem. A speaker phone was provided at one time, but Fred did not use

it long because th background noise in his office that was picked up by

the'speaker phone was disruptive to listeners. In summary, Fred and those

around him have adapted well to his disability and he is able to perform

his job with little Or no accommodations.

The job of tablet maker required George to operate three machines -Waicil

compressed powder into tablets at the5rate of 2,000 tablets per minute.

In ai.:ition to ensuring a proper flow of granulation, fixing the machine

if it breaks, performing weight and.liardness tests, checking product t,:des

and doing related paperwork, the job required that George load 100 pound

containers of tablets called "blue cows" onto pallets. After each run of

a particular product, machines had to be moved to a set up room using a

hydraulic jack. There the machines were torn down, cleaned and retooled for

the next run.

After a back injury, George found that he could no longer lift

"blue cows" onto the pallets. Since his co-workers generally did not

relish the 'task of tear-down and retooliAg, they did not have any difficulty
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with George concentrating on that aspect of the job. After trying George

at the limited task of tear-down and retooling, his supervisor found out

that George could accomplish the process more efficiently than had been

possible in the past. This accommodation resulted in the creation of

a new specialized position of tablet maker technician, involving inspection

and maintenance in addition to tear-down and retooling. The result has

been an'overall: increase in productivity in this department. Union repre-

sentatives were satisfied with the new job description so long as George

did not take any overtime )rk away from the tablet makers.

PRACTICES

Recruiting

Recruiting of handicapped individuals at l'ISD is done on an individual

basis. However, the specialist, the manager of professional employment,

and the manager of r?on-,:xi:mpt employment have also sought local sources of

qualified handicapped :yplicants, educated them as to MSD's manpower needs,
ind encouraged referrals. The, specialist has developed a list of recruit-
ing sources. Presently, it includes local offices of the state Bureau of

Vocational .Rehabilitation., a local school for the blind, National Industries
for the Blind and several rehabilitation centers and sheltered workshops
in the area. The manager of non-exempt employment has found the state

Bureau of Vocational Rehabilitation to be-the most successful source of
handicapped applicants. By maintaining contact with local BVR offices, he
has recruited some disabled clients for non - exempt jobs.

The effectiveness of the sources in refering qualified applicants
to MSD however, has been somewhat inconsistent. One agency sent a
counselor to spend the greater part of a day meeting with the speciaiist,

learning of job openings ai their requirements, and becoming familiar
with MSD employment practices. After returning to the.:agency, he sent

the specialist a computer printout conraining all the clients served
by the agency who were looking for jobs. This was naturally not very
helpful to the specialist, who expected specific referrals of individuals
meeting MSD requirements.
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At the professional level, recruitment of handicapped individuals is

accomplished, in part, during the course of corporate college recruiting.

College recruiters are aware of affirmative action requirements and seek

out qualified technical and professional applicants with disabilities.

Recruitment of handicapped professionals at the local level is more dif-

ficult. According to the manager of professional employment, private state

agencies have not provided many referrals. Instead, he focuses on individual

recruitment of handicapped professionals through contacts made by current

employees and personal contacts.

Hiring

The hiring picture at MSD is. presently affected by the fact that there

are few openings for hourly jobs, and there is a backlog of 4,000 - 6,000

itions on file. For the most part, applicants must be highly quail-

or available jobs. Given these conditions, MSD has modified its

hiring selection process to ensure that qulaified handicapped applicants are

represented the sample of candidates to be considered for jobs.

At present, as applications are made to the company, the forms are

placed in a file for women, minority, handicapped, and other applicants.

When a job becomes open, applicants are selected from each file on a random

basis in the proportion of 38% women, 15% minority and 5% handicapped.'

The proportion of women and minorities is in accordance with a conciliation

agreement developed in cooperation with the Office of Federalwolontract

Compliance Programs, U.S. Department of Labor. What is unique here is the

inclusion of 5% handicapped applicants in the sample. According to the

specialist, this was done as a voluntary measure to ensure that handicapped

applicants were being given a fair opportunity to be hired. The 5% figure

was a general estimate based on prior experience.

In addition to a proportional sampling of handicapped individuals

from an applicant pool, the hiring process allows for individual handicappeu

applicants to be considered for job openings without being selected at

random from the i-,,plicant file. This selective recruitment and consideration

process helps to increase the chances of a personnel staff member reaching

his/her goal of 5% handicapped new hires. As discussed earlier, the hiring
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process is best cha_icterized by a 'results orientation'. As the specialist

puts it, "Merck,is an MBO (Managementby Objectives) company and we are used
to setting goals".

Accommodation

The most dramatic.aspect of MSD's approach to accommodating handicapped

individ9ls is its commitment to accessibility of all faciliites. Shortly

after assuming the position of EEA manager in 1977, the specialist noted

that'while the Personnel area was'accessible to handicapped applicants,'

other areas within the Human Resources Building were not. Entrance

accessibility was the primary need at office and production facilities.

He also noted that there was insufficient access to common facilities such

the cafeteria, conference rooms, and training facilities. He concluded

that a piecemeal approach to accessibility (one of accommodating handicapped

individuals as they were hired, and as they needed to gain access to a

particular building) would involve repeated justifications to management

and the Engineering Department.

Instead, the specialist prepared a plan to the entrances of all

15 major MSD facilities accessible. Common areas LA areas frequently used

by handicapped employees were targeted for more extensive modifications.

Accessibility mas sold to top management as a policy that a company whose

motto is "Pride in Quality' would naturally adopt.

As a result of the Specialist's plan and complete support of top

management, accessibility of MSD's facilities became a source of pride

among employees and managers. The Engineering Department estimated that

the total cost of accessibility was $72,000. The effort to create an

accessible environment has not ceased w;'.11 these changes, however. In

1979 and 1980, a sterile production facility and MSD administrative

offices were constructed, barrier free. Additional changes at existing

buildings are being mad) as the need a. es.

Training

Training concern -oyment.and accommodation of handicapped

individuals is integra_ ongoing ,EEO training. Manage-s and

8i
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supe_visors are briefed concerning corporate and MSD policyand updated

on any recent developments-. Several outside organizations have made

presentations concerning disabilities, films,relating to handicapped

individuals have been shown and personnel,'and EEO staff attend meetings

such as the Annual Meeting of the President's Committee on Employment of

the Handicapped and local training sessions.

In response to a need for more formalized training in the EEO area,

Merck & Company has developed a highly successful "Phase III" training

program. Although this training program focuses primarily on women and

minority individuals, consideration is being given to developing a com-

patible segment coAcerning handicapped individuals.

Communicating Policy

At MSD, the commitment of top management to hire and q.ccommodate

handicapped individuals is communicated in policy statements and in

recruitment and application materials,'and by inclusion of articles and

statements in MSD publications. More importantly, M$D policy is demon-

trated by such visible practices as extensive accessibility modifications,

o.wing efforts to ensure the handicapped people are actually hired, and

no.kble instances of carefully prepared placements and accommodations of

sewely handicapped individuals.' It is felt that these types of actions

comm.icate M$D's policies are perhaps more effectively than statements

of in nt.

Useof C tside Resources

'With -he notable 'cxception of the provision of outside thnical

assistance i the placement of Sally as an environmental control technician,

and the bud:ging for additional consultants, MSD relies on internal

resources whk making accommodations for employees.. The division has ample

engineering c: cruse and materials to fabricate custom devices. Other

items are purci.sed as needed.

823



DECISION FACTORS

Concern for Individuals

Each of the described absry:e were asked ab.3ut the factors

which were weighed \ en making an accommodation". WhaL emerged Was an

ini3rmal decision-ma.ing process which revolved around MSD's huritarian

concern for handicapped individuals and a strong feeling of responsibility

for current employees. Current employees are viewed as a member of the

family.

One of the Division's concern for 'family members' is-its

rate retention progim.- Under this program, an employee with 25 years of

service who beco'(.5 disabled can be placed in.a lower rated2:job classifica-

tion and retain his/her former hourly base rates Employees with less than

25 years of serVice will retain their former hourly base rate if the illness

cr injury was occupational. This, coupled with.a well established policy

of bumping to lower classifications introduces a number of options into the

accommodation process. If the individual cannot be accommodated at his/

her present job through Modification of job eAties or adaptations of the

work environment, he/she can be transferred to a lower rated job which

minimizes the effect of the disability.

Aside from the 25-year requirement in the rate retention policy, inn

employee's length of service does not affect the willingness of MSD to

make an accommodation or the extent to which the Division will go. On

the other hand, the specialist did. acknowledge that the level of the

employee affects the extent of the accommodation.

Wh_l; asked about accommodation for handicapped patients, the

Corporate Director of EEA replied,-"We make accommodations for everybody".

-There are no corporate guidelines for reasonableness. Every case is

treated on an individual basis and.the implication is that very few, if

any, accommodations are turned down becaus'e of cost. Most accommodations

are made informally and fall into the category of normal business decisions.

Budgeting Factors
83

The Corporate ELO director noted that most accommodations are not

paid for out of'the operating budget of the department. If they involve
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purchase of equipment, such as a motorized wheelchair, this is treated as

a capital expenditure and.is treated the same way as the purcha.: of a

vehicle. 'Non-equipment' torms of accommodation may be funded out of train-

ing budgets or personnel budgets. The man.e.g.,,menr cow.%,Ilting fee to place

Fall), came out of a personnel line- item fzr cnsultant',, :.,cording to the

corporate EEA director, there is no specfic budget fog A.commodations at

the corporate level, tut there are certain ,r4iscretionary funds which can

be tapped if an accommodation could not be paid- for through local budgets.

Thus, accommodation is not a separate process wit': separate budgets, but

the act of providing new and longstanding employees equipment, training,

-and other support which they need to be productive.

Work RuleS

The ility of management to modify jobs is limited by work rules

cluded in union contracts. If modification of job dut-ies is

agreed. Jn . co-workers and does not result in the employee performing

the work ofla lowel 7.y grade, then she accommodation is likely to be

successful. This best Illustrate .n Sally's case.. She was allowed

to restrict her work to processing the test samples rather than gathering

of samples. The accommodation was s%iccess'ul because her supervisor, co-

workers, and union reprezentative:, agrccd that it was reasonable. Antici-

pation of concerns and negotiations with all involved parties seems to

be the key to modification of job duties

There is, however, an overriding concern about precedent at MSD

when a formal change is made.' In-one notRbie example of accommodation, a

leg amputee was granted "superseniority" -- that is, he could not be

bumped from his position by a more senior person. Unfortunately, the

individual pro A to be somewhat lax in his performance and all parties

felt that a poor precedent had been set. The possibility, of super-

seniority was raised in connection with Sally's placement, but neither

she nor management requested that it be granted.

The other major concern of union representatives is the possible

effect of accommodation on the distribution of overtime. Since the

person with the lowest amount of overtime gets first option for additional

overtime, a concern arises about a handicapped individuals inability

8'
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to do the overtiti, work. Without any modification of the pro,:edares, the

handicapped individual would always be given first option for oertime.
In Sally's case, it was agreed that her inability to do overtime ,-:ork would
'te considered to be a refusal of overtime. As ,-: result, she would
charged the time and not remain forever on the bottom of the overtime list.

CONCLUSIONS

This case discusses what can be done to hire and accommodate handicapped
individuals given a committed specialist and the support of top management.
The specialist acted as the focal point for company efforts and keeps the
issue of affirmative action for handicapped individuals on the of

employees, managers and union leadership.

It should be noted that dramatic events, such as making all facilitis

.accessible and placing a severely disabled individual at sign-ificant cost

and commitment of much persdonel, are far easier to achieve in a company

which is profitable and has a quality image of itself. Tai -. case also shows

that such events can be considered as invest its in :mployee mo-ale and

community good will. These investment3 IIL!':e returns in areas such as

productivity and'recruiting. As one manager put it:

"We've heard from other that the new employee, who is
disabled is doing an excellent job...her sense of pride
about'her work is great...she has a terrific personality
...we are open to the idea of employing more handicapped
people...there seems to be more than a hidden benefit
to all other employees."
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RAYTHEOrs' ":0MPANY

BACKGROU:m

Raytheon Company _s among the nation's 100 largest i-iustrial

companies. Through acquisition and internal growth, s have doubled

in the past five years. About one-third of total 1981 of $5.6 billion

was for U.S. government end-use. A diversified, inter _tion,..1, technology-

based company, Raytheon is engaged in five business areas: Electronics,

AL-craft Products, Energy Services, Major Appliances, and Other Lines.

Headquartered in Lexington, Massach'ise..ts, kaytheon has 11 divisions

and eight major operating subsidiaries with more than 80 plant::: and labora-

tor es in 26 states in the United States. Major overseas subsidiaries and

affiliates are located in six countries, principally in Europe.

In 1963, Raytheon was the recipient of the "Large Employer of the Year"

award by The President's Committee on Employment of the Handicapped. For

many years, the company has demonstrated its commitment the employment of

handicapped individuals by its own hiring practices and by becoming involved

in community efforts to train.and p:aGe qualified handicapped individuals in

competitive employment.

Through the personal commitment - several key managers, Lne company

s been a driving force in the estab1ishment of program which links 105

companies or hiring locations with over 145 rehabilitation resources in the

state. Recently, Raytheon has been in the forefront of the development of

a program to Lain electronic assemW,ers and test technicians for jobs in

the electronic indu'Jtry.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

The Corporate EgLILI Opportunity Office is staffed by a Corporate

Director of EEO and Public Affairs, a Manager of Compliance Programs and

two Senior Specialists in Affirmative Action Programs. Working closely

as a team, they are responsible for imCementing co.)orate EEO policy, and

giving support and direction Affirmative Action Programs Managers in



each of the 80 plants and laboratories across the country. Many of these

AA Program Managers have mult.ple responsibilities which may include employ-

ment, compensation, anc' related functions.

Even though Raytheon's organizational structure is decentralized,

each of the AA Program Managers is supported by the Corporate EEO Office

in matters related to EEO and affirmative action. Corporate EEO staff-

provides technical guidance and policy direction to all facilities as needed

to assist them in performing their EEO functions.

Because Raytheon originated in Massachusetts feels a sense of

res74)..sibility as the state's largest private employer, the corporate EEO

staff commies considerable energy and esources within the state to benefit

handicapped individuals. Corporate staff share.a desire to use their busi-

ness ski11.5 create models of cooperation between the private and public.

sector!:. EEO office staff have become involved with the state vocational

rehabilitation agency, private rehabili agencies, state task forces,

mental health agencies, and foundation:: - goal cf this involvement

to create models of cooperation which can be 7e.plicted it other stal.,:s and

involving Raytheon plants and 1L:ioratories.

The Manager cf Compliance Programs in the Corporate EEO Office has

made a major camitment to upgrading the t3mployment of handicapped indivi-

duals in Massachusetts through improved training Ant job placement efforts.

Before coming to Corporate Headquarters in 1979, he was employed in various

indir.trial relations and managerial capacities for !4 years. He requested

his present assignment because of a long-standing-itterest in civil rights

and because the job offered the opportunity to make an impact in area.

Since 1979,the Manager of Compliance Program: has become increasingly

involved in Projects with IndUstry (PWI). He preseitly serves on the

project's Executive Advisory Board (EAB) which gives overall policy direction

and support to the program and work)to create a viable network for infor-

mation and placement of handicapped individuals. ilhe observation that high-

tech indusic..:s f! a surplus of jobs b,at few qua ified handicapped indi-

viduas to them led to th::. formation of t;Ir.: pioject's Executive

CeMmittee on Training, which was charged with id,ntifying employment needs.

The Executive Committee on Training, composed o a small group of dedicated

industry and rehabilitation,representatives wits support from P1VI Staff,
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planned and designed a training curriculum for electronics assemblers and

test technicians. The committee selected-an agency to host the program,

found an instructor, raised money for equipment, and continues to monitor

the progress of the program. In its second year of operation, the pro{ art

has graduated handicapped individuals into ,,ompetitive'employment as

electronics assemblers and test technicians.

In addition to his leadership role in PWI, the Manager of Compliance

Programs serves as chairman of the Massachusetts Rehabilitation Commission's

Advisory Councll. As such,he brings an industry perspective to the training

and placement of state VR clients. He also serves on a statewide Task Force

on Supported Work for the Retarded and is on the Board of Directors of a

center for emotionally troubled adults.

._
INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODAIION

1

Martha is an.-Associate Software En,lineer at Raytheon's Missile S',Aems

Divisz -dford, Massachusetts. As such, she is responsible f71r waiting

ter programs and preparing related documentation. The bulk of her work

iniolves use of a computer terminal at her work site.

After teaching mathematicS for five Ind one-half years, Martha decided

to apply her skills to the area of progr and started working at

Raytheon in 1978. One year later, her eyesight began to deteriorate to

the point where she was declared legally blind in 1980. Her visual. impair-
:

ment leaves her with no depth percepton.. As a result, she cannot drive at

night. More recently, she had a part of one foot amputated which caused her

to use crutches for several months. Now, she does not need to use crutches

and her eyesight is stable, although her condition could deteriorate further.

The accommodations made for Martha include:

She s allowed to rearrange her hours so that she comes to work

and returns home during daylight hours.

1

The names used here are fi itious.
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During bad weather, she may remain home and do paperwork

if she is not required to use the terminal that day.

She is not required to do lifting or carrying on the job.

The supervisor gave her his computer terminal.

Co-workers volursteel. to pick up her computer printouts at the

main commuter when they pick up theirs.

When she travels, her supervisor makes an attempt to pair

her with another employee.

The corTany purchased a small magnifying glass for her use.

Martha's e7.1-e11 mt relationship with her supezli:_sor and co-workers seenis

to be a major factor in her successful accimodation. First, her supervisor

believes "that handicapped people should be made to feel that you are treating

them like ?.verybody.else". As a result, the supervisor di.i ;lot single her

out c. force any accommodation upon her. Instead. he observed her work and

offered- flexibility in hours and job duti,. he same time, he did not

demand anything I,:ss in the way of i'erfc- a result of this relation-

ship, most accommodations were arranged _ ily and by mutua; agreemet_

They did no. involve significant cost or d ' cision- making.

Martha herself has been a major factor in her own accommodation. Most

of the time, she does not consider herself to be handicapped. Sh., says, "I

have difficulties, but lots of folkS have difficulties". Occasionally, when

he: eyes hemorrhage, she has difficulty seeing the screen on the terminal.

In those.instances, she says you have "do the best you can".

Her co-workers were very supportive and offered assistance when

hen'foot was amputated and -,:henever her eyesight got terJorarily worse.

According to.her supervisor, the co-workers treat her a a person and ignore

her handicap. Martha is a satisfied and productive Ray. on employee. She

has received her regular salary increases and requires dditional

supervision.

Carol works as a ..senior clerk it the communications department at

Raytheon's Missile Systems Division. The department is responsible.for

maintaining and installing.communications equipment in DiVision

Her duties include billing, fi3ting, assignment of extension numbers and

answering the phone.



After graduati:;i, i'm tried for several years

before she found a job 1.t1- :,eytheon. Her disability, Marie Tooth SyndrOme,

is a progressive neuromw,,c ar disease. As a result, she uses. a walke% for

short distances and a whe,A chair if longer travel within the building 13

required. Her disability affects the ength and dexterity of her arms

and fingers. While she can answer the phone, file and make notes, she

cannot type.

Accommodations for Carol consist of the following:

O Another clerk does any typing. Since she was the first person

to fill a newly-created job in 1979, there was no precedent for

typing. in the job. According to her supervisor, had she been able

to type, it would have been part of the job, but it causes no

problems for another person to do the typing.

O She has rearranged her workplace to minimize reaching and other

anneces!,Iry movement. This includes using folders and bins

to give her easy access to often-used information.

A nearby bathroom was modified and grab bars were added. This

came about ,.hen she requested the accommodation after falling

down several times without the gr..7 bars. The cost of the

bathroom modifications was between $1,500 - $2,000.

e Carol was assignLi a special parking space.

o On some occasions, her supervisor meets her at tne entrance

the building with her wheelchair so that she can travel more

easily to her work site or to another part of the building.

A small se tion of non-skid carpet was installed at her desk.

Aside from the accommodations noted above, no other changes or other

adjustments were made. She was offered a speaker phone, but turned it

'down. According to her supervisor, she wants to be as close to normal as

her physical handicap will allow her to be.

It is interesting to note that Carol tended not to ask accommodation.

She felt that she did not wantrto make demands and become a nuisance. In

several instances, the .supervisor had to ask her what she needed, or observe

her difficulty in doing something and offer an accommodation.

After graduating from college and working for a year as a project

manager for a community action agency, Ralph decided to search for a job

Si
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in industry. His job search was quite direct. He wrote to over 100

companies, told them he was blind, and inquired about available jobs

related to his background. He was met with rejection by every company

except Raytheon. At the Lowell Massachusetts plant, a manager reviewed

Ralph's application and was not deterred by his blindness. (Perhaps

because the manager's mother was blind. During the initial interview,

Ralph's blindness was not discussed much. The manager/Seemed to be

satisfied that Ralph had the necessary qualifications.

Ralph's first job with Raytheon involved follow-up work to ensure that

electrical components were delivered to the production site on time. This

required that:he have updated i:?formation at this fingertips. To accomplish

this, Ralph and hit wife spent several hours per wee!: placing shipping and

buying information onto note cards in braille. By doing this additional

work at ha:v.:, Ralph was able to perform his job effectively.

Ralph's present job as an electrical buyer consists of purchasing

resistors and capacita.i;ors for misle systems at Lowell. These components

are then assembled onto circuit boaA3. The jcb requires that he inform suppliers

of requirements, negotiatR: c7i.:e, and confirm delivery. A large portion of

the job involves telephone or face to fac contact with suppliers and making

judgements about price or the ability The supplier. o perform in a timel:

fashion. Paperwork is a relativAy minor part of the job. Each buyer has

a secretary whose responsibility is to type correspondence, file, and

answer the phon.

In Ralph's c:.se, accommodatiois

o Because the previous secretary left along with the former buyer,

Ralph was permitted co hire his new secretary on a temporary trial

basis. It was felt that since the seretary would ne..d to work

closely with him should be giver An opTortunity to' see ic she

was .ight person for the

secretPey reads 1.torwation requf_sitiou fors

He then rmiLes notes i h rail le an,; at:ar,bes t,' se nc ,Js J

f'.)rm This conver,i(il inform ,'_ion allows 1 to refe L

the 'Irms.
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The secretary makes notations and adcY ation to requisition

forms as needed. Tf the secretary is Ralph waits until s';:e

return or asks a co-worker for assistance.

Before ^cc-.-.--'.'travel, Ralph must TrIke,detniled arrangements,

such as ha.

Ralph's

aebody meet him at his uestination.

Is material to him during training sessions.

What is remarkable is the absence of adaptive equipment at Ralph's=

work .ite. This is due in, part to the fact that requisitions are still

made on written forms rather than displayed on a computer terminal. Should

buying be computerized, Raiph would probably require a talking terminal

or other voice synthesizer. Ralph did try using-an Optacon, but found it

too slow for his needs.

Ralph took a significant role in accommodating himself. By convert-

ing information to braille, he was able to minimize c:stly and unnecessary

modifications. Ralph's first supervisor was sensitive to the needs of blind

individuals. A secretary was willing and able to work closely with him to

process-paperwork. Management is supportive of hiring handicapped individuals

The theme of responsibility for the individual was mentioned'several times.

According to Ralph's supervisor, there is a beneficial side effect

to Ralph's presence and excellent'performance. The supervisor remarked

that Ralph challenges other workers to better use their tale.its.

According to Ralph, "There is no reason why a capable blind person

cannot buy in the business today". He notes in addition that electrical

'ulying is well suited to blind ~ -nple because items are easily specified

and involve standard terminology. Mechanical buying, on the other hand,

requires looking at a blueprint to understand fully the nature of a product.

PRACTICES

Recruiting

Raytheon's major efforts to recruit handicapped individuals in Massa-

chusetts are focused on active participation in the Massachusetts Project

with industry, part of a:ntaional network initiated by the Electronic

Industric Foundation (EIF) to facilitate the employment of disabled persons.

92



In Massachusetts, an EIF/PWI area office director and ,.:731-yment

specialistare in contact with 105 coml:anies and represent-

ing predominantly electronics and other high te:hnology companies. They

also work closely with over 145 agencie individuals who train and place

handicapped people. Job openings fro:? T:arricipating companies are matched

with data sheets on disabled applicants Yeern_!cl by rehabilitation resources.

The data sheets of qualified candidates are :hen forwarded to participating

companies. Office staff follow up each _nterview to monitorresults. The

employment specialist may also circulate a data shet: among selected companies

to enclurage.-consideration of a specific ::andidate should a job become

available in the future. In addition, area office personnel send job market

profiles to rehabilitation agencies to help them plan training related to

area emploime7:t demands.

Raytheon plan'ts located in the project's geogr: .hic area.(Eastern

Massachusetts) participate in the PWI-network. The Corporate EEO Office

has played a major role in introducing the project to plant representatives.

Jobs of handicapped individuals placed at Raytheon include: electronic

technician, electromechanical assembler, and clerical support.

EIF/PWI's placem.mt network is viewed by Raytheon's compliance manager

as t1-1° bst way in wnich the company can have an impact on ,mployment of

handicapped individuals. This successful model of private and public sector

cooperation is seen as important in helping othercompani,,s understand what

private initiatives are possible.

In order to assist Raytheon plants and laboratories in other states

develop targeted recruitment strategies, the Corpdrate EEO Office also

works with plant EEO and personnel representatives to identify local agencies

which train and place handicapped individuals. They provide ongoing support

and training as needed to EEO representatives in all Raytheon plants.

Hiring

Raytheon's Corporate employment policy requires a hiring plant to

inform both the Corporate Medical Director and the Corporate EEO Director

av

93:
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before a decision is made to reject an applicant for medical reasons.
This allows a review of the medical examination findings and a determination
that reasonable accommodation has been explored. At the same time, corporate
representatives can inquire whether other job openings have been explored
with the applicant. The Manager noted that the infrequent rejection recom-
mendations are based on a determination that the applicant.would incur a
health risk, or that the placement would be unsafe to the applicant or other
workers- In most of these cases, more suitable job within Raytheon is

found for the applicant.

The Role of an EEO Committee

According to the manager, ,,7, EEO Committee in a plant can ba an

effective way to focus attentic- on employment of handicapped individuals.

Within one Raytheon plant, the F.E0 Committee is headed by a disabled

software engineer. There is ciso a subcOmmittee on the handicapped which

helps heighten the awareness of managers and employees. The Committee and

its subcommittee serve t

make recommendations ncerning accessibility and accommedations;

comment on the entire. Elig program;

prepare an annual report on EEO activities;

place articles in the plant newsletter; and

assist in the process of inviting handicapped individuals to

identi5y themselves and benefit from Raytheon's affirmative action

program. (On several occasions, handicapped employees contacted

members )f the EEO committee and discussed identifying themselves.)

The:Compliance Manager feels that an EEO Committee can make a valuable

contribution. He also recognizes that, due to loc-1 personalities and

different ways in which EEO has evolved, the success of an EEO Committee

may vary from plant to plant.

-Accommodation of Alcoholic Employees

The Compliance Manager considers Raytheon to have an effective policy

with respect to problem drinkers. As detailed in Attachment 1, Raytheon

regards alcoholj,m as an illness arld as such not itself.a cause for

94
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discipline. Professional assistance is offered to each employee who is a

problem drinker provided that he or she demonstrates a sincere effort to

overcome the illness, observes company rules and. regulations, and performs

work in a satisfactory mani;er Training is provided for all first line

managers concernini:. 4:'cohoir,., and drug abuse and the availability of the

alcoholism rehabi. on program,

Training/Communicating Policy

Every plant's EEO representative is responsible for internr0 dissemina-

tion of Raytheon's affirmative action policy. 7ormal rE0 training, including

training on the handicapped affirmative action-program occurs at the plant

level. EEO representatives are encouraged to deve':: locally effective

programs. Corporate EEG staff proVide technical , .sistance to these repre-

sentatives and plan special programs such as the following:

the corporate EEO director address managers during Advanced

Management Development;

e representative :rom the National Technical Instit for the Deaf

were invited to speak to all employment managers from Raytheon

plants in New England;

representatives from the Massachusetts Project with Industry have

addressed EEO managers and employment representatives about the

program;

the corporate EF.C. office disse,r

a,:..commodation prepared by Harcil

as consultants to .-.he compan,i.

DECISION FACTORS

Tials on employment and

'ssociates, Inc. acting

According to the Compliance tanager, accommodation of handlc.pped

employees is generally an informal process which takes place at the plant

level. The Corporate EEO office becomes involved if there is a problem

or if information or technical a:,'sistance is required. According tc t..he

Manager, accommodations are usually arranged at the plant level without.

special decision-making, and are rarely refused.
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Accommodations are paid out of appropriate plant accounts (e.g.,

capital, training, Personnel, etc.;!. The Manager feels that, as programs

such as PWI are successful in trc..1ling and placing v.pater numbers of

severely handicapped individ..:als, the need for accommodation i?.1 become

greater. During an investigation of an individual case, it was noted that

budgets connected with manufacturing activities are closely controlled

and tied to profitability. Accordingly, managers connected with manufactur

ing would benefit nom some mechanism allowkng relief from the cost of

accommodation involving expensive equipment. The Compliance:Aanager pro-

posed a specific federal pblicy,(outlined below) which addresses this need..

CONCLUSIONS

When asked about recommendations for federal policy-makers concerning

hiring and making accommodations for disabled persons, the Compliance

Manager offered tde following'personaL suggestions:

1. The federal government should incliide aline -item accommo-

dation in proposal forms and instructions for large procurement

contracts. Proposal instructions would require that a small, fixed

percentage of the 'total cost of a contrct would be set aside to

fund accommodations involving the purchast of capital equipment in

excess of $500. Equipment thus purchased, would be the%property of

the federal government. When the contract was ccipleted, thecontractdp

would either buy the equipment or turn it back to the federal government.

The government could then turn the equipment over to the stare Vocational

Rehabilitatiori Agency for use by its clients. This line -item would be

reserved for accommodations classified as 'a capital expense and

benefitting a handicapped person directly assigned to work on th_

contract. By using a fixed percentage of the proposed contract price,

all bidders would be on an equal competitive basis. Most importantly,

this would remove any disincentive on the part of,a manager'to make

an expensive equipmeni,accommodation..'
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2. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) should

consider develdping a set of guidelines to be used by Employment

Opportunity Specialists,(E0Ss) and contractors in assessing an

accommodation. A series. of questions would be posed during consider-

ation of an accommodation. These queStions on factors would serve

to guide all parties throUgh a'logical process of consideration of

all alternatives. Questions that might,be included in the guidelines

1) Will the accommodation allow the handicapped individual to attain

acceptabld levels of productivity?-- -'

2) Can it be demonstrated that the accommodation has an adverse

effect on business? (undue hardship due to effect on productivity)

3) Can it be demonstrated that the business cannot afford the

accommodation? (undue hardship due to financial cost and expenses)

4) ' Does-the'accommodation conflict with a valid federal or state law,

(regulatiOn or standard impinging on job requirements, e.g. *OSHA

or architectural standard?

5)' Does the accommodation conflict with a valid collective bargaining

agreement?

6) Is the accommodation'a\ reasonable investment in the employee given:

a) the value of the emplbyee to the organization (monetary or

otherwise)?

b) the likely time the individual will spend in the job and

future jobs requiring the same accommodation?

7) Will the accommodation enhance the ability of the organization

to recruit individuals with similar handicapping conditions?

8) Is the accommodation likely to jeopardize the safety of other

employees?

9) I's the accommodation usable in the event the handicapped employee

is promoted or transferred to another job/worksite?.

10) Are there any alternatives to the accommodation?

kaythop illustrates how a major corporation made a major-commitment

to the establishment of a system for recruiting apd training handicapped

individuals. By becoming involved in a network of employers and

1-
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a

rehabilitation agencies, Raytheon was able to implement effectiyely-its
affirmative action program for handicapped individuals. Tie company's

. commitment stems from a long tradition of involvement with handiCapped
individuals, a. dedication to stimulating private- public cooperation, and
the willingnes.s to devote considerable resources, both time ar.d money, to
help make -it happen.

Raytheon officials feel that more effective recruiting and hiring

practices will bring increased numbers of severely handicapped individuals
into tie work force. As this happens, accommodation will become More
important, and federal assistance in facilitating accommodation will be
needed.

t
ti
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Attachment A

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

=POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

.iUBJECT: PROBLEM DRINKERS

POLICY

The Company regards alcoholism as an illness and as such it,is not- in itseif,
a cause for discipliner Therefore,,it is the policy of the Company to offer
professional assistance to each employee who is a problem drinker, and to
grant him retention in employment provided he faithfully demonstrates sincere
effort to overcome the illness, observes Company rules and regulations, and
performs his work in a satisfactory manner.

2. APPLICATION

1103t1 tIful 01110

April 18. 1962
V he 0. II

to.K COOK

37 1001 510
KrIKCV.rt OAKK

Aril 16, 1965

V. P. - Industrial Relations

Distribution: All U. S. Locatior

J

2.1 Detection and Referral . \

Whenever an employee's work, attendance, or relationship with his co-
workers and Supervisor falls below acceptable, standards and the use of ,
alcohol is known or suspected, the Stipervisor shall-immediately notify
the local Industrial Relations Manager of his suspicion. The, employee
will subsequently be referred to the Plant Doctor for determination of
the nature and severity of his problem.

2.2 Determination of .Apprnpriate Action

ollowing diagnosis, the Plant Doctor and the local-Industrial Relations
Manager will confer with the Supervisor to discuss the probability of

-success with rehabilftation,and will outline their recommendations.

2.2.1 Retention in Employment

Retention in employment while the employee is not performing his
job in accord with acceptfble standards will be at the discretion of
his immediate Supervisor. It wi 1 I be conditional upon:

.

The Plant Doctor's assuring the Supervisor that improvement
In attendance acid /or job performance can reasonably be
expected.

b. The employee's agreement to pursue one of the courses of 4

treatment advised by the Plant Doctor.

c. The employee's faithful demonstration of improved attendance
and/or job perfOrmance.
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INDUSTRIAL 'RELATIONS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

PROBLEM DRINKERS
2 °. 4 37 I U01 510

tv.SI% Oitu ttttt hot 011
April 18. 1962 April 16. 1

2. 3. Follow-up- ;)'

Periodically during treatment.the local Industrial Relations Manager
arid the, Plant Doctor will confer with the Supervisor and will keep him
inforMed as to the progress the employee is making in hist rehabilita-
tion. The Supervisor in turn will notify the localIndustria 'elations
Manager of any change he notes in the employee's work performance
and attendance. Adverse changes will be reported immediately.

3. RELATED INFORMATION

3.1 Conduct During Rehabilitation

3. 2

ti

While problem drinking is not in itself to be considered a cause foi
discipline, neither is it to be considered as justification for misconduct:*
The Supervisor will in all cases apply the usual.disciplinary procedures
if the employee violates any Company rules and regulations which
normally require that disciplinary action be taken.

Maintenance of Confidential Information

It is expected that all parties concerned in a specific problem drinking
case will maintain all inifOrmation relative to it in strict, confidence.

3.3 . Recognition of Problem Drinker

While it is impossible to provide any specific data that will guarantee
the ability of the Supervisor to differentiate between .the social drinker
and the problem drinker, the following lists a few signs which area few sig

3.3.1 ,,Consistent absence or'tardiness on Monday morning, or on the
day after payday.

3.3.2 Frequent occurrences of leavineearly on Friday afternoon.

3.3.3 Unexplained dis2fppearance from an assigned post during the work
,day.

3.- 3.4 Recurring excuses for absences due to minor illness, and frequent
off duty "accidenti".

3.3.5 Personality changes in previously good worker, marked variation
in mood and disinterest in work.

lot)
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

PROBLEM DRINKERS

4E
3 °' 4

ivisEs .ASuE DATED

April 18, 1962

'U( CODE

37 10075:1
ETTECTovE DATE

April 16 if

Note: All of the foregoing language is also contained in the
General Manual under the policy bearing this same title'.
The following information is provided for the 1. R. Adminis-
trative Manual exclusively, as additional guidance _for
implementing this policy.

4. SUPPLEMENTAL ADMINISTRATIVE INSTRUCTION

None

5. ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1 Local Industrial Relations Manager 1.

5.1.1 Insure that Supervisors are informed of their responsibilities under this
policy,, and are, provided such information and assistance as is available
to assist them in detecting the problem drinker.

5.1.2 When notified of a suspected problem drinker, arrange ,for medical
consultation and examinatiqn.

5. r. 3 Provide guici ,nce and assistance to the Supervisor in determining the
ainropriate,initial course of action.

5.1..4 Periodically follow up on each case to determine the need for further
remedial action.

5.2 LoearLplant Doctor
t

5.2.1 Determine whether the employee has a drinking problem or other illness
which is effecting hisjob perform.ance.

5.2. ?Inform the employe'e of, and refer him to, an approved professional
.source of assistante. ,,f`t-'

5.2.3Inform the Supervisor and the local Industrial Relations Mariage,f of th7
medical aspect's of the situation, including:

a. The diagnosis of the problem.

b. The likelihood that the employee- will respond to treatment.

5.2.4 Maintain sufficient contact with the employee to determine whether he is
undertaking and responding to treatment as anticipated.t

J
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INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

PROBLEM DRINKERS

rs.I CODS

4 4 37 1001 510
,ss.s DSO tr,CC,.C 0,1

A ril 18. 1962 April 16.

11 5.2.5 Keep the Supervisor and the local Industrial RelatiOns Manager informed
as to progr s being made in controlling,the illness, and recommendations.

5.3 Corporate Medical Director

5.3.] Evaluate available sources of profe'ssional assistance `and inform the
local Plant Doctor4 and/or Industrial Relations Managers of those that
are approved for local use.

5.3.2 Providetechnical assistance to the local Plant Doctors and Industrial
Relations Manager on request.

53.3 When notified of a suspected problem drinker in a plant location in which
a Plant bspctor is not available, locate and arrange for medical consul-
tation and examination.

5.3.4 Insure uniform application of this policy throughout the Company.

1
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STORAGE TECHNOLOGY.CORPORATION (STC)-

BACKGROUND

Storage-Technology-Corporation (STC)Is a major supplier of data stor-

age subsystems for computers. The company was founded August 1, 1969, and

has grown rapidly to become a "Fortun6 500" company employing about 16,000
1.4101.

people.

STC has a Human Resources division headed by a Vice President for Human

Resources. This diiiision includes: ,"Employment; Equal Employment Opportunity

and Affirmative Action (E70/AA); Corporate Training_and Development; Benefits;

Compensation; Services (e.g., food); A4ministrative,Services; Medicine; and

Resources (thee'eare human'iesoUrce generalists who work throughout the

various busineses in the company).

AFFIRATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

.The specialist who arranged the sitt'visit is the manager of the EEO/AA

.The office as formally defined its mission as follows:

.

'Affirmative Action can be described s systematic, compre-
hensive, and reviewable efforts to dismantle discretionary
processes. These efforts help to break down the structural,
organizational, and personal barriers which perpetuate in-...,

justice.' n indu.stry,tfitse barriers and injustices decrease
productivity, limit managerial effectiveness, and inhibit
personal and professional-growth. Inshort, Equal Employment
Opportunity and Affirmative Action arg-sound management pract-
ices, enabling fair and"equitable treatment for all employees,
while maximizing corporate effectiveness.

The departmental mission translates to reality by way of five major areas

of emphasis:

Training and Development - poliCies, practices and philoso-:

phies,of EEO/AA .for STC management;

Statistical Reporting - Goal Setting - Demographics;

Counseling - for HR, Management, and any group or ndividual

employee;

A Policy Monitoring - Charge Investigation,; 103
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Recruitment --of female, minority, hapdicapped and veteran

applicants.

In the last year, STC has initiated a special emphasis on the hiring

and accommodation oihandicapped.workers. AhAmportant catalyst in this

emphasis was a conference held in Colorado in 1981 by.the Colorado Coalition

for Persons with Disabilities; held in conjunction with the International

Year ofDisabled Persons.. 'Because of the volume:of interest shown, the

conferenclvis.cOntinuing on an annual.basis. There will be a Job-Seeking

Skills Conference in August of 1982, and a Job Fair in October.1982. Last

year's conference was attended by STC's EEO/AA manager. (A copy of the

Conference information sheet is attached.. Thissheei fists the'21 Colorado .

Companies attending the-conference.) - 0

,The conference not only kovided'infOrmatilon to companies on how to,
( 4 2

interview, hire, and accommodate people with disabilities;. it also provided

a stimulus for job application. As a! result,. Colorado companies have rqr

ceived more applications from handiCapped workers. STC hired 84 handicapped

people last year, incrudins individuals with severe handicaps.

, . .

INDIVIDUAL. CASES OF ACCOMnDATION1

The site visit, included detailed information on tem handicapped em-

p.oyees for. Whom accommodations have been arranged.

Joe is a quality inspecter in a unit responsible for the checking of

materials produced by another unit. He has limited mobility in his right

arm and light leg due to shortened tendons. His manager has been in charge

of the unit for the past two years. Joe was referred to the manager by

the recruiting office as a handicapped individual with past inspection

experience who was seeking the position to advance his career. The re-,

cruiting office encoUraged the manager to consider hiring.Joe. The manager

tested him with the equipment he was to use, and hired him. The only accom-

modation,which was required was a special stand for the microscope used

in the job. Usually the scope is worked with two hands; the stang allows

Joe to use the scope with one hand. The accommodation was planned and

1
The names used in these cases are fictitious.

1 u4
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accomplished duripg job training; the training departmenthaVihe stand,

and made it available for Joe's use. ,

After Joe wasihired, someone in another nail raised a quetion as to

his ability to perform his job. His manager assigned an engineer 4.O inspect

Joe's work, and found 'no problem with his ability to carry, out his assigned'.

tasks. lie remained on the line.

The manager did attempt to make accommodation for Joe. to alloWhim to

work in the "Clean Room," 4 special environment whichthas stringent clean-
.

liness and set procedures. Work in 'this "Clean Room" is rewarded with

extra incentives, and as,it was part of the operation iu his unit,Joe
. ,

was interested in working.ttere A special uniform was made for him, -as

the existing ,uniforms were too shall.' However, after a .trial period; both

Joe and the manager agreed that he was unable to get into the uniform arid'

into the Clean Room with the other employees without causing problems in,'

the tight schedule. So he has remained in the inspection job for'which he

was hired.

Frank works as a prograthmer in the Management Division. He is handi-

capped,'and uses a wheelchair. He is not actually an STC employee, but.an

employee' of an organization called Lift, Incorporated. Of Northbrook, Illinois.

.Lift trains physicAly disabled individuals and places them in work situations

with cooperating companies. Lift haerepresentatives in Chicago, Denver,

and New York. Frank's-Lift training has been in computer programming. For

six months he had a terminal, video recorder, and TV at home, andwent in

to STC once a week to meet with an analyst assigned by STC to be responsible

fdr reviewing his work. and answering questions. During this six-month period,

;Fi- ark:was at STC for three to six hours a week. Subsequently, STC hired him

qp contracm..,one.year. STC pays Lift. Lift pays Frank, and' in addition

provides health and life insurance.

The only physical accommodation required for his programming job Ls

a raised desk; his analyst helped desigaiand arrange the accommodation.

The keyboard he uses at the terminals can be used at his lap, so that all

the table heights for the terminals did not have to be altered. Most of

the buildings are physicallyaccessible, although some elevators and bath-

room arrangements could be improved in terms of safety or convenience.

None of these present barriers t job performance, however.

105
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A:number of. other small phySical accommodations were noted during the

s,ite-visit. in most instances., these accommodations are _low-cost, and are

ithieved 'within the operhting.unit by the worker and his or her- manager.-

In 'one .case; blind 'workers on an electronics assembly line were provided

with double-taped markers along the pathways through the plant, to assist

in mobility. The .tape is double to facilitate detection with a cane. A

midget in the same unit was provided with a higher stool, and is assisted

by someone else in reaching food in the cafeteria. 14any of STC's accommo-

dation practices are not physicth'i modifications, however, but special
-

practices-for-hiring and wol:kiv.with individuals with disOility.

PRACTTCFS,

O
4

Recruiting and Interviewing . .

The manager of corporate-employment oversees a department with recruiters

for exempt (professional) and nonexempt staff. The company receives hundreds
ti

of applications monthly, .and as'installed an putomared application tracking

system to assist in the proce-ssing of Applications. In this process, there

is special handling of EEO/AA igehcy referrals.. EEO/AA has 'a list of agen-
.

'cies for affirmative action referrals; this list includes wlencies.for

minorities and women; Vietnam veterans, 'and the Jlandicappeu. Each STC

recruiter is assignedeSoMe of,these agencies, apd individual recruiters

are designated as a liaison to particUlar agencies.

sSTC is.actively involved with special agencies for the handicapped such

as local rehabilitation agencies andfatilities.- Recruiters are in touch

with the local Vocational Rehabilitation (VR) offices, and with a local

vocational technical school which trains physically and mentally-baredicapped

workers in production skills in a machine shop. In addition, they are in

touch with private rehabilitation organizations.

STC currently has",several hund.ted referrals from agencies. The EEO/AA

offide facilitates such applicathions*, and effectively ensures that affirmative

action referals'gre granted an interview rather than being filed. This
/ '

policy applies to women, minorities, Vietnam veterans, and the handicapped,

and creates a special avenue to entrance into thplrecruiting process., The

tie to recruiting is especially strong,,since the EEO/AA manager was pre-

viously an STC recruiter andknows the recruiting system well.
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...Job Searches

1051

The STC recruitersihavemade special efforts to find jobs for handi-

tapped applicants. For -'..11s:;ance, to find a summer Sob for a severely

disabled high school student; one rect.-lifter hunted in various diyisions
, .

until locating aJjob which could be modified to be performed by'someone

with very-limited Another student, using crutches, was easier

to' plate.

The recruiters see-pat of the job as "educatin; the maRagers" in

affirmative action hiring. Some managers are more willing to hire -Affirma-

tively than others. recruiting, office works closely withahe EEO office, 0

which puts out the hiring and working statistics. The recruiters' interviewed

felt that in STC there is A more heightened awareness than.in oaler companies

in hiring the handicapped. There is an emphasis on hiring the handicapped,
1

and the EEO/AA office keeps people aware of the goals. Still, the recruiters,

find that some areas of thecompany'do more than others in interviewing, and

hiring the handicapped.

Reprting

Like other ettiployers,, the company does not have formal. records on all

the handicapped individuals working'there. In'fact, id-intification Or

visible handicap accoutres for only a small percentage of the'disabilities
.

; 4-

that would be predicted using national preiialence statistics. The EEO/AA

office thus is only.ableto report some percentage of the actual statistics

on employment of the handicapped. AccommOdationp are rarely recorded/formal:1y'

although the office is sure that hundreds of accommodations have been made -i

L

Mg0 Coals

Affirmative action goals are included in the Management by Objective

(MBO) targets of individual recruiters. .p example in one recruiter's
;,,

current targets is to "increase handicapped hires by 89,5:" Of course,it

is difficult to measure Such an increase because the definition iS"limited

to those who self-identify and /or' those with visible handicaps. But even
tor

if there is a measurement problem, the gal is explicit in individual work
. a.

plans.

167k (N.
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Training

As part of-the training program of managers, the company includes In-
-!.

formafion on how to int,rview and hire pandicaOped people, and' W to make

special accommodations on .the job. In the case of interviewing, eople arey,

;taught that a successful interview should incluZa discussion 6 f the handi7-

capped and accommodation heeds;- this practice was recommended by the consumer

.conference attended by STC. In the case of-accommodation on the job,-managers

_,are taught how toconsidenthe special issues that might arise in the case of
.

handicapped employees. For-instance, the policies of the company state that

any employee absent for three days without reporting is automatically termi-

nated. In.the case of a deaf person who is home ill and cannot "call in,"

arr

the manager confronts 'two'issues: first;,how to deal with-this particular

circumstance. in terms of.making exceptions to policies, and second, when an

..'".eption is made, how to rationalize.inconsistency in, policy so that other

wu:kers do not perceive inequities. Flexibility in dealing with situations

is stressed as 'crucial in this type of accommodation..

-DECISION FACTOR$

Cost

In-general, STC has found that accommodation of the handicapped is not

costly.. The ,g0/AA.office'points out that much of accommodation is psycho-

logical, not physical, and has.to do with educating mariners and other
_

workers. Where:the'needs includephysical modifications as well, what has

been involved has usually been minor physical changes (tape on the floor,

raising desks)'rather than-purchase of expensive special equipment.

It is hard- for.STC to quantify thecost"P s and payoffs of accommodation.

'
accommodation is required which Will require some expenditure, funds

1

',will be found in the budgets of individual mangers. In most cases, the

managers pick up all such costs, and-the "accommodation" will not be treated'

as a separate expense. Ip some cases, the EEO budget will be used dn combi-

nation with the'managers budget,

1U8
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Flexibility

Flexibility in interpreting job requirements and in working with dif-
ferent types of people is a key factor in STC's success in hiring the handi-

.

capped. This flexibility is ..mportant at all levels: the individual, workers,.

the managers, and the overall companyadministrative structure. For instance,
the recruiters indicated that placement influenced,by the flexibility of
individual managers, andtheir willingness to hire handicapped individuals

Good communications skilis on the part .of the manager and the new employee

are essential for successful placement.

Transportation

There is no public transrortatio to the STC plant, and the lack of

transportation is listed as a problem in hiring the handicapped. The only.

easy way to get to the buildings is by private car or company sponsored

vanpool service: The company does maintain a car pool service, but if

individuals have special transportation.needs, access to the,site is dif-
ficUlt.

CONCIUSIONS

STC is a young company which has experienced very rapid growth. As

a company, STC has grown during a period of'heightened awareness about the

rights and abilities of handicapped people, and its physical'plant has been

constructed for the most part after existing architectural regulations were

in place. The employees are young (average age is 33) and thus .many of the

physical barriers existing in older, more conservative companies are absent

here. This is not to imply that the job of affirmative action for the handi-

capped is easy. Accommodation'involveS the training and encouraging of

individual managers, and special interview procedures to ensure that handi-

capped applicants receive job opportunities. Most--of the accommodation

problems seem to be psychological, rather than physical, in nature. There

are issues of attitude, work expectations, and experience that must be over

tome through training and through the raising of consciousness. The EEO/AA

office has been quite active in such training, and in training handicapped

applicants in the system.

103



Outside organizations provide referrals, but since the various agency

referral systems are unorgpized,the company finds them less helfpul than

might be hoped. More systeMatic and relevant referrals would assist the

company and the client-applicants,'in STC's view,

the affirmae tive action for the handicapped has beer. strengthened

'through tge sompany's participation in job conferences sponsored by the

handicapped. Stich conferences appear to be very useful in providing both

;awareness and suggested practices.

STC's.affirmative action policies are evidenced in 84 new (self-identified

or visible) handicapped employees in the past year. The EEO/AA.manager

would like to-see increased emphasis on (and resources allocated to) voluntary

affirmative action efforts, both within STC and nationwide. He feels that

much of the time currently.dvotcd by EEO/AA officials to statistics and

reporting might be better used to find and recruit qualified handicapped

applicants.
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HANDICAP CONFERENCE

FALL i98

JAMES GUMPERT FOUNTAIN DELL

978-8136

0

,

SET UP CONFERENCE LAST YEAR, CURRENTLY

pr. BELL-AFFIRMATI.VE ACTION/ SPECIALIZING ..

IN THE PLACEMENT OF HANDICAPPED INDIVIDUALS

'AND VETERANS.

THE CONFERENCE,HELDLAST_YEAR AT THE HOLIDAY INN AT 120TH AND THE VALLEY flIWAY

WAS A COMBINATION OF WORKSHOPS AND JOB 'FAIR, WITW3_HOURS ALLOTED FOR THE

'JOB FAIR, 21 COMRANIES PARTICIPATED IN THE JOB FAIR THEY ME AS FOLLpWS:

MOORS

MOUNTAIN BELL

AMOCO

PEPSI

DEPT. OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES FEDERAL

OFFICE OF PERSONNEL ANAGEMENT

COMPUTER SHARING SERVICES

WESTERN ELECTRIC

roBILE OIL

AMERINAN NATIONAL PANK

PLUTATE INSURANCE

BALL AEROSPACE

STC

CHEVRON

TICDONALDS

TOPS TEMPORARY

LAWRY APE

DIGITAL CORP.

HEWLETTE-PACKARD

FIRST NATIONAL PANK OF DENVER

sio

THE WHOLE THNINO WAS "PUT ON4).BY THE COLORP2000ALITION FOR PERSONS WITH

DISABILITIES. ORIGINALLY IT WAS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL YEAR

OF THE HANDICAPPED.. HOWEVER, IT (THE COALITION) IS STILL IN EXISTENCE BE-

CAUSE OF THE VOLUME OF INTEREST SHOWN, ,

11i
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HANDICAP CONFERENCE

FALL 1981 .4L:

PAGE 2
r

POSSLBLE CONTACTS IN THE DENVER AREA:

.KAREN YAUK L\WRY AFB

CHEVRON PATSY LOVE

MT, BELL CAROL WILLIAMS

COORS GERI rICHEALS

Amoco "MARSHA WILLIAMS

'PEPSI JIM PICHARDSON

BALL AEROSPACE WILMA FELLAPY

THIS YEARS CONFERENCE.;

PRE- CONFERENCESKICK-OFF: EREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS

o ORITERS rANCR7 DENVER

MAY, 27, 1982

7:30 A.M,

THIS FUNCTION IS FOR AA/EEO OFFIERS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVES (UPPER MCMT,)

AT THIS .MEETING YOU WILL BE INFORMED ABOUT THE UP

COMING *CONFERENCES IN. AUG, '82 AND OCT; '82,

AUG. '82 Joi SEEKING SKILLS CONFERENCE

OCT; '82 JOB FAIR

THIS YEARS JOB FAIR WILL PROBABLY BE HELD AT THE HOLIDAYINN 120TH AGAIN,

112
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TEKTRONIX, INC.

WHAT MATTERS? ABILITy NOT DISABILITY

When it hires, Tektronix seeks not to dis rimd-
.

nate either against any person or for any pe son.

The important thing is that person's abilit

not his disabilit9.

We will make one concession: We will take the

necessary extra effort to make sure he has a fair

chance at the start. So it is that we invest more

in his placement than that of the average job

candidate.

There are two good reasons why -- good reasons

for Tektronix;

First, we are tapping a reservoir of dedicated,

capable employees -- a reservoir it would be poor

business to overlook.

Second, a positive outlook toward hiring

disabled pbrsons is healthy for employee morale.

NIS

Tek Ta2k

Employees Publication of.Tektronix, Inc.

July, 1962

As evidence by the above, hiring and accommodating disabled

employees is not a recent phenomenon at,Tektronix. For over 20 years,

Tektronix has made concerted efforts towards integrating disabled

vidials into their k 'force. That Tektronix has been so successful

in accommod ing disabled' employees is in part due to their long history

ti
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of e:=forts in this area. Over the years Tektronix has learned and

developed effective methods of making job modifications. They have also

maintained.a commitment to accommodating employees. This commitment is

pervasive and is the key to their success.

Tektronix is a Fortune SOO Company of approximately 24,000 employees

with Si billion in sales. It designs, manufactures and sells computing,

systems, microcomputer development systems, test and measurement instrumen-

tation and other highly specialized electronics products to more than

50,000 customers worldwide.. Tektronix is_the world'S largest manufacturer

of oscilloscopes and.is the technological leader in low cost computer

graphics. Tektronix was established in 1946 in Beaverton, Oregon where

17,000 of its employees are currently located.

AFFIZIATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

ti
The first staff position for overseeing the hiring and accommodating

of handicapped workers was developed in the early 1960s. At that time a

disabled employee in the Personnel. Office was asked to take this on as a

special project. Tektronix saw disabled individuals as a potential suppl

of valuable employees and wanted to encourage them to apply and to accom-

modate them affer hiring. The person who took on this project pursued

it vigorousiy and was very successful. Since that time Tektronix has

actixAely pursued the hiring and accommodating of disabled workers.

The current specialist differs from that first specialist in that he

is located within the Corporate EEO Department rather than personnel. His

title is "Specializecl.11es.ouTce Coordinator'l_Unlike-the-firstspecialist,

he' is not involved directly in the interviewing'or hiring of disabled workers;

rather, he focuses on accommodations.

Although Tektronix does have a specialist in this area, their

approach towards accommodations very decentralized. -The-specialist is

responsible for overseeing accommodations, however he is by no means

involved, nor even aware of, every accommodation.

ILA
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Most accommodations at Tektronix are made by individual managers.

Many accommodations are very simple and virtually cost-free (e.g., the

raising of a desk). In these instances the accommodation is made by

the manager in conjunction with the disabled employee. For. these types

of accommodations, which are quite common, it. is not necessary fcr\the

EEO specialist to be involved.

The EEO Specialist at Tektronix basically serves as an in-house

consultant to managers and disabled employees. The specialist is involved

in a wide'range of accommodation issues, including the following:

if an employee or manager needs assistance in determining

what type of accommodation is appropriate;

if an employee or manager needs assistance in developing an

idea for an accommodation;

if an employee feels he/she needs an accommodat a d

hasn't yet received one;_

if an accommodation is.not successful;

if an employee needs, to have their job restructured or

needs to move to a different job.

A great deal of what, the specialist does is creative problem.solving..

If a manager anc disabled employee are at a loss as to howthe employee

can be accommodated, the specialist is'called in for ideas and advice.'

The following case is a pod-example of the specialist's creative

approach:
1

David` works as a machine operator. He is
dyslexic and cannot read or write. His supervisor
was very disturbed by this and felt that because of
this liditation, he coup not function effectively on
the job. The EEO specialist was 'called in to see if
an. accommodatir -mild be made. He fOund the following
two job relateL lems associated with David's disa-
bility: 1) bec David cannot write he could not
record reasons 1 chine failure on the reporting
form; .and 2) ,becL. )11/id cannot read he can't tell
time to figure out long he spends on each job.

1
David is a fictitious name. All names in this report are dc-

titious in order to protect the confidentiality of the individuals.
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For the first issue, the specialist reviewed the
past machine failure reports and_discovered-that there are
fewer than 10 different reasons for machine failure so the
reasons were listed, and numbers were assigned to them. Once
this was explained, David could record the number of the
reason for a machine failure. With the second issue, the
accommodating device was a pocket calculator with a built-in
digital clock and stop watch. Now when David starts a job
the can copy the tithe and start the stop watch. When he
finishes the job he can copy the time and elapsed time, thus
properly completing the time reporting form,

The use of two simple accommodating devices, a list and a digital

clock, enabled David to become fully productive on his job. David's

limitations which appeared severe to his superv,isor, were easily accommo-

dated by some creative thinking on the part of the specialist.

In many ways, Tektronix,..would prefer not to have a specialist for

accommodations; Ideally, accommodations would be totally integrated into

the company's operating procedures: Althoughthis has happened to a great

extent, Tektronix has found that a specialist is extremely valuable in

ensuring that all possible types of accommodations are considered and that

nothing is overlooked.

INDIVIDUAL CASES OF ACCOMMODATION

Curing the site visit to Tektronix, three specific cases of

accommodations were examined in detail. These three cases are presented

-below. Although they illustrate three different_ types of accommodatiofi,

they are not representative of the entire range of accommodations found.

at Tektronix. Far more than three examples would be necessary to accomplish

that..

Gary, who is deaf, began working at Tehtronix 141 years ago..

Although initially hired as an assembler, he nnw does mechanical drafting

in the T.V. product division. After Gary began working in the T.V. pro-

ducts division,.his immediate 'supervisor, Jim, discovered there,was a

problem locatingGary if he was, away from his drafting table.- If Gary'

was needed for an unscheduled meeting or if he received important phone
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calls from home, Jim had no way of locating him if he was away from his

work station. Jim found this problem to be most annoying. He decided

that what Gary needed was 'some type of. paging device, which instead of

"beeping", did something for the hearing impaired: -jim contacted the

purchasing department and asked them to look into this matter. They, in

turn, contacted their supplier of conventional paging devices. They

discovered that a new paging device had recently been developed which

vibrates instead of beeping. It was purchased for Gary, and Jim no

longer has a problem locating him. After Gary is contacted, he will

phone Jim on a portable TTD to find out why he.js needed.

The vibrating pager has been most useful for-both Gary and Jim. It

has saved temendous amounts of time which otherwise would have been fipent

trying to locate Gary. The cost of -the vibrating pager was slightly more

than a conventional pager and has proved to be cost effective. Based on

its success with Gary, Tektronix has purchased six additional vibrating

pagers for other deaf employees.

Additional accommodations which have been provided to Gary are:

A Light Above Phone: A light has recently been installed over

Gary's phone. When the phone rings, the light turns on, Pre-

viously, it was very'ery difficult for employers who work near Gatz

to tell when his phone rang. Although they could hear it, it was

almost impossible to distinguish.Gary's phone from his co-workers

phones. Thelpresence of-thb fight- -makes it very easy'for Gary,

as well as his co-workers to know when his phone is ringing.

Interpreters and Note Takers: Although Gary can lip read quite

well, he had1difficulty understanding speakers at meetings and

\in classes. This is not a problem with Gary's co-workers, as

they have learned to speak slowly:WIth him, and to.repeat them-

'selves as necessary.) About ten years, ago, Tektronix began

providing interpreters and note takers for Gary and other deaf

employees at meetings and classes. Since TektroniX has many

-hearing-impaired employees, the cost of this service is not

considered major.
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TTD: Garchas regular access to a portable TTD. Tektronix

currently maintains 27 portable TTDs for its hearing impaired

employees. At least one TTD is located in each building where
. .

a deaf employee works.

Norm has been employed by Tektronix since 1976. He is a computer

programmer and is blind, WhenNorm,,was hired, immediately after completion

of his undergraduate studies, it was clear that some type of accommodation

would be necessary.- With the assistance of the Oregon Commission for the

Blind, a braille terminal was purchased for Norm. This-terminal produces

hardcopy braille output, rather than a visual display of output. With

this terminal Norm is able to efficiently perform his programming tasks. .

The braille terminal cost approximately $12,000. The Oregon Commis-

sion'of_the'Blind, who assisted Norm in his undergraduate studies, paid

approximately half of this- cost. Tektronix did not Iview this cost as

excessive. All programmers are provided with terminals, hence the cost of

the accommodation was reallrjust the difference between the price of the

braille terminal and that of'a conventional terminal. This marginal cost was

deemed. most cost effective. given that it resqllted in a productive employee.

Fortunately for Norm, all of the employees in the computer center

use electronic mail extensively. Hence, he has no problem reading inter-
_

office memos and messages. Norm does currently have a problem gaining

access to computer manuals -and documentation. Various manuals have been put

on tape for.Norm and tIis has somewhat eased the probletm. The manuals

which are on tape, however, become outdated.very quickly, and this has been

prebleMatic.. Tektronix will soon be implementing a new operating system,
. -

which has very good on-fine documentation that is updated regularly, hence

this problem should be greatly abeviated

Although Norm has been very happy wip his braille terminal, he has

identified.ways in which it could be improved. He has maintairi'ed contact

with the manufaq-curer and has given them many suggestions. Norm is'also

very active in an organization'of blind computer Programmers. He has

given advice to visually impaired programmers and other corporations on

the types'of accommodations that are needed and hew they can best be

implemented.. Although this activity is not within his "job description,"-

Tektronix both encourages and supports Norm in,these efforts..
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Richard lost part of one leg and is in a wheelchair as a result of

an automobile'aCcident. He started working for Tektronix.in 1977 as a

computer programmer 'trainee. Since working at Tektronix, Richard has

received several promotions and is now the Payroll Manager. He is res-

ponsibie for overseeing the bi-weekly payroll for 24,0100 employees.

Since most'of Tektronix' facilities were already wheelchair accessi-

ble, he needed very few accommodations. Initially his desk was raised

and some of his co-workers desks had to be moved slightly to widen the

passageways. He also has a reserved parking space. Although. these

accommodations are quite minor, they were absolutely necessary for. him to

perform his job.

After working at Tektronix for a few years, Richard developed a

problem with body sores. He had to be hospitalized for six months. During
ii

this time his job was preserved and he was supported by Tektronix' short

term disability policy. Upon returning to work he needed to lie doWn for

an hour in the middle of each day. Tektronix provided him with a cot and

since they are on flex-time, sikeduling wasn't a problem.

Richard has been active in many community organizations regarding

the disabled (e.g'., 'The Oregon Architectural Barriers Council, The

Paralyzed Veterans, The Spinal Chord Injury Foundation). Tektronix has

supported and encouraged this community involvement. Their support is

evidenced by such things. as allowing Richard to maintain organization

mailing lists on the company's computer.

The accommodations made for Richard are typical of many of the

accommodations made by Tektronix. The accommodations themselves are

very minor and are virtually cost-free. Yet it is these small modifi:a-
.

tions which allow Tektronix to employ valuable and productive individuals

such as Richard.

c.
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PRACTICES

Recruiting and Hiring of :Disabled Employees

Recruiting of disabled employees is basically the same as with

other employees. All of the recruitersand personnel staff have been

trained to recruit the most qualified appliCants resardless,of any handi-

capping'conditions: Tektronix has a reputation for hiring disabled em-

ployees, hence they have many disabled applicants.

Disabled applicants are interviewed and'treated in the same manner
,

as all other applicants. Although the EEO specialist is always available.

as a consultant, there are no personnel.employees who work specifically

with the disabled: On the application form, all prospective employees

. are asked if they have a handicapping condition.that requires some type

.ofaccommodation. If an accommodation is needed, it is discussed with

the applicant. .

All hiring decisions are made by specific managers. When personnel

refers qualified' applicants to managers, they will discuss any needed

accommodations. If necessary, they will ensure that the manager is aware

of Tektronix policy of making accommodations.

Although Tektronic works with seNTeral referral agencies; they have

developed an especially close relationship Witt. the Oregon Voational

Rehabilitaton Division. Since. Tektronix is known for hiring disabled

workers and since it is the largeSt employer in the state, VR refers

many clients to them. In the past, the job placement. specialists within
$

VR were not familiar with the specific positions available atjektronix,

and hence were referring clients inappropriately. To combat this problem,

Aiektronix arranged-for one VR staff member to spend a few months at their

facilities. During-this-time-that-individual beame very familiar with

"all of the types of jobs available at Tektronix and the specific training

needed for each of the job categories. Now all VR referrals are funnelled

through this indiv'idual. He ensures that' VR clients are applying for jobs

for which they have the necessary skills. This arengement with VR has

drastically reduced the number of inappropriate referrals.. It has also

assisted VR in developing better training programs for its clients.
,. 9
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Review of Disabled Employees

Disabled empIoyets are expected to perform` at the same levelas

their co-workers. Tektronix applies the same production standards"
fM

to all employees. Great efforts are made to accommodate'workers,,

however -, after accommodations are made, the employee.is treated no
--''

differently. In the event that a disabled employee is performing poorly

and, his/her manager feels that termination is necessary, the EEO specialist.00"

may be asked to review the case. He ensures that the reason for poor

performance is not due to the accommodation. ,If,he discovers that
O

additional cr different accommodations may prove successful, they are

tried prior to termination. If it is determined that a particular em-
.44

ployee cannot perform a particular job due to his/her limitations, the

EEO specialist will determine if the employee could perform in a dif-

ferent job within Tektronix and, if appropriate, will arrange fora
t

reasonable accommodation.

Accommodation Procedures

4The decision to make an accommodation is done at the time the need

is'identified. This may be at the time of hire or after an employee has
o

worked at Tektronix for several years. There are no written guidelines

or procedures for determining when an accommodation i, appropriate. The

basic decision-rule is to first make all accommodations necessary to

enable an individual to perform in his or her job, and second to make

accommodations that will increase an individual's performance. The

seniority and skill level of a particular employee does' not effect whether

or not an accommodation will be made. Accommodations are made for new

entry level employees as well as, the most senior technical staff,and managers.

A

Virtually all accommodation decisions are made on a individual

basis, the exception being accommodations which apply to many employees.

Examples of such accommodations made by Tektronix include:

removal of.architcctural barriers;

interpreters and TTDs for the hearing impaired;

. vans with lifts to transport individuals in wheelchairs

between buildings;



braille and raised'markings; and

special parking for the disabled.

Accommodations for specific individuals are always decided on an

individual basis and usually by the disabled employee's manager. The

manager will implement and evaluate the effectiveness of accommodation.

The EEO specialist usually becomes involved when a manager is having dif-

ficulty. This basic procedure is simple and non-bureaucratic. It is

akso effective. It works becauste managers know of Tektronix's commitment

to making accommodations and of the company's_Opectation that they will

strive to be successful.
. \

Trainingof Managers .

There are two central forums where'Tektronix' philosophy is articu-

lated to managers. These are: 1) Selecting for Excellence, a seminar on

interviewing and hiring prospective employees; and 2) EEO in.Action, a

seminar on the corporate EEO pfogram rlhese seminars are attended by
%\e

all new managers. They.first.cover th federal and state regulations

and legal aspects of hiring andiaccommodating disabled employees, as well

.as other aspects of EEO and Affirmative Action at Tektronix. They also

emphasize that Tektronix is committed not only to the letter of the law

but also the spirit of the law, and'that Tektronix has been operating in

accordance with the principles of.the laws much longer than the laws have

existed. All types of.accommodations.are discussed in these seminars and

it is emphasized that accommodations are usually easily developed,'easily

implemented, and not very costly. Finally, all new managers are encouraged

to contact the EEO specialist about any accommodations issues they 'night

face.

In addition, the EEO specialist meets with individuai managers and

staff on an 'as- needed basis. This may be formal Or informal. He-has

several audio-visual presentations that he uses to address certain issues.

For example, a manager may he concerned about the safety of an employees.

who has epilepsy. Usually the managers fears are due to a lack-of knowledge

about epilepsy and a reluctance to discuss it with the individual. In

this situation, the EEO specialist will show a film about epilepsy to the

1 ,22
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manager and to /the employee's co-workers. Afterwards he will, initiate

and moderate a discussion on epilepsy in general and on this specific

employee's condition. This usually alleviates the fears and safety,

concerns of the group.

DECISION FACTORS

The Importance of Costs

,

In general,cost is not a major factor in making Accommodations at

Tektronix. They feel that most acco odations 'require more creative

problem solving than Money. By to a "creative problem solving" approach

towards accommodations, high costs are oEten. avoided.' Whenever possible they

will try to find alternatives to nsive capital investments; or, as

-is illustrated in the followi example, they will make a dual purpose

expenditure.

Betty is a blind employee.-and works in parts manu-
facturing. For quite awhile :she operated a particular
machine and was a top producer. 'Then, the machine 'she
operated becaffie automated and an operator was no longer
needed'. Her manager, ken; did not want to lose her, but
there was no' other equipment_ in 'his,department which
could be operated by a blind person: Modifying any of the
'equipment just for Betty would be very expensive and Ken
did not think he could justify it for a single employee.
Ht asked the EEO specialist for advice. The specialist
.asked Ken if there were any'parts that were being manu-
factured that had a high reject rate. It turned out
that a particular type of knob they made had an excep-
tionally high reject rate. Recently, over half of the
knobs had been defective. It was agrceed that the
machine that made the knob could be redesigned to
reduce the number of defective knobs. Since
the machine was going to be redesigned to increase its
productivity, it was virtually costless to modify it
so that it could be operated by a blind person. Betty
now operates this..pachine. Ken is-very pleased that
Betty still works with him and that his problem with
defective knobs is eliminated.

In this example, the need for an accommodation triggered the

redesign of a machine. The redesign of the machine saved tremendous

amounts of money by reducihg defective parts. Hence,.an accommodation
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which at first appeared to be unreasonably costly, turned out to res It

in a cost savings.

There are, of course, certain accommodations which are costly. In

deciding whether or not the cost is reasonable, Tektronix examines very

carefully what the potential pay-off will be. Although a. strict cost-

benefit analysis is rarely possible, they attempt to weigh the costs

against, the potential benefits: Since the company has 11d good experiences

with accommodations, they are likely to make the fin racial expenditure in

those cases where the pay-off seems possible but not necessarily certain.

General Employment Policies

Tektronix' general employment policies serve to encourage the

accommodation of, disabled employees. Tektronix makes a concerted effort

to retain employees. Since they are committed to trying to keep employees,

they are very willing to make accommodations. For example, they recently

had to reduce their work force in several areas. While 200 people were

1.id off, 1,200 were reassigned and retrained for other positions. Tek-

tronix always attempts to reassign an employee rather than lay him or her

off.

CONCLUSIONS

Job accommodations happen regularly at Tektronix. They are rarely

problematic or difficult, but are an integral part of company management.

Tektronix' history has contributed greatly to their success in this area. By

,having actively been committed to hiring and accommodating disabled workers

for so long, it is now part of their "syem". They know how to do it.

Their success, however, cannot be attributed solely to their vast ex-

perience. The various staff interviewed agreed that following were

critical to their success:

the general "people" or "employee'1/4, orientation of the company;

the commitment on the part of top management;

the creative problem-solving approach (and having an individdal

who specializes in this); and

thewillingness to take a risk and make it work.
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This last factor was viewed as the most critical. The Tektronix staff

felt that if acceMmedatiens are considered difficult and Problematic, they

would almost certainly fail, but by having a positive attitude, it is easy

to succeed.

1
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UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

BACKGROUND

Union Carbide Corporation, Nuclear Division (UCC-ND) operates four

major energy-related production and research facilities for the Depart-

ment of Energy (DOE). These include:

k

gaseous diffusion pfants in Oak Ridge, Tennessee and Pad'cah,

Kentucky, which produce enriched uranium fuel for nuOlea

pow9r plants;

4" the blak Ridge Y-12 Plafit, a sophislticated manufacturing and

engineering organization engaged primarily in national

defense programs but also in nuclear and other energy
,

programs and in the national space effort;

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, one of the world's

largest and most diverse research and demonstration centers

with programs in a variety of scientific fields and a central

.mission of attaining abundant, economic and environmentally

acceptable sources of energy.

This case study will explore the policies and experiencesof UCC-ND

in general and the Oak Ridge National Lab (ORNL) in particular. ORNL-

was selected out of the four facilities because security regulations limit

visitation at the other three sites.

UCC-ND employs approximately 18,500 employees, about 17,000 in the

three Oak Ridge facilities, with about 5,000 at ORNL. The Nulear Division

is by far the largest Division of Union Carbide. The Division is owned by

DOE and opetated'by Union Carbide (GOCO-government owned, contractor

operated). This means that 100% of the Division's work is through. govern-

ment contract, but the personnel are employees of Union Carbide. They

receive corporate salaries and fringe benefits and operate under corporate

.policies and directives.
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FOR HANDICAPPED PERSONS

Union Carbide has been active in affirmative action for minorities

and women for many years. The Nuclear Division's formal Affirmative Action

Program dates back to 1968 With the appointment of the first Equal Oppor-

tunity Coordinator to assist top management- in implementing its commitment

to affirmative 'action for minorities. The program was expanded to include

women in 1972. The Nuclear Division Equal Opportunity Coordinator is

responsible for the design and implementation of UCC-ND's AA Program. She

maintains close ties with the Nuclear Division's officers and others at top

managdment levels in the Division and in its installations to ensure that

the direction and progress of the AA Program are consistent with UCC-ND's

commitment/ to equal opportunity and with orporate and governmental regu-

lations. She works cloSely with the AA Coordinators at the four instal-

lations and meets with them collectively at least once each quarter. The

AA Coordinators in turn work closeljrwith the installation heads and

_division heads to assist them in achieving their affirmative a ?on goals.

years ago,. these efforts were further strengthenedoby. the forma

tion of an Affirmative Action Organization (or committee) at each installa-

tion consisting-of AA repiesentatives appointed by each division manager.

At ORNL, for example, the 27.0ivisions have a total of 40 AA representatives.

Each of these AA reps holds a regular position within the division and takes

on aspart. of his/her job responsibilities AA duties that include:

becoming knowledgeable about relevant laws and regulations

and familiar with the AA Plan;

"la preparing quarterly reports on hiring, promotion, termination,

and transfer activities, including minorities, women, handi-

capped employees and covered veterans; and

o handling complaints of discrimination from division employees.

In 1978, the impetus to increase handicapped hires was provided through

an Action Plan for the Handicapped. Prior to that time, there were no

specially targeted recruitment activities, no physical modifications to

old buildings, and medical and safety directors were reluctant to recommend

handicapped applicants to be hired. Affirmative Action Coordinators were

"trying to get people to do things they hadn't been told to do." The 1978

Action Plan embraced three areas:

12 ?
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strengthening: the commitment of management to incr se the

number of handicapped hires;

modifying selected facilities to accommodate han

employees and applicants; and

actively recruiting at authorized agencies for

placing the handicapped.

The Action Plan with its strengthened management commitment marked a

turning point in the -AA program for the handicapped. The key to its success

was in having those responsible for its implementation take "ownership"

of the problem. This began with the plan itself, which was sent by the

Nuclear Division's president to top manager& for their review. Thus, it

became "their plan, not EEO's." The role of medical directors was limited

to identifying work restrictions and limitations rather than recommending

whether or not In individual should be hired. At the Oak Ridge Gaseous

Diffusion Plant they were given ownership of the plan by being asked to

present to a managers' meeting a discussion of not only the problems they

had identified in hiring' the handicapped, but also recommended solutions.

During 1981, UCC-NL'fi'commitment to affirmative action for the handi-.

capped was even further strengthened by tn. appointment of a Coordinator

for Employment of the Handicapped. This one-year position was responsible

'for developing and implementing various procedures and-programs that

would later become absorbed into regular employment functions. The major

activities of the Coordinator included:

establishing a uniform recordkeening system across all four

installations and the Central Employment. Office;

developing a system for special handling and tracking of

handicapped applicants through the application process;

6 providing training to Employment Department staff members

and AA Representatives about the regulations and handling

of complaints;.,

developing a Summer Program for hiring handicapped appli-

cants; and
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increasing. disability awareness through participation in

National Handicapped Awareness Week and Deaf Awareness

Week,co-producing a film about myths, likes, needs, etc.

of handicapped persoi.

Perhaps the strongest evidence of UCC-ND's commitment to affirmative

action for the handicapped is that since 1979 the Division has

spent over $400,000 on physical accommodations to their. facilities. These

have included removing barriers to employment offices, the cafeteria, and

buildings where wheelchair-users work,'as well as remodeling bathrooms

and providing special parking. UCC-ND currently employs 15 totally deaf,

about eight wheelchair-users, a few legally blind, and several learning

disabled. Ingluding these with medical restrictions and less severe dis-*

abilities, UCC-ND currently employs.750 individuals with handicaps or

physical limitations.

In the next section, three handicapped employees and their employment

experiences will be described. The later sections will discuss UCC-ND's

AA practices in more detail..

INDIVIDHL CASES OF ACCOMMDATION

Joe has been a laborer in the Plant and Equipment division (P E E)

.ORNL for almost four years: 'Nis divisionis responsible for all mainten-

ance of the buildings, grounds, roads, electrical systems and so on,'and

also provides craft and technical support for the research conducted in

the lab.

Joe first came to UCC through the Youth Opportunity summer emp/oy4nt.

program where he worked in grounds maintenance at UCC's recreational park.

Jbe has a learning disability and was referred to UCC for the summer

program by a counselor at his high school who was aware that he would need

careful supervision. His experience in the summer program was so succeSs-

ful,that he was hired by a manager in P E E for a permanent position.

,The - .accommodations Joe,needed were minor. Supervisors were told

about his learning disability and to instruct him very carefully, watch

him closely and keep his disability in 'And when assigning him tasks.

1 2,41
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Though he started out as.a "floater" available fOr whatever jobs were

required,\as would any other general laborer, it was recognized that he

might' do better if given 2. regular assignment for most of his workday.

Joe is now responsible for cleaning certain labs on a regular basis and

for a yegular package delivery. route. While he is occasionally called in

for other jobs as needed -,'P & ,E,staff are careful not to assign him to

equipment or tasks that might inVolve a safety hazard-to him or his co-
,

workers (e.g., using a chain saw). .Whenever he is given a new task, his

supefvisortis careful to give him detailed instructions and additional

supervision as needed:

Joe has proven to be a good worker and an asset to his division.

Once he has learned a task.he does it well and takes responsibility for

seeing that his routine work is done. He receives union wages, for which

he works as hard as, and perhaps more consistently"than, other workers.

UCC-ND incurred no direct costs in accommodating him and the additional

supervisory time required is not substanti-1. Joe likes his job and feels

good about working for ORNL. But more importantly, he appreciates the

opportunity to be self-supporting. Six months ago he moved out of his

parents' home and into his own apartment. fie -is proud of his indepen-
.

dence.

For the last five Or siunonths, Cathy has been working as a-typist in

the Employm nt-Department of the Employee Relations Division at ORNL.

Cathy's application Was initially brought to the supervisor's attention

by the Coordinator for Employment of the Handicapped. She passed the

typing test and was qualified, and he was impressed with her attitude. She

seemed to be a person who would, get along well with a variety of different

people, so he hired her to work in the "assignment pool",which provides

temporary clerical workers to various offices as needed. The assignments

vary from a couple of days to one or twoWeeks and can last up to eight

hours per day. Because assignments are temporary, the position is part-time.

This is Cathy's first job since she became disabled, and though part-

time work,is giving her a chance to re-enter the work force, she is eager

to apply for a full -tine secretarial4position as soon as an opening becomes

available. Before her disability, Cathy had accumulated a wide variety of

13u
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office experience ranging from secretary and office manager to bank teller

and bookkeeper. Then about'five years%ago she began.having problems .with

her knees which resulted in a;series of operations and the need for a

Wheelchair. Cathy has been using the wheelchair for about a year"and a

half and hopes to graduate to crutches eventually. Meanwhile the adjust-

ment to using the wheelchair and the physical stress of frequent surgery

had made it difficultto consider going back to work until a friend

encouraged her to give it a try. She found her biggest problem was laCk

of self-confidence, a problem that her current position has helped her

overcome. .

Cathy has required little in terms of job accommodations. She is

comfortable working at desks and typewriters from her wheelchair without

height adjustments. She has had no problems with reaching things on

desks or in file cabinets. Her big problem has been with access to some

of the older buildings at the Lab.- (For an employee with a permanent position

the necessary physical modifications would have been made; h6wever Cathy's

joh involves temporary assignments at: various locations). This problem has

been handled in two different ways. First, by careful selection of assign-
,.

ments,Cathy can be assigned to jobs in buildings that are accessible.

Second, in some cases work can be brought to her if the job is nearby.

Cathy seems to be working out well, so far, though she does receive

fewer assignments than she otherwise.would. She likes working at ORNL.

Her co-workers have been extremely helpful, willing to help her out as

needed. Apart from small things like opening a door or an .Jccasional

errand, Cathy has been able to manage on her own very well./ She's glad to

.be working again and appreciates ORNL giving her this opportunit'.

Sally is a compositor, a technical typesetter, in the Technical

Publications Department of the Information Division at ORNL, the department

responsible for production of reports at the Lab. Her job involes working

with a text editor, using typesetting commands, good typing skills and a

high degree of accuracy. She is one of six typesetters with interchangeable

skills who work as a team. Sally/.is %deaf and at her first:interview two

and a half years ago her supervisor was called in to interpret when 'the

scheduled interpreter failed to show. Her supervisor has good sign
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language skills' an has worked with thle deaf before, s-.) communication

between them has been no problem. The interview focused on her abilities

and qualifications. for the job,and her deafness wasn't really raised as

;

-an issue. She had some college including ,a computer programming course

and ten years experience as a typist before coming to ORNL. She is a good

worker, has performed well and has been promoted from a typist to a

PrintiniLDesign Clerk in the time she's worke.Ohere.

Her supervisor's major concern when she first began work was one of

safety, since she can't hear emergency alarms. 'In-her case, since she

works with other people, it was decided that the simplest solution was for0

'her to always Jet someone know where she is in -case of emergency. [In

other parts of UCC-ND, visible alarms have been used and in one case a deaf

employee who works on his own a great deal carries a ligh!: signal on his

belt (like a beeper) so that 'he knows when someone is trying to reach

him.] The first few weeks were hard,but after a month communication with

co-workers improved as everyone adjusted and same co- workers liegan to

learn sign language. She found her co-workers-to be supportive and

willing to help with things like personal phone calls. Now she has

access. to a TTY donated by the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

Sally has required little individual accommodation. She does have

a light on her keyboard instead of a bell to indicate when the text is

approaching the end'of a line, which-was installed after she asked co- .

workers how they knew when they were reaching the end of a line. The cost

was negligible and the light was installed by the PU Division.

For Sally the most important factor in her success at UCCND has been

the accentance and attitudes of her co-workers, She has seen an increase
t

in the number of deaf employees and increased awareness of the deaf as

individuals in the time she's been there. She and her supervisor started

a brown -hag sign language course which has since seen developed into a

formal course in the regular UCC-ND employe training program. .\s he;

co- workers have developed a greater sensitivity to her,such as learning

to include her in their conversations and keeping her informed about what's

going on, and as more employees.hogin'to learn .sipc,language, Sally's deaf-

ness has essentially ceased to be a handicap.
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III. HIRING AND ACCOMMODATION PRACTICES

Through UCC-ND's Affirmative Action Program for the Handicapped and

through the one-year appointment of a Coordinator for Employment of the

Handicapped, UCC-ND has established a number of practices that have become

incorporated into the employment process to facilitate the hiring and

appropriate placement of disabled workers. The provision of job accommo-

dations is handled in a much less formal way and follows the decision to

hire as a secondary-activity to support the hiring decision. This section

describes the various relevant practices in more detail.

Recruiting

UCC-ND recently developed an active search and recruitment program to

bring more qualified disabled applicants to the firm. This has included

AA staff and/or other recruiters visiting Gallaudet College and Southern

Illinois University. Recruitment plans were made to visit Rochester

Institute for the Deaf as well but were cancelled because of limited open-

ings. However, when hirinuopportunities increase, the UCC-ND will recruit
ee

at Roches e Institate for the Deaf. Though hiring has currently slowed

,to a trickle a three of the four installations, recruitment at Gallaudet

College has bees retained. S.I.U. proved less successful however, since

few, if any, of the disabled students at the time of the visit to the

schdcia in iD81, were studying fields relevant to the kind of work performed

at UCC-ND.

Of special` interest among UCC-ND's recruitment activities is the

relationship the Central Employment and.Equal Opportunity offices has

deVeloped with the Tennessee Division-of Vocational Rehabilitation. Follow-

ing a meeting with half a dozen selected counselors to discuss the kinds of

job opportunities available at UCC-ND, a liaison was chosen to review

'potential referrals and select possible applicants to UCC-ND. 'Over two

years, UCC-ND hired about 13% of the applicants referred by VR,.a substan-

tial improvement over the past, but indicating that still too many inappro-

priate referrals were being received. Obviously VR needed further training, so

a "bigger, better meeting" was set up to, include various employment staff
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as well as AA staff.and a larger number of VR counselors. In this

meeting much of the focus was on explaining why individuals had not been

hired. The counselors were given'examples and labels for inappropyiate.

types of clients to help them remember whom not to refer-. (Forexample

a "willy nilly" is someone who is undependable, a "once in a blue sooner"

is someone UCC-ND has only occasional openings fot such as a lawyer),. An

important part of the agenda was a view graph presentation of the current

job openings in the UCC-ND, with the kinds of skill's needed to fill such ,

openings. The company's concern was to have VR distinguish between referred

and recommended clients, and to provide information about how long the VR
44

had worked with the client, the kinds of services that had been. provided,

and suggestions for accommodating the client: Regular 'meetings with a-VR

liaison have been held to discuss individual potential applicants. While

it is too soon to know the results, especially since UCC-ND Is doing little

hiring, the referrals do seem to be improvinz.

Another source of applicants that show: ome 'promise is the Training

and Technology Program (TAT) which is operated by UCC-ND and Oak Ridge'

Associated UniverSities, with support -from the Department of Energy.. This

program has been established to train disadvantaged and hard-to-place

individuals in machining,welding, pipefitting, physical testing, and

drafting. A strong emphasis also placed on the development of good

work habits. The program has been involved in training the handicapped for

several years and has become a source of iob-ready, disabled applitants.

There are two major barriers that face the recruitment program. One

is that due to federal cutbacks, UCC-ND is doing very little hiring at

three of its four installations at, the present. Active recruitment for

positions that don't existdoesnit make sense. The other barrier is the

apparent lack of qualified handicapped applicants in the area. This is

especially true for degreed applicants. Even at the universities where

one might expect that one Could recruit for M.S./B.S. or Ph.D. positions,

most of the disabled,students seem to be majoring in humanities and social

sciences.

In response to the reduction in hiring activity, the main thrust in

AA at UCC-ND is the upward mobility of its existing employees. In

13
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response to the lack of qualified applicants, UCC-ND continues to work

with the state VR agency to encourage the training of more marketable

skills, and continues to look for new sources of applicants that qualify

for M.S./B.S. and Ph.D. positions.

Hiring

.:For the past year, when a 'handicapped individual has 'submitted an

application at UCC-ND for employment,either by self-identifying on the

application; possessing an obvious handicapor by applying through a

specific recruitment source, his/her application has received special

handling. The Coordinator for Employment of the Handicapped has reviewed

the application, has interviewed the applicant, and if the applicant has

shown any reasonable possibility of qualifying for available positions,

has compiled references and transcripts. This packet has then been for-

warded to the appropriate division at the installation where the job

opening(s) are available. The packet is accompanied by a form that

requires the department staff to provide justification if the, applicant was

not interviewed or if interviewed and not hired, to justify why another

applicant was selected (see Attachment 1).

In addition, a "TLC".card with basic information about the applicant

is sent'to the AA Rep in that division who follows up to see what the out-

come has been. To give handicapped applicants further visibility, a one-

page publication,."Handicap Highlights," listing choice handicapped applicants

and their qualifications is circulated to all four installations.

This system of special handling has evolved as a method to increase

the likelihood that individual applicants will beinterviewed and seriously

considered for as many positions as appropriate. The Coordinator found

that if she could get prescreened applicants as far as an interview,

about SO% of them would actually gcia hired. The system also avoids the

problem of an individual just beingAnterviewed once and if not selected,

simply forgotten. By keeping track of applicant flow, it became possible

to re-route an applicant to another available opening.

Two factors in particular contributed to the Coordinator'i success.

First, with her background in employment, ete was familiar with the require-

ments of the various openings, and with additional special training in
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"Occupational Development for Handicapped Persons" (as preparation for

this one-year assignment), she was able to effectively screen applidints

for those qualified for UCC-ND job openings. Secondly, she developed per-

suasive "marketing" skills to "sell" managers and supervisors the idea Of,

interviewing prescreened applicants (with references and transcripts

already compiled). She found that those managers who,hired handicapped

workers needed little selling the next time.

Each installation also has a Selective Placement Committee set up

specifically to advise supervisors and managers in the Analysis of jobs,

to identify appropriate job and task assignments for handicapped applicants,

and to assist in determining accommodations to a specific individual's

handicapping condition. Each committee consists of theinstallation's

safety director and medical director, as well as staff from the labor re-7

lations and employment departments (see Attachment 2). The committees

are to be used as resources when questions of individuals' abilities,

needs for accommodation,-or issues of safety arise (notethe reference

to the.committee on Attachment 1). The committee members are available

individual)y, each offering a different area of expertise, as needed, as

well as functioning collectively as a committee to discuss issues of gen-

eral concern.

Accommodations,

At UGC -ND, when one mentions accommodation of handicapped workers,

most people think of the removal of architectural barriers. Since many

of the buildings are old and not built with accessibility in mind,

this is no small task. At ORNL, for example, many of the buildings are

over 40 years old. Installatioe of elevators in buildings not designed

for them is expensive and the stairways are so narrow that use of them for

evacuation of a wheelchair-user during an emergency is potentially dangerous.

Since there are so many buildings, eve the building of ramps to give

access to the first floor of every building would be very expensive.

However, UCC-ND is committed to providing the access that is needed.

Having created access to employment and personnel offices as well as

common-use areas, they have also begun making other buildings accessible
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as more wheelchair-users are hired. Thi process will probably be

gradual since in UCC-ND's experience on y a stall proportion of

disabled job seekers require the removal of architectural barriers.

UCC -ND's experiencehes been that most disabled workers need little

job accommodation. Minor changes in- ob procedure or worksite-occur

naturally and infortally and co-workers are generally. willing to prOvide

help with small tasks. IndividualIccommodations are provided'as a

matter of course and'are notthe focus of a 14 of attention. The need

for accommodation is rarely discussed during the hiring interview.

Rather, interviews focus on the individual's qualifications for the job:

Once the hiring decision has been made, attention is turned to any-

special needs the'individual may have. If accommodations aie.needed, they

are discussed when the job offer is made..-,..

The area of accommodations that 'seems the most advanced and

is becoming formalized is-the accommodation of deaf employees. This

includes:

the use of professional interpreters-for which written

guidelines have been developed (see Attachment 3);

o the purchtse of TTYs to allow deaf employees to receive

and make phone calls;

co the provision of signs language instruction including

the production of eleven 20-minute video tapes to accompany
.

the text;,

installation of warning lights in the cafeteria and in

facilities where deaf employees work;

weighting of the clerical test to take into account prob-

lems in grammar-(for those positions where English skills

aren't essential); and

extension of the Career Planning Program to include deaf

employees (involving adapting language ,of materials to

be usable/by deaf persons).

Both deaf employees and their supervisors seem pleaSed with the results,

and as more co-workers learn to use basic sign langUage, the-communication

tt
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barriers are minimized. UCC-ND hopes to continue hiring larger numbers

of deaf employees.

Upward Mobility

As mentioned previously, UCC-ND is facing cutbacks in funding at

three of its four installations which have severely curtailed hiring

activitias at these three sites. Thus, the main thrust of the Affirmative

Action Programs has been directed toward the upward mobility of existing

employees, which for some years has shared the limelight with AA recruit-
,

ment and employment. For FY82, the identification of individuals. capable

of promoting into managerial or upper-level professional jobs and the

development of specific plans for enhancing their capabilities have been

included as affirmative action performance standards for division directors.

In turn, department heads and supervisors are asked to provide lists of

outstanding employees. .While it is too soon to tell how effective this

thrust will be, the visibility given to management' commitment to

affirmative action for the handicapped through extensive physical modifi-

cations, staff training programs, and a variety of other media will surely

contribute to the program's success.

Turning Policy Into Action

As mentioned earlier, top management at Union Carbide has a strong

commitment to affirmative action for the handicapped. However, without

full participation and commitment of those who are responsible for imple-

mentation, the policy would be meaningless. Each division may implement-

the policy somewhat differently, and even each installation, division,

department, and supervisor may differ somewhat, but the message from the

top is clear: Union Carbide will take affirmative action to hire the

handicapped.

Measures of Performance

One of the 'mechanisms for communicating this policy to all levels is

by including AA in Measures of Performance (MOPs). By making use of an
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already existing and effective structure for communicating policy, it is

possible for the commitment to cascade down very quickly to managers and
,

supervisors. MOPs for a divfsion president' become MOPs for a division

director, and get translated into MOPs for department heads and 50 on down

the line. While the MOPsw-carry no sanction for failure, they do carry

rewards for achievement and serve to bring focus to policy by providing

traceability and a reinforced chain of communication (the MOPs are dis-

cussed regularly).

'Training

Another important aspect of implementing the AA program has been toyt,
train staff in tha regulations, company policy, and disability awareness.

A one-hour video presentation entitled "They've Traveled Far to Reach Our

Door -- Can We Do Less Than Open It?" was produced for in-house use to

educate,employees and supervisors about various handicaps. The film de-

picts five Nuclear Division disabled workers and their supervisors and

deals with safety concerns, performance ofchandicapped employees, and

attitudinal barriers. The film shows how fear.of what to expect of handi-

capped applicants and initial reluctance to hire them vanish in the light

of experience. The film could well have been titled "From Adversary to

Advocate".

The videotape "Affirmative Action and. You at ORNL" also includes dis-

cussio
S

)

of AA for the handicapped and is shown to all new hires at orienta-

tio./and used for supervisor training. Supervisor awareness training also

includes a discussion of discriminatory practices and how to handle AA

complaints.

An area of need that has recently been identified is training super-

visors in how to orient new handicapped.employees to their worksite and

their co-workers. The biggest barrier to acceptance seems to be when people

don't know what to expect. Orientation has been handled on a case-by-case

basis with assistance from employment staff, but the need to train super-

visors in this area has become more apparent as the number of handicapped

employees increases.
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Monitering

UCC-ND has an extensive monitoring and recordkeeping system to support

the AA program for the handicapped. In addition to tracking applicant

flow at" mentioned earlier, UCC-ND keeps records of the number of self-

identified, known and medically handicapped employees by installation,

division, and department, and includes keeping records of promotions.

This monitoring activity further increases the visibility of the pro-

gram

Publicity

Publicity within the company of accomplishments, activities, and goals

relating to the handicapped is accomplished through company newsletters,

posters, and participation in events '..1ch as National Handicapped Aware-

ness Week and Deaf Awareness Week. These serve to communicate manageient's.

commitment throughout the company and remind employees of their responsi-

bility in fulfilling that commitment. It w- ressea, nowever, that while

these methods are valuable, they are n-. effective without a mechanism

like the MOPs to help the program become a regular, routine part of company

operations.

Internal Complaint Procedure

The procedure established to resolve AA complaints is one that focuses

on resolving the problem at the lowest level possible (see Attachment 4).

In addition to providing handicapped employees with due process, it is seen

as further reinforcing AA policies and management's commitment.

DECISION FACTORS

There are a number of different factors influencing both the imple-

mentation of company policy and individual hiring or accommodation decisions.

Some of these are external to UCC-ND and others are influences from within.
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Safety

UCC-ND has a remarkable safety record with over 25 million work hours

without a work-related incident between September 1980 and June 1981.

This has been accomplished through an extensive safety program which includee

training in extinguishing fires, safe use of equipment, and emergency

evacuation procedures. Handicapped individuals-and their co-workers-go

through practice runs of evacuation procedures until a method is worked out

that will work effectively in a real emergency.

The focus on safety which has evolved from the nature of the work done

at UCC-ND has had a significant influence on hiring attitudes. Historically

there has been strong resistance to hire the handicapped because of fear

of increased safety risk, not just on the job, but during evacuation also,.

Experience with disabled workers has shown them to be no less safe than

their non-disabled co-workers, and through individual experience and exposure

through the videotape, more and,Fore managers and supervisors are changing

their attitudes about hiring the handicapped.

The Economy

The shift in the economy away from federal spending has placed UCC-ND

in a state of reduction in force which has brought hiring to a near stand-

still at three of the four installations. The one installation that does

have hiring opportuniti- gills as.many job openings as possible with

candidates for reducti

hiring the handicapp-

handling of applica,

)rce at the other three installations. Thus,

.pport activites such as recruitment, special

cc. are more or less at a standstill also.

The status of the Jnomy is also reflected in rising costs and sal-

aries. As budgets get tight, it becomes more difficult to cover the cost

of expensive modifications. While cost has not been a major issue thus

far, if an individual were to need an expensive modification, it would be

less likely or take longer in times of tight budgets.

Low*TUrnover

Oak Ridge is an attractive place to work and live. Union Carbide has

an attractive fringe benefit package and a variety of in-service training41
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programs that contribute to career advancement. Many of UCC-ND's employees

have served 20-30 years or more. Thus, available openings are somewhat

limited compared to other industries.

Because of the low turnover rate, the average age of the work force

especially the liurly (union) employees working in the more physically

demanding jobs, is cl4er than in other industries. Almost 20% of the hourly

workforce at ORNL, for example, has some kind of medical restrictions or

work limitations, most of which are-simply related to getting older. These

restrictions are accommodated by selective task assignments and efforts are

.
made to keep medically handicapped employees as long as possible, as long

as sufficient work tasks are available for full-time work. The strong

concern for safety places an emphasis on strict adherence to medical re-

strictions, and the identification of work limitations is made, possible by

mandatory periodic physical exams conducted by in-house physicians.

a]pport Services

Tennessee does not have the extensive network a independent living

and other support services in the community that are available in some of

the other states such as California. Employers have limited resources

for referring handicapped workers who may need extra help in developing

independent living or work adjustment skills. Thus, it is important that

all employees have not only the qualifications necessary to do their job,

but also'are job-ready, with good work habits.

UCC-ND has responded to this need by recently expanding their clerical

vestibule (training) program to include the handicapped.

Qualifications of the Individual

As with the hiring of any employee, the focus on hiring the-handi-
\

capped is an their qualifications to do the job. If an individual is

qualifiedithe necessary accommodations will follow. The individual's

personality and attitude towards his/her. handicap can be an important

factor in hiriog,justas the personality and attitudes of any applicant

can affectihis/her chances of being employed. Disabled workers must meet
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the same performance expectations as anyone else, so qualifications and

ability to' do the job are the primary focus.

CONCLUSIONS

Respondents were asked to .give their recommendations to other employers

and federal policy makers about hiring and accommodating handicapped

workers. ,,These, along with the information provided about their policies,

practices, and experiences, provide a variety of lessons to be learned.

Recommendations for Other Employers

It was stressed many times that AA staff can do little to bring abciut

change without a strong, visible commitment from top management. This is

considered a key element of success-and should be translated into regular,

ongoing procedures: Periodic attention drawn to the issue without a

mechanism for implementation isn't enough.

Negative attitudes fostered by a lack of understanding, knowledge,

or experience were felt to be the biggest barriers to employment of the

handicapped. Employers need to look beyond the handicap and look at

the person underneath. "If they're qualified, give them a chance." Energy

and resources spent on increasing awareness of managers, supervisors, and

Co-workers are well spent. Like anything new, you have to sell it.

Many employers seem concerned that the performance of handicapped

workers will be below standard, yet experience shows that disabled workers

are good performers. Often feeling the need to prove themselves, they tend

to be better employees'than their non-disabled co-workers.

Most disabled workers need little in terms of special accommodations.

For even those that do require some type of accommodations, usually the

cost is low. Affirmative action benefits everyone by creating an environ-____

ment where all employees are aware that they are valued fur what they con-

tribute regardless of other characteristics. AA for the handicapped

reassures other workers that if they become physically limited in some

way, they will still be valued employees.

1 4 3
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It takes a lot of energy to effect a major positive change. Re-.

cruiters should find the best qualified applicants possible. Trying to

push the wrong person can do the AA program more harm than good.

Set up a system for monitoring progress. This reinforces policy,

provides visibility and provides a feedback loop essential to bringing

about change.

Recommendations for Federalfolicyalars-

Government should take a positive approach to implementing AA for the

handicapped; incentive rather than punishment. The focus should' be on

bringing about improvements rather than looking for things wrong. These

changes will take time and while employers are in the process of bringing

'about change, some areas are bound to be weaker than others. Government

should try to provide incentives for improved performance. In order for tax

credit programs to act as incentivesi'however, paperwork must be reduced.

Government agencies involved in training and educating-the handicapped

need to focus more on providing marketable skills. They need to become

more. familiar with the hiring needs of employers and direct their energy

to increasing the pool of qualified disabled applicants in fields where

job openings exist.

Lessons to be Learned i

The recommendations listed above serve well to summarize the lessons

to be learned from the experiences of UCC-ND. A strong management comMit-
/

ment backed by capital investment to improve physical access, management

techniques to turn policy into action, and training to improve attiti'es

can go a long way towards ensuring equal employment opportunities fo the

handicapped. As attitudes gradually begin to change and employees become

more open to accepting handicapped workers, the limiting factor ceases to

be one of attitudes but rather the availability of qualified applicants.
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Attachment 1

FORM 2

SUPPLEMENT TO QUALIFICATION RECORD OF HANDICAPPED APPLICANTS

Attention Division

Name of applicant

Vietnam Veteran Disabled Veteran Handicapped (Description of.handicap

The attached application form is for a handicapped individual who is being considered
under ORNL's Affirmative Action Program for the handicapped.

If applicant is invited, retain form and complete section B after selection has been
made.

If applicant is NOT invited complete section A and return to the appropriate Employ-
ment Department.

Invited Not invited

Date interviewed

A. 1. Why was the applicant not invited for an 'interview?

2.. Were others invited for an interview? If so, what were their qualifications?

3. How did this applicant's qualifications compare with the standards set for
the job?

4. Describe the accommodations which were considered for this applicant.

5. Were the services of the Selective Placement Committee used in answering
question 4? (Contact person for the Selective Placement Committee.
Barbara Ashdown,'6-2432)

6. Who reviewed this application?

**************************************************************************************

B. 1. Name of successful applicant

2. How did this applicant's qualifications compare with the handiCapped appli-
cants' qualifications?

143
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Attachment 2

ROLE OF SELECTIVE PLACEMENT COMMITTEE

ti

a
1) To advise supervisors and managers in the analysis of

pbtential of being filled by a handicapped individual.

2) To assist in determining accommodations to a specific
handicapping condition.

SAFETY DIRECTOR

jobs with the

individuals'

By special qualification and training and a practictO eye for
identifying hazards, can most readily perceive whether adaptions
in work environment would be necessary.

MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Identification of individuals as having bona fide handicapping
conditions. Notes any restrictions. What the applicant can do
as well as what he /she cannot.

LABOR RELATIONS

Where Union Contracts are involved to make sure that there are
no violations of the contractual agreement and to be sure that
the bargaining agreements do not preclude the placement of
handicapped persons in hourly positions'that may be compatible
with a physical or mental limitation.

EMPLOYMENT DEPARTMENT

To ensure that job specifications actually are job-related and
job descriptions. Also that necessary record - seeping on applicant
flow is consistently maintained.

PUBLICITY

Distribution to Division Directors and Program/Project Managers
of the announcement of the formation of the SPC..

Announcement in the May 1979 issue of the Lab News.

14,
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Attachment 3

ORNL GUIDELINES FOR USING PROFESSIONAL INTERPRETERS

To assure equitability in divisional use of. professional interpreters, we
have established the following guidelines.

Divisional-uses of professional interpreters is recommended for the following:

1. Performance Review Conferences. Because these sessions have an impact on
the career development and mobility of employees, hiring a professional
interpreter is. important.

2. Job and career training. Training affects the mobility potential of

Inaviduals. ;Good communication in this area would warrant professional

interpreting.

3. Com laint sessions within the division disci lina conferences and

major con erences etween emp oyee an supervisor where con i entia ty

and good communication are needed for successful outcome. Julgement in

these matters will be based On a case-by-case"basis.

The Safety Director in cooperation with the Affirmative Action Office, will

provide interpreting. services for the following:

1. Safety Meetings: Attendance at four meetings per year is mandatory for

all Laboratory employees. To avoid each division bearing the cost for
all safety meetings, the Affirmative Action Office will be responsible
for scheduling the required meetings for deaf employees. All deaf

employees will attend a safety meeting together. 'An interpreter gill

be available at that session. Cost of interpreting services will be

covered by..the Laboratory Safety Director.

The Affirmative Action Office will check with divisions employing the

deaf for their schedule of dates and topics. .Attendance of deaf employees

will be rotated among divisional meetings and between X-10 and Y-12 to

assure equitability in moving employees around.

Because safety meetings are vital aspects of our work environment, we

need to accommodate our handicapped employees to receive this information.

Divisions will be asked for brief agendas and synopses of these meetings

to better prepare the deaf employees before the meeting.

Deaf employees who cannot attend these scheddled meetings will have to

attend without an interpreter. Employees will be given at least 2 weeks

advance notice of the meeting.
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Attachment 3 (continued)

2. Safety-related training. Safety training recommended for all employees will
be sponsored by the Safety Director's Office. Training of this type includes
defensive driving, fire training, etc.

The Laboratory will provide professional interpreters for the following:

1. Laboratory-wide personnel meetings. An interpreter will be provided at
one or more sessions of the Laboratory meetings on topics such as benefits,
performance reviews, new programs, etc.

2. AA Complaint Counseling. If an employee seeks counseling from the Laboratory
Coordinator, the Laboratory will be responsible for the necessary interpreting.

3. Salaried Em lo ee Grievance Pro ram. If an employee takes a complaint to a
counse or. the a oratory wi arrange interpreting.

4.' Confidential conferences on personnel or complaint matters. If an employee
needs strictly confidential personnel information rom any of the Employee
Relations Departme;its that cannot be handled in writing, the Laboratory
will be responsible for interpreting services. This includes open door
conferences outside the employee's division with Sommerfeld, Postma, or
other managers.

Use of interpreters for other types of communication will be considered on a
case-by-case basis. Overall guidelines for these include:

1. General office communication. Employee's peers are encouraged to learn
basic sign language for everyday communication. (videotaped sessions are
available for group practice and an in-hours cour.,e is now being offered,
contact Personnel Development, 4-4444).

2. Staff Meetings. Regular weekly or monthly functions can probably be
handled with assistance from signing employees in this group. Supervisors
should give their deaf employees written agendas and brief synopses of the
meeting. A written summary of the meeting can also be given to the employee.

3. Communicatioierfer Communication of policies
and procedures can be done in writing and with peer assistance. Remember

that deaf employee.: do not have access to office "grapevine" communication
and often do not get the proper meaning of a policy that might be generally
"understood" by hearing employees.

hmergency communication. Getting a professional interpreter would probably
take too long for an emergency. The AA office maintains a list of people
who can sign well enough to be helpful during an emergency. Please contact

the AA office if you need intervention. Otherwise you might prepare the

deaf employee's peers to be able to sign-well enough to help.
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Attachment 3 (continued)

TTY's available at'X-10 and Y-12 sites for business and emergency

purposes. Deaf employees can use the teletypewriter devices locat:d

in the shift supervisors offices at X-10 and Y-12. The X-10 TTY

located at the East Portal and tile-Y-12 TTY is located in 9706-2.
X-10-employees-at-Y-12-can-us.e,fhe Y-12 device.- Supervisors of deaf

. employees are encouraged to tomiliarize themselves with these JTices
and to allow their employees to become familiar with them.

Further questions on accommodating the deaf can be referred tc the
Affirmative Action Office, 6-2432.-
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Attachment 4

Inteal_coglaint Procedure

EMPLOYEE !L /PROBLEM GOES TO IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR

P
PROBLEM IS RESOLVED 75Eit---71551751

EMPLOYEE W PROBLEM GOES TO AA REPRESENTATIVE

AA REPRESENTATIVE LISTE-N-Si

INFORMS EMPLOYEE

RELATIONS SUPERINTENEENT

EMPLOYEE IS ADVISED TO GO BACK TO SUPERVISOR

& IS TOLD THAT AA COORDINATOR WILL TELL THE 1

EMPLOYEES STORY TO SUPERVISOR BEFORE TALK J

. EMPLOYEE HAS TRIED THIS ALREADY

OR WON'T TALK TO SUPERVISOR

PROBLEM IS NOT HANDICAP RELATED

FOLLOW THE PROCEDURE DESCRIBED

IN THE MINORITY/WOMEN

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM

AA COORDINATOR OFFERS TO GO

TO SUPERVISOR W/ENPLOYEE

tozumuld-1
Pi7gETGRIEli

15o

EMPLOYEE STILL WON T CO

AA COORDINATOR OFFERS

TO INVOLVE DIVISION MANAGEMENT

EITIPLOYEE REJECTS OFFER

DIVISION MANACEIENT & AA COORDINATOR

INVOLVE EMPLOYEE REIATIONS DIVISION

AA COORDINATOR & PLANT MANAGERNT

DECISION MADE & ACTION TAM CONSISTENT 11/

CO. POLICY, PRACTICE, THE PRINCIPLES OF

EIFECTIVEALUMUNUEL..

DIVISION N'.3AGEWNT SEEKS

ADVICE FROM LEGAL ft/OR

MEDICAL DE ?ARMEN'S

YAMS MEMBERS OP THE

GENERAL STAFF APE

NOTIFIED
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